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THIS VOLUME CLOSED AS OF

MlAY, 1961

PLEASE SEE NEXT VOLUME FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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Remarks

The attached memorandum has been given
to Mr. Black by Mr. Bachem. It seems to me to
follow pretty closely the lines that I under-
stand are being discussed in your Committee.

J.BUrke Knapp
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Frarnkfurt-Main, May lo, 1961

Iv e m o r a n di u r

from: H. Erich B achem

to : Mr. Eugene H. Black

subject: Proposal to create an "worid Bank-Pre-Investment Fund".

Some time ago you asked me to give you in writing my ideas

about a vWorld Ba'.nk Funa for pre-investment studiies -

similar but supplementary to the LN-Special Fund. Here is

my proposal:

1. I propose to create a func for financing pre-investment

ztuoies which - under present policies - cannot be

financed by Wvorld .ank loans.

2. Suc. orld Bank-Pre-Investment Funa- would procably

recuire initially only US o 3-5 millions but would have

to be fea lit subsequent aliocations as required.. Tne

funas would come out of our net profits.

3. The principai purpose oi tie luno ooulu be to allow

preparation anc evaluation ± oeveLopment projects

vhicni cannot or wculd not be prepared or stucied without

the funds assistance. Tnis includes ieasiciiity studies

of alterntives to projects sponsorea or ueing prepared

bu govermrients or private parties.

4. Tne principal di-ferences between the sorld BanK's anu

toe Uh-&pecial Funa wouid oce tne foILoiVng:
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a) Tie aorLd Bank Fund *ouid not Le restricte a

minimum limit regarding tie total ioreign exenange

cost oi the studies. I expect - in iact - tnat tLhe

great majority of stucties to ue financed D- thie vorld

Bank Funa would Le under the US 2)o.o0 ]oreign

excnange cost limit set as a minimum ior UN-Special

Fund assistance.

>) iorid Bank financea stuuies wouLd not require any

formaL agreerment wit_ a :overnnent, tnerefore no.

parliamentary action, nor requirne granting oi any

immunity or dipomatic privileges. -n informai

communication letter or cable excnange irom tnie

Bank's memoer government tnat it either sponsors

or as at least no objection to tie proposed stuoy

snould be suhfcient.

c) Te .orld Bank Funo enould be abLe to app rove ionancinig

oi a .tuay witijin a iew weekrl as comp:are. to te

toiB ' ontnaper 00 requireu under UN-special Fund

procedures.

d) orio Bonk Funo financing cou> d cover t.-e entire coot

o .e otuaie Altoug it snouoo norma~i oce imiteo

to tae Lorei excnge component.

e) oria Bank linance; studies could be uncertaken

regio >> of whe ther hey m nefit a governmient

(municipality etc.) or a private party'. Hiowever, ilf a

study is likely to lea toan investment from whlicfh

a- pivate party aill draw a oirect financial benefit,

arrangements shouid be made unoer vhich the cost of

the study would then oe rema deds an interest

ear in loan resayabie over a period suited to the

-52-



investment made. All other studies shouid be financed

as a grant.

5. The advantage of creating a separate funo (though no

legal entity) with a very few general regulations for

its operstion - as compared to the possiLility to

consider financing the sume stuaies on a case-by-case

basis under IBMD's technical assistance budget are the

following:

a) The initiative for finding and proposing projects

which need such studies has to come largely from our

operations officers and the chiefs of our operational,

technical and economic missions. uch staff members

nae to know in advance what can and what cannot be

done by tne Bank. They should follow establiseoa

policies and not be expected to make a case requiring

new or changing present policies.

b) The knowledge that the sorld Bank can finance such

studies on a grant basis is likely to spread quickly

in our member countries. It will oe much easier to

reject outright at the very beainning requests for

inancins "icn seem unwarranted on the grounds of

establisho policies tan to refer them already at

a very initial stage to the Bank's management for

consideration.

u. The ojective of te orld Bank Pre-Investment Fund is

to help startin: new development projects and to propose

better alternatives to (or modifications of) unsouno

develpment projects or project-iceas.

-4-



Examples for possibilities of the first category' (within

my ar-ea o responsibility) are:

MaIaya: Fertilizer factory

Cement factory

Northern East-Aest Highway

Industrial Estates

Palm-Oil Industries

Philippines: food processin plants

nickel-iron ore mines

Examples for the second category (al iernatives) are

(or would have been in recent years):

ingaFpore: Free-piston power plant St. James

,team power plant Pasir Pajang

dater supply project

MalyNwutterworth port

Johore Steam Power Station

PRAI :ailway extension + station

PhiliopinCs: Integrateo )teel kill

Pan-Philippine Inter-Island Highway

*anila harbor-works

7. The effectiveness of any effort to prevent wasteful

investments depends in my view mainiy on the possibility

to propose a suitable alternative ,t very early stage -

cefore people, emotions or money have become firmly

committed. A flexible and fast operating W.orld Bank wi-l

- 5-
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be a usefui weapon against waste.

Post scriptum:

I cannot answer your question o how to convince

Mr. Paul Hoffman of the need for a iorld Bank Fund

because I do not know Mr. Hoffman nersonally. If I

knew him well enougi, i am sure I could give you a

proposal for your coisideration.
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January 16, 1961

Dear Ur. Darling:

On my ret'irn to I'ashtrx-ton last week, I found
your letters of 2e9m'er ? ano ftrv 6. I appreciate
very ruch ;our r> ti tir e nd a d&ing e T.e materiaal
about the 3mall imuiness nvestment &om~ y program.

shall1 Look 1urwara to nawe tids wi-th di irt.
Sincerel yo r,est

>enry ia. Labouisse

Sr.J
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114 Fourth St., S. E.
Washington 3, D. C.

January 6, 1961

Mr. Henry Labouisse
Special Assistant for Africa
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Labouisse:

The enclosed "Resume' of SBIC Financial Transactions with
Small Businesses as of September 30, 1960" supplements my letter
dated December 29, 1960. It is vivid evidence of the working of the
Small Business Investment Company program and the potential of the
new financing technique for underdeveloped countries.

Most sincerely,

Joseph W. Darling
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Jauary 6, 1961

Rooma** of MWI Finamtal Transaticm with awa11 Bunamw
0of3

Thie eceas ~nng report of "Small anImsa Investmwnt Ctapanea Lowand
Tnlustry Finawiner Trananetiana - by Industry" prepared as of Septemer 30, 1960,
should be of particuar interest since it etwee bow effective the RSl program ham
ben iactually w- mkIng reavely lowg tem equIty type capital vailabl to amm1U
buinaes firms for develepunt purposes.

A total of 745 amll business finamine transantimn resulted In about
4 31 Mions of ea tuents for various types of long term inAnming from the 1V4

Etmall Busness Investaent Comentes included ini the report. The overall number of
transctions and the apprortmate amut involved wres GfoUcr:

IA.er Of Approx. Ant. 1Averag Size T
. Tranactions 1omitted (Appr1d9ma,) Groupinga

Ln'e, LO n 538F 9 WAL 3 thousand _3_
1.Nn-auauAg 7 5 =LUHm 03 thousand 14~

2. Mauacturing, 66 4 rdu.an I60 thonanna 191
B.
Miy Fi207_QL22mle 20tosa

1. onwa**atuin in16 3 96o fmim f#f5 acuanda9,

2. Mau9trn 89 3 ll314 hosnd1

Zhe rangp in size af finAncial tranewtions was aprss ly a O foars

L eaTm Loans thallst thest

peL. c-nnaturin S 6 thsand Ini00~v t maM t.szster

2. Aanufactuxrin . 9 thom m q 1 amxi at
B.

2. ManuVaCtu jtdto 3 thoAn2i50 tousb t

LOnS erM a mal aW 6,00 far nfcun iX , and 19,500
fror mnufm acturing.- Equity finavr-in tranactione vere as small as $,5,000 for

um--mauufwturing- firms and 43,000 for mandacturing,,.

These 745 lov ng terrnneing, transActims were worked out with the, an&U
businaso firms involved by the ivecrm1 of the 324 Oza11 Busness Investrmnt Com-
panian doing the firmwinte; using, their own initiative and utilising, their own
acreerng, proceses. The SBI~ll follcarV up n ervice the f inancing In the
future directly with the aanlbusineama, leunrk m such technical ai tance na
guidance an they feel necessary to protect theft- own private investment In the
small business.

The +-hnmirm of the SBICs searching out, screening, and f inally actuaLly
rai the individual long term fiaain trasaution vithi the smanl business is a

tehnigu which, adopted to local conditions as required, could readily be utlised
in underdealqped areas abroad in onjunctim with National Development Instituties

adany loan funds node ava1-h~o through UJ.S. assistance.

Jose h "A. Dariag
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114 Fourth St., S. E.
Washington 3, D. C.

December 29, 1960

Mr. Henry Labouisse
Special Assistant for Africa
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Labouisse:

Conratulations on your new assignment as Special Representa-

tive for Africa, this should be one of the more challenging jobs you have

uidertaken, nearly equal to the German assignment. I am sure you will

do a splendid job in helping the emerging nations of the dark continent

solve their long term financing problems in connection with development

and cxpansion of their procduction facilities.

The enclosed material is descriptive of the workings of the

Small Business Investment Companies.

Wishing you a healthy andI prosperous New Year.

Sincerely,

Josep;h W. Darling
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

November 23,1960

TO ALL LICENSED SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES:

From the figures reported by the licensed Small Business
Investment Companies for the six months ending September 30, 1960, com-
bined statements of the financial condition and of the' income and expense
have been made up. The accuracy and quality of the reports received have
improved very greatly since the first ones were made in March; the majority
of companies sent in their data within the stated 30-day period. This re-
port to you, therefore is more complete, will reach you promptly and hence
we trust will be of greater service than previous ones.

Figures are presented to cover three size groupings according to
statutory capital and surplus; namely:

1. Small companies -- not more than $325,000;
2. Medium companies -- from $325,000 to $1,000,000;
3. Large companies -- more than $1,000,000.

Since operating experience is known to be an important factor in
this financial field, separate figures are presented:

1. For all Licensees reporting on their operations
for the six months ended September 30, 1960; and

2. For reporting companies licensed for six months or
longer.

Blank columns have been provided in which your company may record
its own comparable figures. In addition to the dollar figures, ratios are
presented for all items as a percentage of total assets or of total income.

The rate of formation of Small Business Investment Companies, as
measured by the Proposals that we are receiving, has shown an important
increase in recent months both in comparison with 1959 and from month to
month in 1960:

Receipt of Proposals - Number by Months

1960 1959

November 32* 9
October 24 8
September 19 10
August 18 7
July 12 11
June 19 13

* Partially estimated.
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The figures currently reported by companies licensed for six
months or more when compared with those derived from reports as of
March 31, 1960, bring out clearly the changes that have taken place in
the operations of Licensees during the six-month period:

Operating Ratios (Percentage of Total Assets or of Total Income)

Companies of Small
All Sizes Companies

September*March** September*March**

Assets

Cash and Government Securities 67% 75% 32% 63%Small Business Financing 32 23 66 35Other Assets 1 2 2
100 100 100 100

Liabilities

Current Liabilities 1 2 2 3Borrowings 8 7 35 18
Capital and Surplus _9 9 63 _79

100 100 100 100

Income

Interest from Government
Securities 36 69 16 39

Interest from Small Businesses
Financed 46 21 65 44

Income from Fees 9 9 16 16
All Other Income 91 1

100 100 100 100

Expense

Financial Expense, Interest
Paid, etc. 12 7 24 24Operating Expense 58 70 59 74Total Expense 70 77 83 98

Net Income before Tax and Loss
Provisions 30 23 17 2

Provisions for Losses and Taxes 28 19 10 23Net Income 2 4 7 loss

* Companies licensed six months o- more reporting at September 30, 1960.

* All reporting Licensees at Marcn 31, 1960.



Particularly in the case of the small companies, a strong shift

has occurred; assets predominantly in the form of cash and Government se-

curities in March, now appear as investments in and financing of small

business concerns. This in turn has increased income to the investment

companies paid by the small businesses financed. Expenses appear well

controlled. There have been substantial increases in net income before

provisions for losses and taxes. In general, a definite trend toward

putting capital to work and toward earnings improvement is observed.

The figures now available will be analyzed further to bring out
additional information, and from time to time such analyses will be pre-

sented. Meantime your comments and suggestions will be welcomed. We

trust you will find these reports informative and helpful to you in con-

ducting your own affairs.

Yours truly,

A. D. Harvey
Director
Office of Investmen



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Licensed Small Business Investment Companies
Combined Statement of Financial Condition

as of September 30, 1960

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
130 Reporting Companies as 79 Reporting Companies as

of November 8, 1960 of November 8, 1960

Item Nos. (136 Licenses in Force) (83 Licenses in Force)
SBA Form 468 For Your For Your

Page 1 Assets Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Cmaomany

1 Cash $ 27,726,778 22.0 $23,466,302 29.4
2 U. S. Government Obligations 64,711,863 51.4 29,861,767 37.4

Total Cash & U. S. Government Obligations 92,438,661 73.4 53,328,069 66.8

Loans and Investments
7, 13 Loans to Small Businesses (Sec. 305) 16,340,427 13.0 13,014,253 16.3

7(a), 13(a) Less: Participation by Others 681 923 0.5 666 998 0.8
Net Loans 15,656,534 I2. , , 15

9, 14 Convertible Debentures of SBCs (Sec. 304) 15,498,179 12.3 12,658,879 15.8
15 Capital Stock of SBC9 892 930 0.7 556,130 0.7

Gross Loans & Investments 32,0413 25 25,589,264 -32.0

14(c) Less: Allowance for Losses 427,778 0.3 323,385 0.4

Net Loans & Investments 31,621,835 25.2 25,265,879 31.6

All Other Assets 1,857,801 1.4 1,254,937 1.6

27 Total Assets $125,918,277 100.0 $79,848,885 100.0

- Form 468
Page 2 Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus

30 thru 42 Accounts Payable, Accrued and Deferred Items $ 1,131,188 0.9 $ 904,612 1.1

Term Liabilities
49 Subordinated Debentures Issued to SBA (Sec. 302) 6,212,454 4.9 4,712,794 5.9

28, 44(a) Funds Borrowed from SEA (Sec. 303) lUO 000 0.9 960,000 1.2
Total SBA Obligations 7,322 5.0 5,672,791 I

29, 44(b) Funds Borrowed from Others than SBA 686,851 0.6 636,851 0.8

Total Borrowings 8,009,305 6.4 6,309,645 7.9

45 thru 48 All Other Liabilities 31,229 - 31229 -

50 Total Liabilities 9,171,722 7.3 7,245,486 9.0

Capital Stock and Surplus

51(c), 54 Capital Stock 33,202,82 26.4 25,095,001 31.
Surplus

52(a) Paid-in Surplus 83,539,127 66.3 47,468,912 59.5
Retained Earnings

52(b) Net Operating Earnings 14,403 - 50,072 0.1
52( Net Realized Gain or (Loss) on Investments (10,586) -

Total Surplus 3573,7. 750,398 59.T

Total Capital Stock and Surplus 116,746,555 92.7 72,603,399 91.0

5 Total Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus $125,918,277 100.0 $79,868,885 100.0

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Financial Condition as of September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of Not More Than $325,000

Ocaspanies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
99 Reporting Companies as 53 Reporting Companies

Item Nos. of Novmber 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960
SEA Form 468 For Your For Your

Page 1 Asset, Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Company

1 Cash $ 4,110,068 17.0 $ 1,016,891 6.8
2 U. S. Government Obligations 5,789,773 23.9 3,759,746 25.3

Total Cash & U. S. Government Obligations 9,899,8l _40.9 4,776,637 32.1

Loans and Investments
7, 13 Loans to Small Businesses (Sec. 305) 11,558,523 h7.7 8,259,349 55.6
7(a), 13(a) Less: Participation by Others 413,30 1.7 398 505 2.7

Net Loans ~11,11~5,093 67.0 7,860,81- 52.9
9, l4 Convertible Debentures of SBCs (Sec. 304) 2,606,016 10.8 1,914,516 12.9

15 Capital Stock of S30s 13 940 0.6 52,140 0.4
Gross Loans & Investments ~T~0, 57827 66.

14(o) Less: Allowance for Losses 107,610 0.4 79,217 0.5

Net Loans & Investments 13,782439 57.0 9,748,283 65.7

All Other Assets 5n 802 2.1 _ 324,1485 2.2

27 Total Assets $2_4,203,082 100.0 $1,849,405 100.0

A Form 468
Page 2 Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus

30 thru 42 Accounts Payable, Accrued and Deferred Items $ 431,554 1.8 $_2_98732 2.0

Term Liabilities
49 Subordinated Debentures Issued to SBA (Sec. 302) 5,633,454 23.3 4,133,794 27.8

28, 44(a) Funds Borrowed from SEA (Sec. 303) 860 000 3.6 710,000 4.8
Total SBA Obligations 6,493,454 6~9~ 8163,794 32.6

29, 44(b) Funds Borrowed from Others than SEA 386,139 1.6 336,139 2.3

Total Borrowings 6,879,593 28.5 5,179,933 34.9

45 thru 48 All Other Liabilities 31,229 0.1 31,229 0.2

50 Total Liabilities 7,342,376 30.4 5,509,394 37.1

Capital Stock and Surplus
51(c), 564 Capital Stock 12,561,269 51.9 7,081,437 47.7

Surplus
52(a) Paid-in Surplus 4,390,785 18.1 2,296,508 15.5

Retained Earnings
52(b) Net Operating Earnings (105,598) (0.4) (52,076) (0.4)
52(c) Net Realized Gain or (Loss) on Investments 14 250 - 13,642 0.1

Total Surplus _,_9,37 17.7 2_2587;7 15.2

Total Capital Stock and Surplus 16,860,706 69.6 9,339,511 62.9

55 Total Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus $24,203,082 100.0 $14,849,405 100.0

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Financial Condition as of September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of from $325,000 to $1,000,000

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
16 Reporting Companies as 14 Reporting Companies

Item Nos. of November 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960
SBA Form 468 For Your For Your

Page 1 Assets Amount Percent Company Amount Percent company

1 Cash 81,803,526 21.2 $1,146,628 15.32 U. S. Government Obligations 3,046,372 35.8 2,748,270 36.7

Total Cash & U. S. Government Obligations 4,849,898 57.0 3,894,898 52.0

Loans and Investments
7, 13 Loans to Small Businesses (Sec. 305) 1,476,621 17.4 1,476,621 19.7
7(a), 13(a) Less: Participation by Others 268 493 3.2 268 1493 3.6

Not Loans 1,20b,121.2 1 161
9, 14 Convertible Debentures of SBCs (Sec. 304) 2,140,863 25.2 2,090,863 28.0

15 Capital Stock of SBCs 138 990 1.6 1 1.8
Gross Loans & Investments , , 1 7" 3,"7-"""

14(o) Less: Allowance for Losses 5,000 - 51000 -

Net Loans & Investments 3,482,981 41.0 3,432,981 45.9
All Other Assets 168,801 2.0 158,421 2.1

27 Total Assets $8,501L680 100.0 $7,486,300 100.0

.3k Form 468 Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus
Page 2

30 thru 42 Accounts Payable, Accrued and Deferred Items $ 229,523 2.7 $ 219.523 2.9

Term Liabilities
49 Subordinated Debentures Issued to SBA (Seo.302) 442,000 5.2 442,000 5.9

28, 44(a) Funds Borrowed from SBA (Sec. 303) 250 000 2.9 250,000 3.4Total SBA Obligations 692,000 692,00 9.3
29, 44(b) Funds Borrowed from Others than SBA 50,000 0.6 50,000 0.7

Total Borrowings 742.000 8.7 742,000 10.0

45 thru 48 All Other Liabilities -0- --O- -

50 Total Liabilities 971,523 11.4 961.523 12.9

Capital Stock and Surplus
51(c), 54 Capital Stock 4,263,190 50.1 4,162,690 55.6

Surplus
52(a) Paid-in Surplus 3,254,069 38.3 2,349,569 31.3

Retained Earnings
52(b) Net Operating Earnings 4,350 0.1 3,970 0.1
52(c) Net Realized Gain or (Loss) on Investments 8 548 0.1 8 548 0.1

Total Surplus - ,,Jj

Total Capital Stock and Surplus 7,530,157 88.6 6,524,777 87.1

55 Total Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus $8,501680 100.0 $7,486,300 100.0

Investment Adminstration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Financial Condition as of September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of More Than $1,000,000

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
15 Reporting Companies as 12 Reporting Companies

Item Nos. of November 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960
SBA Form 468 For Your For Your

Page 1 Assets Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Company

1 Cash $21,813,184 23.4 $21,302,783 37.0
2 U. S. Government Obligations 55,875,718 59.9 23,353,751 40.6

Total Cash & U. S. Government Obligations 77,688,902 83.3 44,656,534 77.6

Loans and Investments
7, 13 Loans to Small Businesses (Sec. 305) 3,305,283 3.5 3,305,283 5.8
7(a), 13(a) Lesst Participation by Others -0- - -0- -

Net Loans ~~3,5,2633.5 3,305,203.r
9, 14 Convertible Debentures of SBCs (Sec. 304) 10,751,300 11.5 8,653,500 15.1

15 Capital Stock of SBCs 615 ,000 0.7 365 000 0.6
Gross Loans & Investments ~4,671~'m ,15.7 12,323,73

14(c) Least Allowance for Losses 315,168 0.3 239,168 0.4

Net Loans & Investments 314,356,415 15.4 12,084,615 21.1

All Other Assets 1,168,198 1.3 772,031 1.3

27 Total Assets $93,213,515 100.0 $57,513,180 100.0

A Form 468
Page 2 Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus

30 thr 42 Accounts Payable, Accrued and Deferred Items $ 470,111 0.5 $ 386,357 0.6

Term Liabilities
49 Subordinated Debentures Issued to SBL (Sec. 302) 137,000 0.1 137,000 0.2

28, 44(a) Funds Borrowed from SBA (Sec. 303) -0- - -0- -
Total SBA Obligations 137,000. 137,000 .

29, 44(b) Funds Borowed from Others than SBA 250,712 0.3 250,712 0.5

Total Borrowings 387,712 0.4 387,712 0.7

45 thru 48 All Other Liabilities -0- - -0- -

50 Total Liabilities 857,823 0.9 774,069 1.3

Capital Stock and Surplus
51(c), 54 Capital Stock 16,378369 17.6 13,850,874 24.1

Surplus
52(a) Paid-in Surplus 75,894,273 81.4 42,822,835 74.5

Retained Earnings
52(b) Net Operating Earnings 115,651 0.1 98,178 0.2
52(c) Net Realized Gain or (Loss) on Investments ) - ) (0.1)

Total Surplus 71M.5 7.6

Total Capital Stock and Surplus 92,355,692 99.1 56,739,111 98.7

55 Total Liabilities, Capital Stock and Surplus $93,213,515 100.0 $57,513,180 100.0

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Licensed Small Business Investment Companies
Combined Statement of Income and Expense

For the Six Months Ended September 30, 1960

Qompanies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
130 Reporting Companies as 79 Reportine Companies as

of November 8, 1960 of November 8, 1960
(136 Licenses in Force) (83 Licenses in Force)

Item Nos.
SBA Form 468 For Your For Tour

Page 3 Income Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Compary

2 Interest on Loans (Sec. 305) $ 465,236 24.8 $ 413,145 26.2
3 Interest on Convertible Debentures (Sec. 304) 333,882 17.8 306,725 19.5
4 Interest on U. S. Government Securities 705 657 37.6 565 916 36.0

Total Interest Income 15,7 5. 1,285.766 T17
11, 12 Dividends and Contingent Earnings 2,643 .,643 =

8, 9, 10 Fees (Management, Counselling, etc.) 168,021 8.9 149,690 9.5
1,5,6,7,13,14 Other Income 201,467 10.8 134,915 8.6

Total Fees, Other Income, Dividends, etc. 372 131 1T 287248
Total Income $1,1376,906 Tof. $1,573,034 T

Expense

16, 17 Interest and Commitment Fees on SBA Obligations $ 164,900 8.8 $ 141,327 9.0
18 Interest and Commitment Fees on Other Obligations 21,054 0.7 10,337 0.6

19,20,21,23,24 Other Financial Expenses 43 368 2.3 40,515 2.6
Total Financial Expense 2322 11. 1 9 1

SBA Form 468
a Operating Expenses
15 Salaries, Officers 246,314 13.1 183,714 11.7
16 Salaries, Employees 150,716 8.0 121,909 7.8
1 Advertising & Promotion 50,269 2.7 41,234 2.6

5,6,7,13,14 Space Occupied & Office Expense 147,849 7.9 119,900 7.6
3 Auditing & Examination Costs 45,181 2.4 42,485 2.7

12 Legal Services 89,391 4.8 74,689 4.7
2, 10 Appraisal, Consulting & Engineering Costs 32,259 1.7 26,708 1.7

11 Investment Advisory & Supervisory Costs 136,912 7.3 121,341 7.7
4, 18 Travel and Communications 77,730 4.1 66,615 4.2

8,9,17,19,20,22 All Other 140 150 7.4 U2 338 7.2
30 Total Operating Expenses 1 59._ 91,3 57.

SBA Form 468 Total Expenses $1,336,093 71.2 $1,103,112 70.1

Net Income before Prov. for Losses & Inc. Taxes $ 540 813 28.8 $ 469 922 29.9
21 Estimated Provision for Losses 372,929 19.9 269744 1f7.T
27 Provision for Income Taxes 178,755 9.5 171,437 10.9

Total 551_ 29. 441 1 2.
28 Net Income from Operations ($ 071) (0.6 $_28_7_1 1.9

6 Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 23,822 22,927
7 Less:Provision for Income Taxes 4,647 4 534
8 Net Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 19,175 93

Total Net Income (Loss) $ 8,304 $ 47,134

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Income and Expense for the Six Months Ended September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of Not More Than $325,000

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
99 Reporting Companies as 53 Reporting Companies
of November 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960

Item Nos.
SBA Form 47 8 For Your For Your

Page 3 Income Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Company

2 Interest on Loans (Sec. 305) $317,9TT 55.4 $265,886 55.8
3 Interest on Convertible Debentures (Sec. 304) 45,526 7.9 41,240 8.7
4 Interest on U. S. Government Securities 94,494 16. ,042 16.6

Total Interest Income -4579 79-8 386,18 1
11, 12 Dividends and Contingent Earnings 7 0.2 T 0.2

8, 9, 10 Fees (Management, Counselling, etc.) 92,640 16.1 75,537 15-9
1,5,6,T,13,14 Other Income 22,51 3- 13,461 2.8

Total Fees, Other Income, Dividends, etc. 116,040 20.2 ),89

15 Total Incoe $574,037 100.0 $476,053 100.0

Expense

16, 17 Interest and Commitment Fees on SBA Obligations $124,605 21.7 $104,282 21.9
18 Interest and Commitment Fees on Other Obligations 6,248 1.1 5,531 1.2

19,20,21,23,24 Other Financial Expenses 7,047 1.2 4,194 0.
Total Financial Expense 137,900 7114007 24.0

SP' 'orm 468
ej Operating Expenses
15 Salaries, Officers 109,369 19.1 77,102 16.2
16 Salaries, Employees 40,697 T-1 33,765 7.1
1 Advertising & Promotion 16,503 2.9 13,052 2.7

5,6,7,13,14 Space Occupied & Office Expense 50,462 8.8 39,225 8.2
3 Auditing & Examination Costs 22,215 3.9 19,519 4.1

12 Legal Services 33,919 5.9 20,326 4.3
2, 10 Appraisal, Consulting & Engineering Costs 12,251 2.1 7,400 1.6

11 Investment Advisory & Supervisory Costs 15,100 2.6 12,931 2-T
4, 18 Travel and Comaunications 23,771 4.1 19,464 4.1

8,9,17,19,20,22 All Other 55.d33.6 39295 82
30 Total Operating Expenses 96.1 2,92

Total Expenses $517,520 20 $395,886 83.2
SBA Form 468

Page 3 Net Income before Provision for Losses and Income Taxes .56,51T 9 $ 80,161 16.8
21 Estimated Provision for Losses 5283 9.2 25,708 5X
27 Provision for Income Taxes 31,058 .4 23,84 0

Total 10.
28 Net Income from Operations ([,) )3

6 Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 7,205 6,484

7 Less: Provision for Income Taxes 221 108
8 Net Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 66737

Total Net Income (Loss) (.3 2Ol50) $ 36,995

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Income and Expense for the Six Months Ended September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of from $325,000 to $1,000,000

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
16 Reporting Companies as 14 Reporting Companies

Item Nos. of November 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960
SBA Form 468 For Your For Your

Page 3 Income Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Company

2 Interest on Loans (Sec. 305) $ 51,913 33.0 $ 51,913 33.1

3 Interest on Convertible Debentures (Sec. 304) 50,525 32.1 50,400 32.2

4 Interest on U. S. Government Securities 44 865 28.5 44,427 28.3
Total Interest Income 147,303 3 146,40

11, 12 Dividends and Contingent Earnings - 0 - - - 0 - -

8, 9, 10 Fees (Management, Counselling, etc.) 4,059 2.6 4,059 2.6

1,5,6,7,13,14 Other Income 5 977 3.8 5 977 3.8
Total Fees, Other Income, Dividends, etc. 10,036 -6. 106 6.T

15 Total Income $ 157,339 100.0 $ 156,776 100.0

Expense

16, 17 Interest and Commitment Fees on SBA Obligations $ 15,424 9.8 $ 15,424 9.8

18 Interest and Commitment Fees on Other Obligations 3,149 2.0 3,149 2.0
19,20,21,23,24 Other Financial Expenses 2 033 1.3 2,033 1.3

Total Financial Expense 20, 13.1 13.1

SBA Form 468
Operating Expenses

Salaries, Officers 14,396 9.1 14,396 9.2

16 Salaries, Employees 8,725 5.5 8,725 5.6
1 Advertising & Promotion 993 0.6 993 0.6

5,(),7,13,14 Space Occupied & Office Expense 15,672 10.0 15,672 10.0

3 Auditing & Examination Costs 4,687 3.0 4,687 3.0

12 Legal Services 12,398 7.9 12,398 7.9

2, 10 Appraisal, Consulting & Engineering Costs 3,409 2.2 3,49 2.2

11 Investment Advisory & Supervisory Costs 4,643 3.0 4,643 3.0

4, 18 Travel and Communications 4,772 3.0 4,772 3.0

8,9,17,19,20,22 All Other 16,802 10.7 16 719 10.7

30 Total Operating Expenses 97 55. 14

Total Expenses $ 107,103 68.1 $ 107,020 68.3

SBA Form 468
P Net Income before Prov. for Losses & Inc. Taxes $ 50,236 31.9 $ 49,756 31.7
21Estimated Provision for Losses - 0 - - - 0 - -

27 Provision for Income Taxes 15,437 9.8 15 337 9.8
Total 15,437 9.8 15 ,337 9.7

28 Net Income from Operations $ 34,799 22.1 -34,4191 2T.9

6 Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 4,853 4,853
7 Less: Provision for ,Income Taxes - 0 - - O -
8 Net Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 4,853 4,853

Total Net Income (Loss) $ 39,652 $ 39,272

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960



Small Business Administration
Washington, D. C.

Combined Statement of Income and Expense for the Six Months Ended September 30, 1960
Licensed Small Business Investment Companies

Having Statutory Capital and Surplus of more than $1,000,000

Companies with Licenses in Companies Licensed for
Force September 30, 1960 - Six Months or More -
15 Reporting Companies as 12 Reporting Companies

Item Nos. of November 8, 1960 as of November 8, 1960
SBA Form 468 For Your For Your

Income Amount Percent Company Amount Percent Company

2 Interest on Loans (Sec. 305) $ 95,346 8.3 $ 95,346 10.1
3 Interest on Convertible Debentures (Sec. 304) 237,831 20.5 215,085 22.9
4 Interest on U. S. Government Securities 566 298 49.7 442 447 47.1

Total Interest Income 099,475 757527
11, 12 Dividends and Contingent Earnings /56 .1,756

8, 9, 10 Fees (Management, Counselling, etc.) 71,322 6.2 70,094 7.5
1,5,6,7,13,14 Other Income 172 977 15.1 115 477 12.2

Total Fees, Other Income, Dividends, etc. 2 21.5 1327 W
15 Total Income $1,145,530 100.0 $ 940,205 100.0

Expense

16, 17 Interest and Commitment Fees on SBA Obligations $ 24,871 2.2 $ 21,621 2.3
18 Interest and Commitment Fees on Other Obligations 1,657 0.1 1,657 0.2

19,20,21,23,24 Other Financial Expenses 34 288 3.0 34 288 3.6
Total Financial Expense - 01 2.3 5 6.1

SBA Form 468
`7age= 5 operating Expenses

Salaries, Officers 122,549 10.7 92,216 9.8
16 Sal-aries, Employees 101,294 8.8 79,4bl9 8.5

1 Advertising & Promotion 32,773 2.9 27,189 2.9
5,6,7,13,14 Space Occupied & Office Expense 81,715 7.1 65,003 6.9

3 Auditing & Examination Costs 18,279 1.6 18,279 1.9
12 Legal Services 43,074 3.8 41,965 4.5

2, 10 Appraisal, Consulting & Engineering Costs 16,599 1.4 15,899 1.7
11 Investment Advisory & Supervisory Costs l17,169 10.2 103,767 11.0

4, 18 Travel and Communications 49,187 4.3 42,379 4.5
8,9,17,19,20,22 All Other 68 015 6.0 56 524 6.0

30 Total Operating Expenses 65TM45. 5 7

Total Expenses $ 711,470 62.1 $ 600,206 63.8
SEA Fore 468

a Net Income before Prov. for Losses & Inc. Taxes $ 434 060 37.9 $ 339 999 36.2
Estimated Provision for Losses 3200036

27 Provision for Income Taxes 132 260 1.5 132 260 14.o
Total 39. 376296 0.0

28 Net Income from Operations , $ 3_97 _3 _

6 Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 11,764 11,590
7 Less: Provision for Income Taxes 4,426 4 426
8 Net Realized Gain (Loss) from Investments 7,336 16

Total Net Income (Loss) $ 10,898) $ (29,133)

Investment Administration Division
Office of Investment
November 16, 1960
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

December 29, 1960

TO ALL SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES

The figures on your financing activity from the Activity
Report, Form 477 through September 30, 1960 have been accumulated

and tabulated.

We enclose reports showing the long-term loan and equity

financing by (1) non-manufacturing and manufacturing industry classi-

fications, (2) non-manufacturing companies according to sales size,

(3) manufacturing companies by employment size, and (4) financing by

States.

In connection with the report on non-manufacturing

industries by classification, there is an entry under "Credit Agencies

Other than Banks." We have investigated and find that this is not a

case of financing a compny for relending. You will be interested to

note that an important portion of both the loan and equity financing

has been to the smaller manufacturing and non-manufacturing companies.

The geographic spread of the activities of the SBIC's is interesting
also; transactions have taken place in all but twelve of the States

and the District of Columbia.

These figures supplement the financial reports which you

have already received as of the same date. We solicit your suggestions

for improvement in the presentation or to make these data more useful

to you.

Sincerely,

A. D. Harvey I
Acting Director
Office of Investment



SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES LOAN AND EQUITY FINANCING TRANSACTIONS - BY INDUSTRY
Cumulative Through September 30, 1960

(Based on SBA Form 477 reports received from 72 companies as of
March 31, 1960, and from 124 companies as of September 30, 1960)

LOANS - (Section 305) EQUITY FINANCING - (Section 304)
LOANS APPROVED LOANS DISBURSED PROPOSALS APPROVED SECURITIES PURCHASE)

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative

INDUSTRY No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Non-Manufacturing Industries:
Commercial farms 3 $89,200 3 $89,200 2 $123,000 2 $123,000
Agricultural services 5 173,774 5 173,774 - - -

Forestry 1 22,500 1 22,500 - - -

Metal mining 1 50,000 1 15,000 - -

Anthracite mining 1 75,000 - - - - - -

Crude petroleum & natural gas production or extraction 8 732,534 8 327,534 1 5,000 1 5,000
Mining & quarrying of non-metallic minerals, except fuels 1 75,000 1 75,000 1 100,000 1 100,000
General contractors - building construction 44 2,112,260 40 1,933,130 2 80,000 1 20,000
General contractors - other construction 12 549,883 12 496,183 3 200,000 1 60,000
Special trade contractors - construction 10 205,000 7 124,000 2 21,000 -
Motor freight transportation & warehousing 7 195,775 6 135,325 - - -

Water transportation 1 60,000 1 60,000 - - -

Air transportation & related services 2 65,000 2 65,000 - - -

Pipe line transportation - - - - 1 25,000 1 25,000
Transportation services 4 145,300 3 70,300 4 164,700 3 14,700
Communication 4 72,000 2 37,000 - - -

Electric, gas & sanitary services 10 356,533 10 356,533 3 281,696 2 221,696
Retail trade:
Building materials, hardware, & farm equipment 5 73,000 5 73,000 8 128,000 8 128,000
General merchandise 2 30,625 2 30,625 1 19,54o 1 19,54o
Food 78 1,308,948 66 1,127,948 4 366,000 3 166,000
Automotive dealers & filling stations 8 145,200 8 145,200 1 74,000 1 74,000

Apparel & accessories 6 78,500 4 49,500 1 30,000 - -
Furniture, home furnishings, & equipment 9 240,943 8 210,943 1 71,000 1 71,000
Eating & drinking places 19 462,800 19 347,994 1 40,000 - -
Miscellaneous retail stores 27 570,528 27 542,043 7 356,200 4 147,500

Wholesale trade:
Building materials, hardware, & farm equipment 7 216,000 6 156,000 7 286,875 7 286,875
Food 5 144,000 4 110,750 2 51,000 1 27,900
Apparel & accessories 1 52,744 1 52,744 - - -

Furniture, home furnishings, & equipment 1 60,000 1 60,000 3 170,000 2 120,000
Miscellaneous 12 523,000 12 523,000 3 155,000 3 155,000



Page 2 of 3
SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES LOAN AND EQUITY FINANCING TRANSAC T IONS BY INDUSTRY

Cumulative Through September 30, 1960

(Based on SBA Form 477 reports received from 72 companies as of
March 31, 1960, and from 124 companies as of September 30, 1960)

LOANS - (Section 305) EQUITY FINANCING - (Section 304)
LOANS APPROVED LOANS DISBURSED PROPOSALS APPROVED SECURITIES PURCHASED

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
INDUSTRY No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amunt

Non-Manufacturing Industries (continued):
Credit agencies other than banks 2 $47,500 2 $47,500 1 $12,500 1 $12,500
Insurance agents, brokers, & services 1 15,000 1 15,000 - - -
Real estate 76 3,035,235 72 2,778,235 20 2,391,100 15 497,100
Hotels, motels, camps, & other lodging places 11 346,400 11 346,400 9 953,600 5 78,600
Personal services 11 85,409 10 75,409 - - - -
Miscellaneous business services 14 370,764 11 183,964 10 1,309,964 9 1,209,964
Automobile repair, rental, & storage services 5 42,653 4 38,653 2 6,000 2 6,000
Miscellaneous repair services 1 6,000 1 6,000 - - - -
Motion pictures 2 46,500 2 45,000 2 90,000 1 50,000
Amusement & recreation services, except motion pictures 10 427,500 10 424,709 9 292,500 6 185,000
Medical & other health services 17 484,111 16 419,111 1 71,500 1 71,500
Educational services 2 200,000 2 200,000 - - - -

Miscellaneous services 24 904,700 20 587,700 5 1,258,000 5 1,083,000
Unclassified 2 68,500 2 68,500 1 5,750 1 5,750

Total, Non-Manufacturing 472 $14,966,319 429 $12, 646,407 118 19,138,925 89 $4 964,625

Manufacturing Industries:
Ordnance & accessories 1 $50,000 1 050,000 - - - -
Food & kindred products 2 60,000 2 60,,000 3 $112,4oo 3 $96,200
Textile mill products - - - - 1 10,000 1 10,000
Apparel & other finished products made from fabrics and

similar materials 3 88,383 3 88,383 1 50,000 - -
Lumber & wood products, except furniture 4 125,500 3 105,500 3 140,000 3 135,000
Furniture & fixtures 2 37,500 2 37,500 1 45,000 1 45,000
Paper & allied products - - - - 1 80,000 1 30,000
Printing, publishing, & allied industries 8 738,160 7 723,160 5 193,340 4 190,000
Chemicals & allied products 2 47,000 2 47,000 1 3,000 1 3,000
Petroleum refining & related industries - - - - 1 300,000 - -
Rubber & miscellaneous plastic products 3 80,000 3 80,000 1 100,000 1 30,000
Stone, clay & glass products 1 19,500 1 19,500 - - - -
Primary metal industries 1 50,000 1 50,000 1 300,000 - -
Fabricated metal products, except ordnance, machinery, &

transportation equipment 15 650,500 13 610,500 13 2,098,125 10 1,728,125



Page 3 of 3
SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES LOAN AND EQUITY FINANCING TRANSACTIONS - BY INDUSTRY

Cumulative Through September 30, 1960

(Based on SBA Form 477 reports received from 72 companies as of
March 31, 1960, and from 124 companies as of September 30, 1960)

LOANS - (Section 305) EQUITY FINANCING - (Section 304)
LOANS APPROVED LOANS DISBURSED PROPOSALS APPROVED SECURITIES PURCHASED

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative

INDUSTRY No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Manufacturing Industries (continued):
Machinery, except electrical 3 $135,000 1 $60,000 7 $695,000 5 $337,800
Electrical machinery, equipment, & supplies 1 50,000 1 50,000 7 767,500 5 692,500
Transportation equipment 2 525,000 2 525,000 4 265,000 3 240,000
Professional, scientific, etc., equipment 11 1,203,000 7 430,904 28 6,869,N500 24 5,404,500
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 7 223,000 5 171,000 11 568,750 9 528,750

Total, Manufacturing 66 $4,082,543 54 $3,108,447 89 $12,597,615 71 $9,470,875

TOTAL - ALL INDUSTRIES 538 $19,048,862 483, $15,754,854 207 $21,736,540 160 $14, 435,500

OFFICE OF CONTROLLER
Budget & Reports Division

December 23, 1960



SMALL BUSINESS ADIENISTRATION

SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES LOAN AND EQUITY FINANCING TRANSACTIONS - BY STATES a/
Cumulative Through September 30, 1960

(Based on SBA Form 477 reports received from 72 companies as of
March 31, 1960, and from 124 companies as of September 30, 1960)

LOANS - (Section 305) EQUITY FINANCING - (Section 304)
LOANS APPROVED LOANS DISBURSED PROPOSAIS APPROVED SECURITIES PURCHASED

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
STATE No Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Alabama 1 $15,000 1 $15,000 -
Alaska - -
Arizona 1 26,775 1 26,775
Arkansas
California 41 2,750,659 30 1,754,563 34 $5,558,340 22 $4,022,000

Colorad - - -
Conecticut 31 478,300 26 416,500 2 60,000 2 60,000
Delaware 1 30,000 1 30,000 - - .
District of Columbia 2 29,000 2 29,000 2 151,500 2 121,500
Florida 42 1,555,865 42 1,501,865 2 230,000 2 230,000

Georgia 3 92,500 2 17,500 22 840,500 18 642,500
Hawaii -
Idaho 1 10,500 1 8,000 1 500 - -
Illinois 1 60,000 - - 4 520,000 3 470,000
Indiana 7 486,729 7 486,729 7 664,896 6 364,896

Iowa 4 163,000 3 138,000 3 150,000 3 150,000
Kansas -
Kentucky - 1 1,500,000 -
Louisiana 39 1,052,045 36 1,006,045 .3 85,000 3 85,000
Maine - -

Maryland 34 1,185,400 31 1,127,400 13 337,000 12 250,000
Massachusetts 22 663, 111 21 603,111 6 617,040 6 517,040
Michigan 5 300,000 5 246,300 7 305,000 3 125,000
Minnesota 6 187,000 6 187,000 16 767,000 13 467,000
Mississippi 9 214,500 7 194,500 1 60,000 -

Missouri 4 96,000 2 24,000 6 331,000 2 15,000
Montana 3 119,500 3 119,500 1 40,000 1 40,000
Nebraska - -



SMALL BUSIFSS STENT GOMNUIES LOAN AND EQUITY FINANCNG TRANSkLONS - BY STATES a/ c 2)
Cumulative Through September 30, 1960

(Based on SBA Form 477 reports received from 72 companies as of
March 31, 1960, and from 124 companies as of September 30, 1960)

LOANS - (Section 305) EQUITY FINANCING - (Section 304)
LOANS APPROV.fD LOANS DISBURE=D PROPOSALS APPROVED SECURITIES PURCHASED

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative CumulativeSTATE NAmun Amout mount No. Amount

Nevada - -
New Hampshire - $25,000 1 $25,000

New Jersey 4 $132,000 4 $132,0o0 623,000 1 3,000New Mexico -1 25,000 1 25,000New York 28 1,822,500 27 1,567,800 9 2,415,000 8 2,097,900North Carolina 40 631,000 34 530,000 2 30,000 2 30,000North Dakota 
-

Ohio 21 639,700 21 618,473 12 3,099,000 5 1,667,800Oklahoma 15 560,050 10 330,050 - -
Oregon 1 60,000 1 60,000 - -
Pennsylvania 19 562,000 14 399,000 5 320,964 4 222,264Rhode Island 4 120,883 4 120,883 -- -

South Carolina 17 471,448 16 451,448 3 170,000 3 170,000South Dakota -
Tennessee 24 739,100 20 574,100 1 20,000 1 20,000Texas 86 2,874,816 84 2,294,831 10 483,300 10 483,300Utah

Vermont --
Virginia 9 561,500 8 386,500 7 1,212,500 6 1,112,500Washington 1 8,500 8,500 1 5,750 1 5,750West Virginia 3 89,900 3 89,900 4 99,600 4 99,600Wisconsin 8 234,581 8 234,581 16 989,650 15 913,450Wyoming 1 25,000 1 25,000 - -

Total 538 $19,048,862 483 $15,T54,854 207 $2l,736,40 160 $14,435,500

a/ Applications received from small business concerns for specific loan or
equity financing:
Number of applications 7,074 et & Reports Division
Amount of financing applied for $396,285,580.00 uDcember 16, 196o
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250,0o0 - 499 ,999 51 2,056,912 6 535,500 50 to 99 Employees T 605,883 13 1,435,C00

500,000- 999,999 4. -,768,975 20 2,895,304 100 to 249 Employees 5 342,500 19 4,

1,000,000 1,999,999 20 969,085 11 942,000 250 or more Enmployees 1 250,000 5 2,300,000

2,000,000 or more 5 444,000 8 2,130,000 Data not available 5 95,000 5 184,50w
Data not available 63 2,295,784 23 909,300

Total: Non-Manufacturing Total: Manufacturing
Firms 472 $14,966, 319 118 $9,138,925 Firms 66 $4,082, 543 89 $12,597,615

OFFICE OF CONTROLTER
Budget & Reports Division

December 16, 1960
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November 83, 1960

Mr. 'lose Nebolsine, Prsident
Hydrotechnic Corporation
505 Park Avenue
iNew York 22, New York

Dear Mr. Nebolsim :

In Mr. Demutih's absence fror the office, I am
writing to acknowledge meoipt of your memorandum,
entitled "Procedures for Facilitating Participation
of Local Investment Capital in Latin American
Development Programs." Thin arrived just after
Mr. Demuth's departure on a short trip out cf the
country. It I i1l he brought to his attention on his
vturn some time after the middle of Novamber.

Sincerely yours,

Thelma :,. Falardeau
Secretary to MIr. Demuth

tf



FORM-No. 5 INTERNATIONAL B. .K FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DE, LOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Leonard 5. Rist (throuigh Mr. vramovic) DATE: Ctober 27, 1960

FROM: Marinus van der Mel f
SUBJECT: Draft Outline of Paper "Tax Incentives for Private Domes t ic Investment

in Industri es in Underdeveloned Countries".

Please find attached a provAsional outline of a paper on the above-
mentioned subject, drafted by Mjr. Kahabka in consultation with ne.

As you will see from the outline, it is intended to do two things:

1. To give a general idea of the scope and limitations of tax benefits
-ranted in investment laws and regulation in various low income countries
(section B of outline). Section B as it stands is identcal to the brief
paper on the subject provided to the Ghana mission. It will have, to be
rewritten and somewhat expanded on the basis of additional research. We
intend to add an annex to the paper, surar country by country the
most iportant benefits (a provisional sample ccvering six con triEs was
provided to the Ghana missi on) . This annex, of course, will have to be
limited as far as country coverage is concerned. (We have not made a de-
finitive choice on countries yet).

2. To discuss at some length various general factors that are relevant
in connection with tax incentives (section C of outline). We do not know
exactly how far we can go along these lines (section C is very tentative),
but it seems worthwhile to give some more thought to this problem, in the
first instance by examining and surmarizing available general ]iterature
on the subject. It is not intended to give an appraisal of the effectiveness
of provisions in individual countries; this would be too ambitious a task and
might lead to difficult problems of diplomacy.

We intend to talk with Mr. Weigel to rule out beforehand possible
duplication of work with IFC and to ask his suggestions for increasing the
usefulness of the paper (in particular with respect to choice of countries).

Your comments and suggestions with respect to the outline will be
appreciate.

c.c. Mr. Kahabka



Provisional Outline of PL r ECODOMIC STAFF
J. Kahabka
October 25, 1960

TAX ICEINTIVES FOR PRIVATE DOMESTIC INVESTMENT

IN IN]D)USTKEES IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUYNTRIES

A. INTIRDDUCTION

1. Object: FRacing the fact that tax incentives are widely used to stimulate

orivate domestic investment, examination of existing incentives in a

sample of less-developed countries, and analysis of factors which influence

the degree of effectiveness.

2. Limitations of this paper proposed:

a. Exclusion of the special additional problem of foreign investment

(apart from possibly a few references). -ltnougn these problems are

highly significant in connection with the investment situation in

underdeveloped countries, their inclusion would make the scope of

this paper too wide and - at the oresent stage - would complicate

the paper too much.

b. Industrial investment considered only;

c. Tax incentives (including duties, fees, etc.) only; (but some comments

will be made about the limitations of effectiveness of this type of
effec tiveness

incentives, which/seersto be sometimes over-estimated).

B. SCOPE AND L]mITATIONS OF TAXATION BDEFITS GRANiLTED BY INVW7EENT LAWS AND
REGULAT IONS.

1. Definition of Apolicability of Benefits

a. General orerequisites and compliance with general criteria (economic

development, social values, contribution to national defense, etc.);

b. Only new investment (Lebanon: applies only to new companies with

"object different from that of any other enterprise now in the country");

c. Only investment in certain industrial activities or activity (Colombia,
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Ghana Jamaica);

d. Only investment of a certain minimum amount may benefit ( Jordan,

L Iraq, Ethiopia: minimum investment required during the

first year); further qualifi cations may be added (Philippines:

investment minimum as to equipment and machinery); a certain mini-

mum share of domestic capital required (Iraq);

e. Of the total cost of the oroduct, a certain percentage may be re-

quired to consist of domestically incurred cost (?hilipines: 60%).

May be further qualified as to the kind of input (Colombia: some of

the exemption legislation is related to industries complementary

to the production of iron and which use as their raw material the

manufactured or semi-manufactured products of Paz del R1io)i

f. Hinimum capacity and minimum production (Colombia: production of

engines and automotive vehicles);

g. Minimum machinery (Iraq);

h. As to labor: minimum ncurber of employees (India, Ceylon); minimum

wage 1 bill (Lebanon); minimum percentage of local labor emp loyed

(Iraq);

i. Time limits: for the validity of the law or of the provisions

(e.:., f pilippines, India); for the application for derivingv benefits

from the law (Algeria); for the beginning of construction; for the

beginning of operations (11atemala: maximum 1 year).

2. Guideposts for Classification

6o far, limitations rentioned were absolute limitations. ihe relative

limitations now to be eniuerated detennine not whether the enterprise

may be eligible for benefits, but to what extent these benefits may be

granted. The laws generally name maxdmum benefits - in some instances

minim.um benefits, too - and the amount of benefits allotted in the single

case within the provisions of the law is detemined on the merits of the
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case at hand. The criteria may be:

a. Contribution to national income and impact on income distribution

(e.g., Costa _Rica, NMicarag1ua);

b. The attitude taken by the enterprise toward the domestic consumer;

this includes friendly policy as to quantity, quality and pricing

(e.--., Ecuador, Nicaragia) or the impact: of the operations of the

enterorise on the domestic markA: percentage of national markets

supplied (exico; in Costa Rica, an enterorise may qualif for

Lfew_ enterprise and receive top concessions, too, if it produces

goods, which are produced at a rate of less than 1C locally).

This ,rovision noints the way to he

c. effects on the balance of payments considerations.

(In e. cuador, an industryr may qualify for benefits as

A-category industry if it produces comodities to an extent of at

least 1, of the f.o.b. value of total impoorts of these commodities

during the 3 years orior to the application for this classification).

Apart from imoort substitution considerations, the strengthening

o: exports has a nositive effect on the balance of payments, too.

The contribution of the enterprise to mounting expoYrts may be, as

in Ecuador, also taken into account.

c. Use of domestic raw materials and semi-finished products is a very

com on consideration (e.g., _Cost: <iea, uu a1<, ieYico, Nicaraia;

sometimes fixed pcrentages of the use of domestic rawi materials

are stilated, e.g., in ,cuadcr, where the status of an A-industry

only can be ,rantcd if no orethan 15 of raw materials are imported,

and the status of B-industry - which is less valuable - if no more

than 40, of raw materials are imported).



e. Use ofL domestically- produced equipment and machinery (e.g., Mexico,

Nicaragua);

f. Or, broadly, percentage o' domestically-produced costs (Mexico);

g. Use of a certain type of service (e.g., electric power in Costa Rica);

h. Market, which the enterorise assures for agricultural products

(Costa Rica);

i. Effect on employment (e.g., Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico,

Nicaragua);

j. Benefits to employees in excess of the benefits required by the

laws (Ecuador, MLeico);

k. Training of personnel (e.g., Ecuador, Panama);

1. Amount of investment (Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Nicaragua);

m. Technical efficiency (Miexico);

n. Miodern accounting methods (Ecuador);

o. Technical research (Ecuador, Panama);

p. Degree of participation of foreign capital (Costa Rica);

q. Government participation in capital (Ceylon: if government participates

in capital of new company 6 years unlimited exemotion from profit taxes,

if government does not particii te, exemption limited to 5% p.a. for

6 years of capital employed).

3. Taxes to which the exemption may refer:

a. Import duties for imported investment goods;

b. Import duties for imported raw material;

c. Fees: registration fees, consular fees, etc;

d. Production and turnover tax for inputs and outputs, property tax;

e. Taxes on land;

f. Business profit tax;

g. Personal income tax for income received in the form of dividends,

interest or rent in connection with industrial activities which
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themselves are entitled to certain tax allowances.

h. K1anipulation of taxable profits:

Depreciation -forms of benefits: initial and/or special

allowance or accelerated depreciation;

revaluation of assets for purposes of depreciation;

granting provisions concerning carry-over of losses (e.g.,

Guatemala: 3 years for designated existing industries; Jamaica:

6 years; India: 8 years).

h. Exemption Period. The period of exemption may be:

a. Deteniined beforehand; or

b. A comparatively short initial exemption period may be extended

if enterprises meet certain criteria at the end of the initial

period (Ecuador);

c. Constant or gradually diminishing;

d. The same for all investment covered by the law, or differentiated

according to the desirability of investment;

e. Short or rather long (2 to 15 years: in Mexico, basic industries

15 years; French Equatorial Africa, 2-3 years);

f. A special case: long range protection (up to 25 years) from future

changes in tax legislation (new taxes or higher rates of old taxes

in French West Africa);

g. Exemption period might be cut short for later investments if the full

exemntion oeriod only applies to the first investment in a designated

field, and the end-point of the exemption period for the first invest-

ment applies to all later investments too.

5. Exemption Percentage:

a. Nay range from total exemption to a percentage exemption;

b. hay be limited in profit taxation to a certain percentage of capital

employed:
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India, Buna: 5 years exemlption for tax, not exceeding

6% p.a. of capital employed; Iraq: 10%; or, a certain proportion

of investment expenditures is mentioned which constitutes the

upper limit for the detaxation of profits during the exemotion

period seen as a whole, connected with the provision that a subs-

tantial proportion of annual profits may be deducted from taxable

profits. (French African Territories: 50% of annual profits are

detaxed as long as the total of tax free profits does not exceed

50' of investment expenditures. These provisions expired).

c. Exemption percentage differentiation according to desirability of

investment.

C. FACTORS INFLUENCING DECREE OF EFFECTIVENESS OF PROVISIONS

1. General Remarks

a. The psychological effect of tax incentives is often stressed

("....there is something dramatically seductive about a tax

incentive which elicits imiediate response in a businessman."

/Roy Blough7). This raises the question of the extent to which

investors in general calculate carefully before they invest.

Beside the factors which influence the profit situation, other

influences and circumstances frequently play a major role in

arriving at investment decisions: complexity of legislation,

uncertainty about extent of benefits, period between application

and final decision of authorities, experience with respect to past

investments. In general, the granting of special benefits is

accompanied by special supervision of the authorities who want to

satisfy themselves that the snecial concessions are not misused.

This may make businessmen reluctant and involves the danger of

arbitrary decisions of the authorities.
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In general, all these factors may raise the degree of uncer-

tainty in the investor's calculation and discount the benefits.

b. The limitations and prerequisites imposed by the government on the

granting of special benefits reflect the conflict between the two

sets of objects: the advantages of incentive legislation, which

consist in the calling forth and speeding up of economic, espe-

cially industrial development against the disadvantages being

deviation from fiscal equity, automatic discrimination against

activities not covered by the special provisions and possibly misuse

of privileges (e.g., through black market practices).

c. In considering the advantages and disadvantages of special invest-

ment benefits from the ooint of view of the government, budget con-

siderations are to be taken into account too. Detaxation means

revenue foregone for the public sector, but only for the exemption

period and in accordance with the actual use made of the exemtion

provisions. On the other hand, an additional flow of receipts in the

future can be expected. The net effect of detaxation on the budget

should be examined in a broader context. Additional investment called

forth by special provisions might reduce public expenditure (e.g.,

unemployment relief), or may add to public revenue in case of existing

underutilization of available economic overhead facilities (e.g.,

electric power, roads, railroads) developed in anticipation of growing

demand. In general, the impact of special incentives on non-eligible

existing enterprises is not covered by the legislation. The influence

might be positive if exempt investments make non-exempt enterprises

more profitable by providing an additional market for their oroduction

or by providing their inputs at lower costs. In this case the non-exempt

investments benefit fromin the law indirectly. But adverse economic
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effects are possible too. To miinimize them many investment laws

contain special provisions, e.g., that the production of substitutes

for already produced commodities is excluded from the benefits of the

law.

d. For over-all industrial development, the best incentives may well be

relatively low tax rates without spDecial orovisions for certain

industrial activities, which are an instrument of a qualitative

economic policy. The selection of industrial activities eligible

to benefit from the tax incentive provisions, the differentiation of

these benefits, and the other provisions of the laws reflect the line

of development the countries want to pursue. In some instances, the

main concern is wvith the domestic market (e.., Lexico), in other

instances, top benefits are given to export industries, etc.

e. The general boundaries for a sensible application of tax incentives

lies between the point where investment would have been effected

without tax incentives, and the point where investment would not

take place even if the most complete tax exemptions are provided.

Under the assumption that an acceleration of investment is considered

to be of imoortance, special incentives may be even granted for

investments which might have been effected, but at a later date.

2. Impact of Special Provisions

a. The impact of tax concessions will have to be judged by comparing

with the normal tax rate. If the normal rate is moderate, then even

a 100% exemption will not amount to a substantial relief. Another

yardstick is the profitability of non-exempt industrial ooerations.

If the after tax returns are higher than the tax exempt returns,

investment would not be attracted by tax holidays.

b. In general, benefits may reduce cost el~eents of investment (initial

costs and - in some instances - operating costs) or they may be linked

to profits.
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Cost elements detaxation has the advantage that it is not dependent

on additional uncertain factors. Tne amount of benefit due can be

fairly well determined beforehand. The total benefit derivable is

limited by the percentage of investmaent which goes into the exempt

cost elements. I total investment is 1 million, and import duty

20%, the duty free import of machinery of 500.000 means a 10%

relief for total investment; if it is 800.000, the relief is 16%

of total investment.

c. Profit tax exemption has a weak and a strong side. The weak side is

that in order to be able to utilize the benefits offered by the law

the enterprise has to operate profitably which may be very much an

issue in the first years. Provisions(provided either specially for

the exempt activities or in the general tax legislation) granting

the carry-over of losses may help to some extent.

The strong side lies in the fact that the return on exempt operations

can be relatively moderate and even then compare favorably with

high before tax profits of non-exempted activities. If the business

orofit tax is 400, then the non-exempted enterorise has to earn a

return of 16-2/3% gross in order to earn 10/? after payment of

tax on profits. *-From the point of view of shareholders, earnings

on investment in exempt activities might even be smaller to compare

favorably if these earnings are excluded from progressive income

taxation.

D. CONCLUSION

In the provisions of the investment legisl ation and in the situation an

investor is likely to face there are many factors tending to reduce the

value of tax concessions. The effect to be expected from tax reliefs cannot

be realistically evaluated by period of exemption and by tax and detaxation
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rates only. Even within the limited scope of this study, a large number

of factors were met which are able to influence the response to tax benefits

and the degree of utilization fundamentally.
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FROM: The Acting Secretary October 25, 1960

FINANTCING OF PUBLIC ITESTMEIT IN
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

There is attached An Analysis of Financing of Public Investment

for Nineteen Less-Developed Countries During the 1950's.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads



TEL. MURRAY HILL 7-6988

RALPH I. STRAUS

331 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

October 21, 1960

Mr. Eugene Black
V.orld Bank
washington, D. C.

Dear Gene:

Arriving back at my desk I found the enclosed copy
of a letter from Gus Maffry to Dick Demuth enlarging
upon my idea for an international investment guaranty
program about which we spoke on Wednesday, October
19th.

I believe that Gus has taken the original concept a

step further than I had by actually detailing some of
the specifics of the projected Corporation. Of course,
he does not touch some of the major problems, such as,
whether guaranty payments would be made in non-convertible

currencies. Undoubtedly, this would happen in the case

of many of the undeveloped countries. however, I am most

happy to see he is carrying the idea forward. I understand
that he plans to discuss it at the International Business-

men's Conference sponsored by the Commission on Asian
and Far Eastern Affairs of the I.C.C. in Karachi in

December.

I was so glad to see you back at work again looking
hale and hearty.

Sincerely,

RIS/em Ralph I. Straus
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION
Washington 25, D. C.

October 21, 1960

Mr. Richard Demuth
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dick:

I have had the pleasure recently of reading Ralph Straus'

paper on a proposed new guaranty program and yesterday a copy of

Gus Maffrey's paper was sent to me by his office.

Do you thinK there is any chance that the IBPD will have

an interest in doing something with guaranties? Personally, I
would hope so. I feel that it would tend to aid and stabilize

investment.

Are there any other papers of this type in circulation

that you kiow about? If so, I would appreciate your letting me kinow

because we are in the market for ideas here.

To add to your collection of papers, I am passing on to

you one which we wrote here several weeks ago. What I am now trying

to do is to convert some of the ideas offered in that paper to a real

program. It will be some weeks before we finish.

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Charles B. Warden
Chief

Investment Guaranties Division

Enclosure



SECOND DRATT (FOR DISCUSSION PUPOSES)

INVESTMENT GUARANTIES AND LATIN AMERICA--THE NEED FOR A NEW PROGRAM

ICA's present guaranty program is based on the needs of Europe's recon-

struction under the Marshall Plan. It is more than 10 years old in its thinking

and in its self-appraisal. It may well be that the actions of the Castro Government

in Cuba have marked a new epoch and a new generation for foreign investment. Two

questions are indicated:

1. Is the present machinery of the investment guaranties adaptable to the

new problems in Latin America?

2. If not, what is needed?

In projecting remedies for what may lie ahead we must make some serious

and quite pessimistic assumptions. We say immediately that if these assumptions

do not materialize or the final outcome is better than we visualize, no great harm

will have been done. Underestimating, however, could lead to serious miscalculations

and great damage. The recommendations on this paper are based on the following

assumptions:

1. Investors will work on the b as i s that the Cuban revolution with its

nationalization and harassment of foreign investment will not be confined to Cuba

but will be contagious and reach into neighboring countries.

2. The violence of the events in Cuba and the great losses will cause

American and European investors to drop plans for new investments, will cause old

investors to withhold improvements ;nd decisions to not maintain or replace

equipment and to actually dis-invest when possible.

3. Such conditions may continue for the better part of the next 5 years.

4. The losses of new and replacement development capital to Latin America

will amount to somewhere between 100 and 500 million dollars per annum for the

next several years.



5. Such special programs as the Inter-American Bank and the new $500 million

Latin American program may (tragically) do no more than make up the loss of capital

flow in the private sector. Stated another way, Latin America may lose $ 1 - 2 -

3 billions of dollar development over tbhe next few years as a result of Cuba.

Compare this with American losses of about $1 billion directly in Cuba.

6. The USSR will apply maximum pressure on the soft spots in Latin America

and the risk of further expropriation will be continuous. In December 1957 at the

Afro-Asian Conference in Cairo, the Soviets avowed their aims. The New York Times

January 7, 1958 stated: "Moscow steps up economic war on private investments

abroad . . Backs confiscation of assets of the West in underdeveloped lands--

chaos is declared to be Soviet aim . . . At the Asian-African meeting in Cairo last

month, the Soviet Union issued an open declaration of war against all Western

private investment in the underdeveloped countries. By backing confiscation of such

existing investment,, Moscow obviously hopes to block any substantial future private

investment i- these cou tries . . . A major spread of this pattern would torpedo

economic cooperation between the major Western nations and the non-communist un-

1rdeveloped countries. In "resultant chaos and economic hardship, the Soviet Union

is apparently nfident it ca. make great gains and bring more countries under

Communist rule.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Thrat the Departmert of Commerce be asked to make a direct poll of the

principal Latin American invfestors to learn from them the extent to which they

are dis-investing, withholding, or cutting back Latin American expenditures.

2. Tha t,if this report bears out our fears of a sharp cutback, this be met

with a new form of investment guaranty directed to putting a floor of confidence under

old investment. This new guaranty should be lirted of course, to the underdeveloped



countries. The guaranty e de petroe investments and perhaps

be offered only to those -5 ies who are continuing to invest and expanding their

old investment. It 1s probable that no more than a billion dollars of new guaran-

tiets actually would be written of this type.

3. That the statute authority be modified so that the U. S. Government will

not acquaire title to real property if subrogated to a former U. S. investor's

investment property--thus enabling the negotiation of expropriation agreements with

certain Latin American republics. It is contrary to the constitution of Panama,

Venezuela, Colobia and others for a foreigri government to own real estate other

than diplomatic prprty. It is recommended that this be referred to the General

Counsel.

4. tat the investment guaranty program be given the authority to guaranty

the repa mnt f Loans made by American financial institutions (against all risks)

up to 70% of the total. Te major effect of this new repayments guaranty would be

to increase the auxthhority of the guaranty program in the eyes of the Latin American

countries, since it would put the guaranty program on something of a parity with the

DLIr Exi.bank an other institutions who currently enjoy a great deal of their

authority be0ause ofher lending ability. Since the ability to guaranty loans

is only one step removed from actual lending, it would place the guaranty program

in an eeptonaly, str-or Position vis-a-vis Latin American governments who have so

far been reluctart to netake guaranty agreements. What is needed is a guaranty

with which a coapany ca r money at a bank.

50 That with the new administration in January the Investment Guaranty

Program be institutionalized as an independent operation.

6. That for the continuation of the present ICA guaranty program, plus a pro-

gram of guaates i o assist old investmn-ts plus a repayments guaranty, the total

guaranty issung thority should be rsed from 1 billion. to 2- billion and the

rserves raised to 5 million fro preen+ ~$200 million,

CBWp/GD :vis:9/6/6O



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION
Tnvestment Guaranties Division

Washington 25, D. C.

SEP 7 1960

SUMMARY OF THE HISTORY AND OPERATION OF THE
INVESTMENT GUARANTY PRRAM

1, nruction, The Investment Guaranty Program was first set up in 1948 to
encourage a larger flow of new private capital from the United States to certain
countries of the free world. Both Congress in considering foreign assistance
legislation and the President have consistently emphasized the importance of
foreign investments as the best means of building up the economies and raising the
standards of living of the world's free countries. The Investment Guaranty Program
has received steady and continuous consideration by Congress and has been repeatedly
and substantially broadened in philosophy, scope and coverage. It is the clearly
Rtated intent of Congress that the Program should be administered under broad

iteria and used to the maximum practicable extent to increase the participation
of private American enterprise in achieving the purposes of the Mutual Security Act.
The protections against certain non-business risks which the guaranties offer to the
American investor, have proved over the past decade, to have been a strong induce-
ment to American business to make investments abroad.

2. Legislation. The legislation authorizing the Investment Guaranty Progrm was
enacted by Congress as one means of stimulating fore -n investment by private
American enterprise and guaranties are now available r the protection of new U.S.
private investments against certain specified risks Par. 4 below) in underdeveloped

countries with which the United States has agreed to in' ate the scheme. Present
authorization stipulates that guaranties can be issued ' to a total face value of
$1 billiont

The Investment Guaranty Program was initially aathorized by Section Ill(b)(3) of
the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948 (P.L. 472 - 80th Congr-ess) and was limited to
roviding convertibility guaranties of receipts from foreign investments. At that
ime, guaranty agreements for convertibility could only be ngotiated with Marshall

Plan countries and were incorporated as Article III of the standard Economic Coop-
eration Agreements between governments of the USA and the countries particpating
in the Marshall Plan.

Subsequent legislation expanded the guaranty authority as well as the geographic
scope of the program. The Economic Cooperation Act of 1950 (P.L. 535 - 81st
Congress) redefined "investment" and. authorized guaranties against loss by reason
of expropriation or confiscation. The '95' authority extended the program to &
far greater area.

The Mutual Security Act of 195 (. 665 - 83rd. Congress), Section 413(b ) r
affirmed the authorization of the rogr a e text of this legislation as v e
from time to time through the It Seuit A .9 9 ' the present ba .
operation for the program.



The 1956 legislation protided that guaranties co4d be issueg in any country
with which the USA had agreed to institute the Guaranty rrogram. The amenqunta-
of 1956 further provided guaranties against los by reason of war (the so-calet
"war riek" olause)

The Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended by the Mutual Security Act of

S56, was aot affected by the 1957 legislation and the minor changes introduced
by the Mi of 1958 (P4 L *5 -77) provided that the Program couald be transferred
from ICA to another agency if found desirable.

The Mutual Security Act of 1959 (P.L. 86 - 108) amended the legislation affect-
ing the Program by limiting the issuance of U. S. Governmenit guaranties of invest-
ment in projects approved by the Director of the ICA as furthering the development
of the economic resources and productive capacities of economically underdeveloped
areas. This Act also increased the issuing authority of the Program from $500
million to $1 billion. It has been the intent of the Congress to accentuate the
Program's activities in economica4l underdeveloped areas which would, in
general, eliminate most of Western from the list of countries where

4uaranties would be available. No egislat ive anes ere radc -

The administration of the Guaranty Program by the International Cooperation
Administration is provided for by the Mutual Seuirity Act, as amended, Section
413(b)(4) and generally by Executive Orders to. -0575, as amended, and No. 10610,
as adended, and Delegation of Authority No, 85 o; June 30, 1955 by the Secretary
isf- tate, as amended. The administration of the tram within the International
Cooperation Administration in Washington is a fan n of the Investment Guaranties
Division of the Office of Private Enterprise. The - aranty contract is executed
on behalf of the U. S. Government by the Ezport.-lmp - Bank of Washington as
agent for the Director of the International Coopera-- Administration in
accordance with a Memorandum of Agreement of July 15, ~48, between the two agencies

3, The Role of the U, S. Governnent, The role of -he V. S. Government in the
guaranty Program is to encourage desirable investment and then to act solely us
guarantor6 The objective is to enlist American capital and the technical and
managerial ekills which accompany it for other free nations in the. world. Ther
is no interference in the operatUnI of the inyestor's business or that of the

3$etient of the investment, to re there any obligations imposed oa the invs tor
other than those necessary for the administration of the guahanty contract.

In the development and operation of the program, the Investment Guaranties Div.7
0540, wos in close cooperatio, e Embassies abroad, the U. S, OpeatonE
kissits, the various elements ot - trnational Cooperation Administri
Washington' the Department of ;a, 'd nth other agencies of the Exc
Branch of the U. S. Governmernt syed with U. $. foreign eo6omio pol



4. O o te aratProgram. In essence, this is an insurance program
through which an Amrica .Liivestor may insure his new investments in foreign
countries that have agreed to institute the program against:

a) Inability to convert into dollars local currency receipts from
the wtIg or any rt of his investment.

b) Lossa a t's by reason of expropriation or confiscation.
c) Los of all or any part of his investment by reason of war.

While the program does n-ot roect the investor against devaluation or deprecia-
tion of the exteral u of the foreign currency or against normal business
risks, it does offer protec tion against inconvertibility, the risks of expropria-,
tion and against the risks of war damage or destruction to the physical plant,
equipment, and facilities included in his investment property which factors, in
the past, have often proved serious deterrents to the U. S. private investment in
foreign countries.

Since the primary purpose of the guaranty provision of the Act is to stimulate
further investment from the United States, the guaranties would not- be applicable,
as a rule, to an investment which has already been made. Once an application has
been filed and accepted however, the investor may obtain a written assurance
against prejudice to the application permitting the investor to proceed with his
project.

Zach contract is individually negotiated, to met. the particular circumstancew
of the investment and any supplementary investment, proposed at a later date,
must be the subject of a separate application and -oval. The contracts are
drafted by the ICA Investment Guaranties. Div. and Ad upon request of the
Dire*tor of ICA by the Export-Import Bank of Washing These contractg folgesr
a prescribed form as a rule; but the variety of the V s and terms of the
investment projects, which are the subjects of guarani , result in no two co%-
tracts being exactly alike.

. Investment Guaranty Agreements with Foreign Conn - es. The Mutual Security. Act
'9 stipulated in Section 413(b)(4) that guaranties may issued to protect now

U.S. investment I. . .in any nation with which the United .'ates has agreed to
institute the guaranty program.0 * Early in the development of the program, it was
decided that the' U.S6 Government might best assure itself that the requirements
of the Act could be met if arrangements were made in advance between the govern-
ments of the USA and the prospective participating country to establish the
claims to which the VU. S. Government would become subrogated if a guaranty con-
tract should be invoked. These bilte executive agreements have heretofore .
been condluded primarily by an e otes between appropriate represen 4tati-v
of the USA and the country concern agreement simply expresses the w
ness of the two governments to gout the program and
establishes its general terms.o logial aspect of the
legislatien which authorised in 19449 expropriation
guaranties in 1950, and war ';oments already in ef
have had to be amended nce

*(The HSiet 0
Program to A e t , c a participating m
which would exolude the metr pol at areas of p coatee).



Section 413(b)(4)(C) of the Act reoggreS that the g. S. Government shall acquire
the carrency, credits, assets or investet of the Investor to whom payment has
been mad. under the contract anl that the U. S. Gomerament wlfl, become subrogated to
the Inestor's lai and cause of rstion4

The standard agreement assures that the participating country ill recognize the
transfer of the Investor's local currencies to the U. S. Government in return for
which the American investor has received a comparable U. S. dollar payment from the
U. S. Government. It further provides that the U.S., Government will have the same
rights to utilize those currencies that the former owner would have had under
local currency regulations. It does not stipulate that the U. S. Government will
have the privilege of conversion which nationals or nationals of third countries
do not have.

The expropriation clause of the agreement provides that the host country govern-
ment will recognize the transfer of the U. S. Government of the former owner's claim
to the expropriated investment project, or compensation therefore, that has been
acquired through payment of an invoked contract. It is not to be interpreted that
the agreement intends to prohibit expropriation by the host country government of
any property.

The "war risk" provision does not, as yet, offer protection against damage from
insurrection and civil strife.

The standard text of the draft note agreement (see Appendix) does not propose the
interference by the U. S. Government in the intern.. affairs of the host country
nor does it infringe in any way in the sovereign rights of the country government
to regulate its excbange or to expropriatea propertiersin the national interest.

Except for the assurance against prejudice, referred to in Paragraph 4, ICA will
process applications for individual guaranties only after the conclusion of a guar-
anty agreement with the project country and after the investor has obtained the
project country's approval of the proposed proj6ct and investment.

6. Foreign GoyenIMnt Proiect Aproval. Peyond the requirements that a foreign
government ae with the U. S. Government to institute the Guaranty Program, the
10sla tionh Seat ta n#l3(b)(4) (Aj.aqvires, that the individual investment project

%ipprosWd nsrposes of ICg agpy by the host country government.

Ordinarily, it Is the responsibility of the guaranty applicant to request the
#avernment of the host country to express to the American Ambassador or to the

otor of the U. S. Operations Mission, its approval of the proposed investment
project for purposes of ICA guaranty. It should be pointed out that this approval
for pwpgoq of ICA guaranty is in addition to the approval required by some
foreign omgtries of the investment project itself. In a few countries, where
relationst*ps between the U. S. Emassy, U. S. Operations Mission, and the oig
government warrant such a procedure, requests for guaranty approval or disap.r



are submitted to the foreign authorities on behalf of the investor by the Embassy
or U S0 Operations Mission. However, in the absence of strong reasons within an
Embassy or the U. S. Operations Mission for the latter course of action, it is

preferable that the standard procedure of investor making his own request for
approval be followed.

As soon as an agreement is concluded with a foreign country, the name and address
of the appropriate official in the host country government who will be concerned

ith Investment Guaranty Program matters is given to the local Embassy, which
transmi3ts this informtn together with the name of the local U. S. field officer
handling Investment Guarany P rogram affairs, to the ICA Investment Guaranties
Division. This information is available upon request to guaranty applicants.

While the guaranty approval request is ordinarily made by the investor, it is

emphasized that a foreign government is expected to confirm formally its expression

of approval or disapproval to the U. S. Ambassador or Director of the U. S.

Operations Mission. It is suggested that this formal acknowledgment of the

proposed project take the form of a letter, an illustrative example of which is
attached as an exhibit. No uniformity has been followed heretofore with regard
to form or content of these official approvals of investment projects by the
host country government since the Mutual Security Act requires only that the

"projaet" be approved. The letter' may be submitted in whatever language,
including English, i4 used. officially7 by the host country government. The U.S.
Embassy or U. S. Operations Mission is expected to examine the document and to
certify its adequacy as to form apd content.

Because of difficluties sometimes presented to k 'CA Investment Guaranties Divd.

sion by non-substantive changes in the, investor s 3 after foreign goverment

approval, it is preferable to receive approvals con, -ed only with the "project*
and not with pretse details of amounts of investment nd guaranty. The applicant

for ICA guaranties is required to make known to the 1 Investment Guaranties
Division before issuance of a guaranty contract, the e , details of foreign
government's permission to invest under local exchange d/or investment
regulations.

7. The Role of the U0 S. Embassy and/or U. S. Operatigns Mission. Because of

the importance of the guaranties in encouraging foreign investment in their

respective countries, it is imperative that the Embassy and U0 S. Operations
Mission officers be kept abreast of developments in the program by the Internt-ioial
Cooperation Administration in Washington which is, in turn, dependent on the

field officers for interpretation of the program to the host country govern*Wvs,
to foreign businessmen, and to preent and potential U0 S. investors disiting
their diplomatic posts0  It is al t t that the Investment Guaranties
Division be kept advised by the y S. Operations Mission officers

regarding anrr changes in laws affecting exchange rates or fo

riestments which may affect o an the country or the
issugne of a guaranty contrac<
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International Cooperation Administration
Washington 25, D. C.

INVESTMNT GUARANTY PROGRAI
Illustrative Foreign Government Approval Letter

TheDror of the Ut as America
Operations son to the Phlipines
c/o Ameri an Embassy
Manila

Eicellency:

The ABC Corporation, of 1000 Main Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
has informed the Government of the Republic of the Philippines that, pursuant

> the Hutual Security Act of 1954, as amended, it has made application to the
±nternational Cooperation Administration of the United States of America for
guaranties of convertibility and against loss through expropriation or confis-
cation of an investment that company proposes to make in a project in the
Philippines, and has requested the Philippine Government to express to you its
approval of the project for purposes of such guaranties.

The proposed project would involve the m -facture, distribution and
sale in the Philippines of rubber tires, tubes and e 'r ad products. To carry
out this project the aforesaid ABC Corporation plan,. form a Philippine com-
pany and to invest cash, machinery and equipment and 3rials to provide it
with fixed and working capital in exchange for shares the capital stock of
the Philippine company and that company s serial notes vable over a period
of ten years,

I wish to inform you that the Government of the Republic of the
'hilippines has considered the request of the ABC Corpora rn and hereby
-pproves the project for purposes of guaranties by the U. A, International
Cooperation Administration, This expression of approval i- made as required
by the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended and as providd for in the
notes exchanged at Washington, D C on February 18, 1952, between the Acting
Secretary of State of the United Stat of ATm. erica and the AmJibassador of the
Philippines

Offci ia gent of the Governr
of :; the Philippiqegsj

TCA PE/IGD
Jan, 26, 1960



International Cooperation Administra in
Washington 25, D. C.

IESTET GUARANTY PROGRAM

tandard
rat Agreement

Convert ibiIty Expropriation and War Risk Guaranties

T oteo o Tnstitution of
e e e Guar-anity Program

in a Foreign try

Excellency,

I have the honor to refer to conversations which have recently taken
place between representatives of our two overnments relating to guaranties
authorized by Section 413 (b)(4) of th e &ua. Secury Ac of 1954, as amended.
I also have the honor to confirm the followiig aderstandings reached as a
result of these conversations-

1. The Governments of the United States of Amer , ind o will,
upon the request of either of them, consult re- ng projects in
proposed by of the United States o A 7 ica wth respect to which
guaranties under Section 413 (b)(4) of the Mutua Security Act of 1954, as
amended, hare been made or are Lnder considerati:

2. The Government of the United States of Americaagrec that it will issue
no guaranty with respect to any project unless it, i,. approved by the
Government of

With respect to such guaranties extending to projects which are approved b
the Government, of in accordance with the p rvisions of the
aforementioned Section 413 (b.)(4), the Government of ,.-,.agrees:

(&) That if the Government of the United States of Amec a makes payment
in United States dollars to any person under any suc guaranty,
the Government of . recognize the transfer to the
Government of the United Stt , America of any currency, credits,
assets, or investment on acce on which such payment is made,
and the subrogation of the nent of the United States of America
to any right, title, cla - £ action existing in
connection therewithi

(b) That (local currency uni a the Government of the
United States of America p to suc mties shall be
accorded treatment o aded to private



ernaVe which
re c- h guaranties, and

a uh o be freely available
oS of Ameri..a for administrative

( a . any a i t ver t oto -which the
Government of uhe Uni ae Arica may be subrogated as a

rny e hsbject

~it shlena an in 4g detemintio to a sl

arbitratr ses en y mtua agrmnt lf the Govenments are unable,
within a period o nree motsn agre upon such election, the
arbitrator shall be one who may b designated by the Presidnt of
the ofnvti ui aThe reqest of either Government;

(d) That K t isse
guaranties do ajvo -n~ y ao-. n5 ya itb
inyestments i _yeyn It f 3hat
nat :onas of e" 1-7ou a aave

treatment no es f1. a stance
to its rntional r in% :0 reference to
any reimbur semey , :a er payment
including the p* rnn, roa enemy countries,
that the Gonvefrment r . ci pay for lo3ses
incurred by reasor do e U tsm Sta a af
America makes payne >f 01 united laoes
of America under c 4t . of the o'rerwert
of w. riCgr 1 0- t :Y -.rJlt of th
United S atw o ay a , f i ¾. or ary
part thereof zk a Porc ,. , .
a result of w. aor one reatment by he r i:_nt of

(e) The aforementioned s grap with respet 'e arbitration of
claims shall not be appiab oh type of A gar is against losses
by reason of war for n bpagraphi (d)

Upon receipt of a noe fr ' our y nating that the foregoing pro
sions are acceptable To te vn IhGvernen of th Unit, a
of America will onside that hrply thereto conSttie an agr-e
ment between the two Germet o the ageemnent to enter into f ,
on the date of your noe n: r

Accept, Excellency he ee -shed considerati4

ICA:Ps/IGD
January 26, 1960



E.H. van Leghen HEERENGRACHT 464

AMSTERDAM

18th October, 1960.

Mr. Richard Demuth
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, .W.
WASHINGTOl . D.C.

Dear Mr. Demuth,

With reference to the conversation I
had the pleasure to have with you in Washington during
the World Bank Conference, I herewith enclose a
memorandum which I drafted a few days later.

I discussed the contents of same with
some 'New York bankers and in general they rather liked
the tendency.

Yesterday I had an interview with the
Netherlands Minister of Finance at the Hague regarding
this subject, as the Netherlands Government is also
studying this matter.

On the 28th inst. I will have further
discussions in Bonn with some German authorities, who
I met already on the 15th September 1960 for a general
exchange of views.

Mr. August affry was so kind to send
me copy of his letter to you of the 15th inst. on the
same subject. According to this document our views are
not very far apart, although I emphasize more on the
responsibility of the receiving country (see paragraph
8). In my opinion it is of extreme irmportance that this
should be done and I do not expect any major objection
from their side.

I have also sent a copy of enclosed
memorandum to Mr. R. Garner who seemed to be interested
in the subject when I discussed it with him during my
stay in 'Washington.

-2-
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HEERENGRACHT 464

AMSTERDAM

lath October, 1960.

Especially my Gerraan friends are stressing
the point that something should bc done quickly, particular-
ly in view of the development in Africa. Having lived there
for the past 10 years I could noT~-ree more.
In case you have time to do so, I would very much appreciate
receiving your views.

Sincerely yours,

/J1

E1ncl.

P.S.

From discussions i had in the United States, Grayand
Holland it became obvious that a great number of companies
would immediately make use of an international guaranty
institution as soon as same would come into being. They
have many plans in portofolio which are only not being-
executed at present because of the uncovered political
risk.. An international guaranty institution should use the
U.S. ; as one and only currency, just as the W14orld Bank
and I.P.C..I expect th-at already after 1 year the total
amount insured by this institution would amount to well
over I billion p, probably even much more.. TIswudma
a very subst'Vanial backing of the UJ.S. as none of:1 the
members of the guaranty institution would be interested in
its eventual devaluation. A devaluation would hurt them
biadly.



Chicago, October 3, 1960.

1. Private investments in underdeveloped countries is declining
because of the political risks.

2. The governments of the Western countries are unable, financial-
ly as well as technically, to replace same fully.

3. Private enterprise in newly self-governing or independent
countries is being welcomed, because it does not carry political
ties.

4. Only private enterprise is in a position to go into partnership
with local firms or may give local public the chance to partici-
pate (Tanganyika Sugar Scheme) by forming a local public company.
This creates much good will and gives the enterprise a stable
basis.

5. Government to government loans are indispensable (unfortunately),
but should never try to cover the potential scope of private
enterprise, otherwise they would become an education in
communism instead of developing local initiative.

6. Only by guaranteeing the political risks can private enterprise
be induced to go ahead in underdeveloped countries. Political
risks should include civil war, civil commotions, nationalizat-
ion without full and immediate repayment in the currency of the
country of origin of the investor, expropriation, blocking of
transfer of reasonable profits. In general its definition should
be as liberal as possible.

7. Bilateral investment guarantee agreements are undesirable. Only
a multilateral guarantee institution, if possible with the same
membership as the World Bank/IFC, can be expected to give real
satisfaction, because :
a) Also the receiving countries will have to be members, giving

them, therefore, at least some responsibility.

b) The more members the less will be the over-all risks of each
member separately.

c) Just as has been the experience of the World Bank vis-a-vis
its debtors, defaulting is unlikely as this would bring the
defaulter into trouble with all members and would spoil its
reputation in general. The system would, therefore, work
preventively.

8. Each member country should be willing to give a guarantee up to a
certain maximum. These limits should be based for the first year
of operation on the basis of their World Bank subscription. After
one year, the guarantee of the investor country should be fixed
on 50% of the amount it has totally insured until that time, and
the guarantee of the receiving country should be fixed on 50 of
the total insured amount it has received up until that time. At
the beginning of each year, the respective totals have to be cal-
culated again and the limits fixed accordingly. These guarantee
limits, together with the premium reserves, should give a reason-
able safity. This system would be logical, applicable, and fair
to both sides.

- 2
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9. One hundred per cent of the invested capital should be insured.

10. The duration of the insurance should be, in principle, a maximum
of 20 years. The economic risk remains, of course, completely
with the enterpriser, but the yield of the investment up to a
maximum of 15% per annum of the invested capital should also be
covered. The amount guaranteed decreases gradually in the course
of time, starting after eight years, so that the capital
guaranteed becomes nil at the end of the period agreed upon in
the beginning.

11. The guarantee premium should amount to 1 p.a. for a period of
8 years, 1-1/4 p.a. up to 15 years, and 1-1/2% p.a. up to 20
years.

12. In order to induce investors to co-operate with local capital,
a deduction of 25 of the premium should be allowed in case local
capital participates at least for 25Z of the venture.

13. Member countries need only pay a very small contribution in order
to cover the preliminary costs of administration. Very soon part
of the premiums should be able to cover the administration costs.

14. Member countries should liquidate their own national investment
guarantee institution, if any.

E.H. van Eeghen

Oct. 3, 1960.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MiOR&AD011

To: Files Date: October 12, 1960

From: Badri Rao

Subject: United States Foreign Private Investments

Following is a brief summary of the latest U.S. Department of

Commerce's survey* of recent changes in the pattern of U.S. foreign

investments abroad and of its analysis of the over-all contribution of

U.S. direct investment enterprises to the economy of recipient countries:

Direct Investments

U.S. firms last year added some 2.5 billion to their invest-

ments in foreign subsidiaries and branches raising their book value to

$29.7 billion. This was financed through new capital amounting to 4(1.4

billion and reinvested earnings of $1.1 billion. Although the pace of

investment in 1959 was substantially below 1957 when $3.8 billion was

invested abroad, it was some $0.5 billion higher than in 1958.

Preliminary data for the first half of 1960 suggest a reduc-

tion in U.S. direct investment abroad; it is expected that the annual

rate of new capital outflow may be around $1 billion and that invest-

ments financed out of retained earnings may be another $1 billion per

annum.

Of the $2.5 billion addition to direct investments in 1959,

some $0.75 billion went into European enterprises; subsidiaries and

branches in Canada accounted for $0.8 billion. Whereas enterprises in

Latin America received over $0.6 billion, the book value of assets rose

by rather less than $0.5 billion because of currency depreciation vis-a-
vis the U.S. dollar. Argentina, Brazil and Chile were among the major

recipients.

Manufacturing investments last year rose by more than $1 bil-

lion, i.e., $0.3 billion over 1958 and accounted for two-fifths of last

year's investments. Almost half of the 1959 increase was in Europe with

the U.K.'s share largest.

Investments in foreign mining properties amounting to some '0.3

billion were at their highest rate since 1952-53; the bulk of the flow

was into Canada.

Direct investments in the petroleum industry were at $0.6 bil-

lion in 1959. This compares with $1.7 billion in 1957 and 50.7 billion

in 1958. Considering the excess of world productive capacity relative

to world demand, last year's reduced level of investment must be regarded

as substantial; the decline was sharpest in Venezuela.

* Source: Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce,
September 1960, pp. 15-24.
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Portfolio Investments

U.S. purchases of foreign securities and long- and 
short-term

loans by banks resulted in a further outflow of $l billion in 
1959.

Security issues in the U.S. were well below their 1958 
peak as interest

rates in 1959 were substantially higher than in 1958; the reduction

was largely due to a shifting of IBRD's borrowing from the U.S. 
to Europe,

Preliminary 1960 data indicate an acceleration in U.S. pur-

chases of foreign corporate stocks and in the outflow 
of short-term

funds especially towards the U.K., because of a widening 
of effective

yields.

Earnings

U.S. earnings from direct investment enterprises last year

were 63.25 billion; this is some quarter of a 
billion dollars more than

in 1958 but less than the peak earnings of some 3.6 billion in 1957.

Reinvested earnings of subsidiaries in 1959 amounted to $1.1 billion.

The remaining $2.2 billion representing payments of dividends and

interest and branch profits was at about the same level as in previous

years. Variations in earnings have therefore affected mainly the amount

retained abroad as undistributed profits.

Impact of U.S. Direct Investment on Economies of Recipient Countries

The Office of Business Economics of the U.S. Department of

Commerce recently undertook a census of U.S. held foreign investments.

The data relate to 1957 and are soon to be published. Preliminary in-

formation released so far throws some interesting light 
on the contri-

bution of U.S. direct investment companies to the economy of 
host countries.

Aggregate sales of commodities by U.S. owned enterprises, ex-

cluding intercorporate sales were ;32 billion in 1957. Over half of

this, i.e., $18 billion, was accounted for by manufacturing enterprises;

sales of petroleum enterprises corresponded to some $11 billion.

Of the 32 billion of total sales, more than '3.5 billion was

to the U.S. (i.e., about one-fourth of total U.S. commodity imports)

and consisted largely of crude and processed raw materials such 
as

petroleum and minerals. Sales of manufactures and semimanufactures to

the U.S. totalled $1 billion.

The operations of direct investment enterprises resulted in

an over-all outlay of some 30 billion in 1957 as shown below. This

amount includes production outlays and foreign taxes paid by U.S. 
sub-

sidiaries and branches but excludes goods purchased by trading companies,

intercorporate petroleum sales, imports from the U.S. and depreciation

charges.

Wages and salaries: $ 7.0 billion
Purchase of materials and services: 17.0 billion

Taxes: 4•5 billion

Other operating costs: 1.7 billion

$30.2 billion
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U.S. direct investment companies contribute a substantial

part of government revenues of the country of domicile. In Latin

America, 20% of total revenues is derived from such enterprises; this

is an average ratio and is greatly affected by Venezuela where U.S.

direct investments amount to about one-third of total U.S. direct in-

vestments in Latin America. In Canada the proportion is 16% with the

proportion of corporate income taxes paid by companies classified as

direct investments amounting to some 50%.

The operations of U.S. direct investment companies in major

regions abroad may, further, be summarized as follows:

Latin America: Gross production: $ 8 billion
Production for export: ' 3 billion*)
Proportion of such ex-

ports to over-all ex-

ports of the region: 1/3*)

Canada: Gross production of

goods and services: 'l1 billion
Production for exports: $ 2 billion

Of which exports to U.S.: $ 1.3 billion

Europe: Value of manufacturing
outout $ 6.3 billion
Production for export: 1 1.4 billion

Of which exports to U.S.: $ 0.2 billion

Heavily influenced by oil exports from Venezuela.

Distribution: Department Heads.
Economic Advisers.
IFC (Mr. Weigel).
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MEMORANDUM TO THE STAFF LOAN COMMITTEE DECLASSIFIED

AUG 17 2023
Financing of Public Investment

WBG ARCHIVES
1. Parts I and II of Report No. EC-88 on the financing of

public investment in underdeveloped countries are attached for

information.

2. Mr. van der Mel, who prepared these reports, has presented

Part I in a personal capacity for discussion at the Sixth Con-

ference of Central Bank Technicians, taking place in Guatemala

City in November.

3. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. Avramovic

(ext. 3125) by noon on Friday, October 14.

4. Part I will then be distributed as a non-confidential

Bank report, Part II has not been presented to the Conference

and will be made available for staff use within the Bank only.

Herbert G. A. Woolley
Secretary

Staff Loan Committee

September 23, 1960



HENRY S. W EUSS COMMITTEES:

5TH DISTRICT, WISCONSIN BANKING AND CURRENCY

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

JOINT ECONOMIC

Congres of the Eniteb itateO
3bouge of Representatibes

washington, 0. C.

September 29, 1960

Mr. Martin Rosen
Director
Department of Operations, Far East
Tnternational Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 Ti St. N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Mr. Rosen:

T should like to call your attention
to a most exceptional message appearing
in the Congressional Record recently.

Contained in the speech by Mr. Aaron
Scheinfeld you will find an 11-Point
Program for spurring the rate of
American investment overseas, thereby
enabling underdeveloped nations to
speed their growth.

The plan is designed and intended to
take into account not only the need
for encouraging and safeguarding the
investor, but also the need to insure

that his enterprise will make the
maximum contribution to the economy of
the foreign country and the welfare of
its citizens.

Your reactions to Mr. Scheinfeld's
proposals will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Henry S. Reuss
Member of Congress

HSR : ml
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HENRY S. REUSS COMMITTEES:

ST4 DISTRCT, WISCoMsIN BANKING AND CURRENCY

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

JOINT ECONOMIC

Congres of thje anitheb itates
ouse of Representatibes

IWauington, 3. C.

September 29, 1960

Mr. Eugene Black
Director
World Sank
U. S. Government
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Black:

I should like to call your attention
to a most exceptional message appearing
in the Congressional Record recently.

Contained in the speech by Mr. Aaron
Scheinfeld you will find an ll-Point
Program for spurring the rate of
American investment overseas, thereby
enabling underdeveloped nations to
speed their growth.

The plan is designed and intended to
take into account not only the need
;or encouraging and safeguarding the
Investor, but also the need to insure
that his enterprise will make the
maximum contribution to the economy of
the foreign country and the welfare of

its citizens.

Your reactions to Mr. Scheinfeld's
proposals will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Henry S. Reuss
Member of Congress

HSR :ml
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United States O ith
of America PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE 00 CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

Aaron Scheinfeld's Constructive Proposal for Enabling
American Business To Help Underdeveloped Countries

REMARKS temples, and the unbelievable bargains in wreck our economy, to divide and conquer

or this tourists' paradise. our allies and they believe that all of this is
It is possible to travel in this dream world, possible without firing a shot.

HON. HENRY S. REUSS but only if your eyes and ears pay no heed I am personally convinced that what hap-

OF wIsCONSIN to the misery of the millions of men, women, pened in Paris is part of this strategy, and

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES and children of the Asiatic world and the it is their hope to wreck our economy by
inescapable impact of that misery upon our continuously keeping us off balance and

Tuesday, August 23, 1960 western civilization. forcing us to expend billions upon billions of

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, a distin- I undertook this trip, however, not as a dollars for armaments, which cost them but

guished American businessman has re- tourist, but rather as an American business- a fraction of this amount. I do not believe
man seeking to find out for myself just how for one moment that they are interested in

cently proposed a far-reaching reexami- deeply our destiny, our fate, was inter- disarmament, and their behavior in Paris,
nation of the role to be played by twined with the peoples of the have-not and before the United Nations offers ade-
American business in foreign economic lands, and whether this terrifying problem quate proof of that.
development. Aaron Scheinfeld, board of poverty was capable of solution. I was Can a free world, therefore, ever approach
chairman of Manpower, Inc., has re- also motivated by the fact that I believed the effectiveness of a monolithic state capi-
cently returned from a 15-week, 25,000- that our company with its offices around the talism and meet this Russian challenge?
mile world trip. During the trip Mr. world might be able to scratch the surface This, devoutly-to-be-wished objective, is
Scheinfeld spoke to business executives of this almost overwhelming challenge. I realizable if the free nations of the world

and government officials in Turkey, discovered much which was shocking and will but work together toward one goal.

Pakistan, India, Ceylon, and Thailand. disturbing, and found that we were in the Worldwide prosperity with freedom.
middle of an economic war, which was quite Free nations need economic unity as well

Mr. Scheinfeld, together with Elmer unlike anything that had ever happened to as military unity; otherwise their military
Winter, of Milwaukee, founded Man- us before. unity will not long endure. This economic
power, Inc., in 1948. Today it is by far We, of the Western world, where free enter- war cannot be won by government alone,
the largest complete business service in prise has meaning, have suddenly become nor by the businessmen of the free world
the world, with more than 200 offices aware of a new type of threatened competi- alone. The time has come for a coalition
spread throughout the United States, tion in the world market from the Soviet between the two, for a partnership between

Canada, Mexico, and eight European and its satellite nations. the businessmen of the free world nations,
nations. What essentially does this threat consist backed by their respective governments.

The purpose of Mr. Scheinfeld's trip of? If you analyze it carefully, you very The have-not nations and their business-
soon discover that the most telling fact men must also be brought in as active part-

was to increase the number of Man- about the soviet marketing, or investment ners in this free-world program, where hu-
power franchised offices overseas. His move, is that it has the full backing of the man values will be mixed with money
specific proposals for channeling Ameri- entire government of a large and powerful values.
can business know-how into the service nation. There is a terrific unity about it all I am not a visionary who is seeking either
of our foreign economic policy deserve that gives it not only power but the appear- national socialism or world socialism. Nor
the most careful consideration at all ance of a continuing stability, whether they do I seek any world government to rule the
levels of government and business. are offering a low interest loan, dumping free nations, interfere with their sover-

Mr. Scheinfeld's address follows: thousands of tons of aluminum, or sending a eignty, or dominate their economies. The
ship full of grain on long-term credit. European coal and steel union, and the

OUR CHOIcE: POvERTY OR PEAcE Khrushchev speaks for the Soviet and its Euromart constitute no supergovernment,
Mrs. Scheinfeld and I recently completed satellites. He is the government (at least but rather the effort of freemen to work

a trip around this world of ours, traveling for the moment) and his commitments are together, live together, and resolve their
for three and one-half months happily, sadly final and binding so long as he is willing to differences of yesterday and their tensions
and, yet, hopefully. We spent most of the respect them and carry them out. They are of today with peace and prosperity as the
time in Asia, and it would be pleasant and out to conquer the industrial and the eco- achievable reward which beckons them.
quite simple to give you a travel book ac- nomic souls of the have-not nations, and These nations, however, today have stable
count of the magnificent scenery, the lovely that will be easily and successfully followed economies and their people enjoy a standard
hotels, the excellent cuisine, the breath- by the conquest of the political souls of of living which, like that of a few other
taking Taj Mahal, the exciting shrines and these unfortunate peoples. They are out to European nations, and the nations of the

562590-76630
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North American Continent, are shockingly begin to develop an all-important middle better quality, service and quicker delivery.
high vis-a-vis the peoples of the have-not class of their own. They have no objection We, however, must send salesmen into the
nations of the world. to a few foreign-owned industries, or joint world markets and the best we can recruit to

Though war may be obsolescent, we cannot ventures between foreign investors and their do the job.
be certain of its end forever so long as there own businessmen, but as one travels through Ludwig Erhard, who is West Germany's
is the kind of poverty I have seen in Turkey, these countries and talks with their political economic minister, recently reported that
Pakistan, India, Ceylon, and Thailand. The and business leaders, it soon becomes per- there are 500 German salesmen operating
worst of them all is India where thousands fectly obvious that the trend is in the di- out of Cairo alone. In three markets-
upon thousands live and sleep in the streets rection of developing their own industries Greece, Syria, and Iran-West Germany is
of Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras. Millions with their own people. They welcome for- the No. 1 trading country. The Bonn Gov-
live in mud huts in the villages and rural eign aid, but only as a means to the desired ernment has given its exporters a competi-
areas and sleep 10 in a room. Millions of end of owning their own industries. tive advantage over their Western rivals with
beggars; millions of hungry human beings I would not interfere with any existing a Government-sponsored insurance corpora-
with as much right as any one of us to a few foreign-owned industries, nor prevent pri- tion called Hermes, offering a guarantee
creature comforts. There is only one kind vate negotiations in these undeveloped coun- against default by their customers. Accord-
of fuel available to these people: Dung cakes. tries, but under a Government-sponsored ing to Mr. Erhard, this guaranteeing agency
To the women and children fall the lot of plan which I am urging, encouraging induce- has, to date, committed itself to more than
collecting the dung, shaping it into flat cakes ments will be offered to American indus- $800 million in underwriting Middle East
and carrying them in huge baskets on their tries, which are willing to approach the credits alone. Mr. Erhard stated, and I
heads to a spot in the sun where they are problem of economic nationalism in a spirit quote: "We failed in two -vars to conquer the
dried for a week or more before using. This of compromise and with an awareness that Middle East with soldiers, but now we have
is their cooking fuel. What more need be such compromise is an alternative to the done it with salesmen. What we failed to
said? growing Russian economic threat. do with cannon, we accomplished with sam-

Added to this almost overwhelming misery There are also those amongst us who are ple cases." There are, therefore, effective
is the problem of an exploding population seriously disturbed by the unemployment answers to be found for those who fear the
which, by the end of this decade, will bring implications of any foreign aid program and impact of a foreign aid program upon our
an additional 200 million to feed, house, and their fears are not entirely without some own economy.
clothe. Birth control techniques will not foundation in fact. There will be some dis- Realistically, therefore, since we are with-
solve this problem, not with the existing placement of our own people resulting from out choice in the matter of foreign aid, how
illiteracy, the religious ban, and the hunger the flow of commodities back to our coun- then can the United States and other help-
they are suffering. It is of India that I try, commodities which have been manu- ing free nations approach this problem? I
speak, because I consider it to be the most factured at substantially lower labor costs, recently wrote to the President of the United
important piece of real estate in all Asia. This, however, will also follow the lowering States; to our Secretary of Commerce, and

As India goes, so will go all of Asia. And, of our tariff rates and, therefore, the only to our Secretary of State suggesting and ree-
as Asia goes, so may Europe go. We of the alternative or substitute for foreign aid is ommending a positive program which, I be-
United States may find that we are living economic isolationism and who among us lieve, will be palatable and acceptable to
upon an island of prosperity, but for how would advocate that in a world which grows these nations in need and be fully as at-
long? smaller day by day? tractive to the foreign investors who are

So, we must rid ourselves of our smug- Economic isolationism is no answer to any aware of the urgency of extending this kind
ness and complacency and awaken to the fact of the world's economic problems, nor an of help. Using India as the example, I offer
that a strange and terrifying interdepend- answer to the economic threat directed at the the following:
ence exists between the United States and West by the Russians today and by the 1. The American and Indian Governments
the have-not nations of the world. If pov- Chinese in the days to come. It may be a will together establish an agency consisting

erty persists, there will be no peace and ther case of Hobson's choice, or the choice of the of Government representatives, businessmen,
is a great danger that a worse fate may befall lesser of evils, but I personally would rather and economists. There is, of course, to be
the free men of the still free world. There join with the rest of the free world in the equal representation from each country, and
is no time to waste-there can be no eay-- industrial development of the have-not na- I would recommend that the total member-
actiontions and take my chances on meeting world ship of the agency be limited to 20, and

The problem of the poverty of the have- . . be comprised of 8 Government representa-
not atios wil no beresoved y diect competition, than to leave the industrial soul-not nations will not be resolved by direct -tives, 8 businessmen, and 4 economists.. .. and economic fate of the underdeveloped tvs ibsnsmn n cnmss

aid, nor by foreign investment m their m- 2. It would be the function of this agency. countries to Russia and its allies. 2 twudb h ucino hsaec
dustrial development, where such invest- to analyze, appraise, and determine the in-

Import liberaliation on the part of
ment insists upon the ownership in per- I p p dustrial needs of India and to, thereafter,
petuity of these instruments of produc- recipient countries, as well as expansion and develop and establish a long-term program

resvelophanddestablishbatleng-termcpsogra
tion. This type of foreign investment may research and new and better products and within a reasonable, realistic, and realizable
be the most ideal from our point of view, marketing methods, and the development of budget.
but it is not a realistic one in the light of economic unions are the answers to those 3. This agency, with the aid of permanent
the feverish nationalism which one experi- who fear the foreign aid program. staff members and a public-relations pro-
ences the world over and, especially, in In traveling around the world these last gram, will then approach American indus-
Africa and Asia. The governments of India few months, I have run into salesmen from tries for the purpose of prevailing upon them
and its neighboring Asiatic countries will every industrially developed country, except to establish branches in India, with or with-
never again permit either political or eco- the United States, and have found that we out participation by Indian partners.
nomic domination by outsiders. It will take are still trying to sell our products out of 4. The industry will be offered a long-
military intervention and conquest, or in- catalogs, as we were successfully able to do term loan at low interest rates and the

filtration by Communists, to change this. in the early postwar years. It is time that amount of the loan should equal at least 75

It is the thinking of the leadership of these we begin to employ our domestic and highly percent of the capital needed by the Ameri-

countries that sooner or later their people developed selling techniques in the markets can investor for such foreign branch estab-

must own their own instruments of produc- of the world. Our products are still the lishment and development. I would recom-

tion. equal, if not superior to those of our com- mend that such loans be upon a nonrecourse

No degree of economic stability can ever petitors and even if they are at times priced basis, as far as the American parent corpor-

be attained by these countries, unless they a little higher, we can counteract that with ation is concerned.

562590-76630
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5. In addition to the long-term loan, I joint ventures where desired and where trially independent and to make life more

would strongly urge that tax incentives be otherwise financed. livable for their millions.
generously offered to such investors by both As the result of contacts made in India Paradoxical as it may sound, we must
the American and Indian Governments. and lengthy discussions with businessmen learn to cooperate with the free nations of

6. All of the terms and conditions are to of that country, I am convinced that Mr. the world, have and have-not alike, in order
be set forth in a contract to which both the Nehru and other Indian leaders will accept to protect our right and the right of every
American and Indian Governments should such a plan, and be happy in their long- other nation to compete. We must act to-
be signatories, as well as the industry in- term plans for India, to know that these gether in defense of our right to act inde-
volved. This contract should have the force instruments of production, established un- pendently. We need government help in
and effect of an economic treaty, so that the der these terms, will in the not too distant order to avoid government domination, and
industry approached will have complete as- future belong to Indian nationals. I be- we must learn that the road to freedom lies
surance that the terms and conditions of the lieve also that in order to bring it about through unity and that through such unity,
contract will be fully carried out the Indian Government will offer encourag- the men of the free world will remain free.

7. The long-term loans should be financed ing inducements, including a freer flow of We must attack and destroy poverty, per-
either through the U.S. Development Loan imports from the United States. Our haps at a greater cost than we have here-
Fund, the Export-Import Bank, the World American industrialists should be equally tofore incurred, but surely not as great a
Bank, the International Development Loan as enthusiastic since, with 75 percent of the cost as war itself. The businessmen of the
Fund, or any other existing finance agency necessary capital loaned to them by the free world, in cooperation with their respec-

8. Upon the termination of the contract, Government on a nonrecourse basis, they tive governments, hold in their grasp the
at the end of 25 years, or sooner, at the op- will reap the profits from this venture for key to peace on earth and a better life for
tion of the American investor, the indus- a period of 25 years, partially tax free, plus all.
tries so established should be sold to Indian the benefits of a royalty arrangement for
nationals at a price to be based upon five the 10 years or more thereafter. The Scheinfeld Address on Underdevel-
times the annual profit before taxes, aver- This formula can be applied equally well
aged over a 5-year period prior to such termi- to other countries in need, and can also oped Countries
nation, or book value, whichever is higher, be used wherever joint action with other
Added to this, a royalty of from 2 percent to helping countries is indicated. EXTENSION OF REMARKS
5 percent of the sales, depending upon the There are details and mechanics to be OF
product involved, should be paid to the seller worked out in the establishment and de-
for a period of 10 years, or longer. If there velopment of this plan, hut time does not HON. HERMAN TOLL
are no buyers, the offer is then to be made permit me today to dwell upon them. I OF PENNSYLVANIA
every 5 years thereafter, or at shorter inter- am personally willing, and have so offered, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
vals at the option of the seller. There will to devote my own time and energy, without
be instances where the American industry Wednesday, August 24,1960

wil hae aquied ndin prtnrs romthe compensation, for the purpose of launching
will have acquired Indian partners from the and implementing such a program. I do so Mr. TOLL. Mr. Speaker, on Tuesday
beginning, or during the term of the con- because I sincerely believe that the free- of this week the Honorable HENRY S.
tract, and in such case the first offer to sell dom we may be securing through such a REUSS, of Wisconsin, presented to theshould be made to such partners, plan may be our own. House of the address of Aaron Schein-9. The agency originally appointed is to The free world gained a great advantage feld, chairman of the board of Man-remainover the Russians as a result of the recent
mittee, is to supervise and direct contract power, Inc., one of the Nation's think-

trip of President Eisenhower, last December,
terminations as well as problems which may to ' countries of Asia and Europe. I ing business leaders on the subject of
arise from time to time during the term of saw"Industrial and Business Development of
the contract entereC into. The membership at an Embassy party, and I also witnessed the Underdeveloped Countries of the
of the committee is to remain at the recom- the arrival of Khrushchev and his entourage World."
mended number of 20, and each Government in Delhi, and the parade which followed. His suggestions may well be considered
is to appoint successors to fill the vacancies Most of you have seen the Eisenhower films, by the business leaders of the country,created by the resignation or death of any and the tremendous excitement which because they offer a method of develop-one of its representatives. The compensa- greeted him everywhere. I also saw the ex- ing free countries as friends of the Unitedtion, if any, for the members of the coin- pressionless reception which greeted States and eventually saving the tax-
mittee or its staff members is to be deter- Khrushchev in Delhi. There was no sound

mined by joint action by the two Govern- of any kind from the crowd, as the Khru- payers of our country subsidies and con-
ments. The rules and regulations govern- shchev procession moved slowly down the tributions which are now needed to keep
ing the functions of the agency are also to street. The advantage over the Russians as much of the world as possible inde-
be determined by the two Governments. thus gained must now be followed up closely pendent and free.

10. This formula is also to apply to the and quickly. Congressman REUSs is to be com-
expansion of the productive capacity of There are no hopeless situations in this mended for bringing to the attention of
presently operating industries in India.
Where they are now wholly owned by In- world, but only sometimes men who are the Members a report of such great
dian nationals, American partners with hopeless and who lose their freedom by de- interest that their constituents may read

know-how are to be selected and financed, as fault. We are still years ahead of the Rus- with great profit to themselves and to

above proposed. sians in our creative and productive ability their neighbors one of the most helpful

11. Nothing in this proposal is to affect and capacity, and at least their equal mili- solution ever offered for the problems af-
industries presently operating in India, tarily. We can beat the Russians in the fecting the world today.
whether wholly owned by Americans, or economic war they have declared against The address can be found on pages
partially owned through a joint venture us, if we will but strive to help the have-not 16157-16159 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
arrangement, nor should it prevent private nations help themsleves to become indus- for Tuesday, August 23, 1960.

562590--76630
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IXth CAFEA-ICC Session

The International Businessmen's Conference

Karachi - Pakistan December 5th - 9th 1960

PROPOSAL FOR AN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT

GUARANTY CORPORATION

The following proposal has been placed for study before a standing committee of
the United States Council of the International Chamber of Commerce. At this stage,
therefore, it is in no sense an official proposal of the U. S. Council, nor does it
necessarily represent the views of all the members of the United States Delegation to
the International Businessmen's Conference. It is made available to other Delegates
purely for discussion purposes.

The following is proposed:-

(1) the establishment of a corporation;
2) to be called the Investment Guaranty Corporation;

(3) as an affiliate of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (on the model of the
International Finance Corporation);

(4) with its members drawn from the membership of the
International Bank;

(5) to be established with a capital of $X billions, of
which, say, l% would be payable in cash to provide the
Corporation with initial operating funds and funds to
meet any (unlikely) early claims, the remainder to be
subject to call to meet duly validated claims of
investors, this capital to be subscribed by members on
the basis of a formula similar to that used in setting
up the International Finance Corporation;

(6) to enter into guaranty contracts with private investors,
nationals of member governments, guaranteeing at the
complete discretion of th- Corporation and with full
authority to fix the terms of its guaranties, with
respect to new investments in the form of equity or
debt, against risks of

(a) inconvertibility,
(b) expropriation without adequate or

effective compensation, and
(c) loss resulting from war or civil

commotion;
(7) the Articles of Agreement of which should provide for

raising its capital and for its management under a
President responsible to a Chairman who shall be the
President of the International Bank and to a board of
Executive Directors constituted like the Executive
Directorate of the International Finance Corporation,
define its powers and immunities and provide for its
liquidation if ever desired;

.. contd......2
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"(8) and among the powers of which shall be those
authorizing it to enter into agreements with member
governments providing inter alia for the subrogation
to the Corporation of the claims of investors for
fixing premia for each type of guaranty offered and
for the constitution of reserves against possible
losses.

"(9) but which should not by its terms attempt to define
conditions of private investment in member countries
or the treatment of private investors by member
countries or the behaviour of private investors
operating in member countries or the remedies available
to investors or to the Corporation in the event
claims are made against the Corporation under its
contracts of guaranty and validated by it, all of the
prescriptions and proscriptions to be left for inclusion
insofar as necessary and practicable in agreements
between the Corporation and its members."

The following comments on the observations of Dr. Krebs at the First Plenary
Session of the International Businessmen's Conference are offered also for
discussion purposes.

1) As regards his observation that the risks and costs involved in a
guaranty system might become excessive in the case of wholesale
nationalization, it may be said that the proposed guaranty system
is designed precisely to deal with "disaster" situations, as well
as with sporadic losses resulting from the incidence of political
risks. For this reason, the capital of the Corporation, which would
be almost entirely guaranty capital, would have to be large, say,
something of the order of $5 billion. Furthermore, it may be
pointed out that, even in disaster situations, by no means all
foreign investments would be guaranteed investment.

2) To his comment that it may be unfair to both investor countries
and to capital-importing countries to share the cost of damages
inflicted by a few countries, it may be said that this is exactly
the principal underlying the guaranty capital subscribed by
members of the World Bank. It may also be said that an International
Guaranty Corporation would be expected to exercise full discretion
with respect to the countries which at any point in time would be
eligible to receive guaranteed investments.

3) To his question as to whether capital-exporting and capital-importing
countries would be prepared to set aside the large public funds
required for a workable guaranty system, it may be said that they have
done so in the case of the World Bank and are by other means devoting
large resources to economic development which might be reduced by an
increase in private investment stimulated by an international
guaranty system.

4) It must be agreed that both the establishment of a guaranty system and
its successful operation would be greatly assisted by a multilateral
convention such as that proposed by Dr. Krebs. The two expedients
should be regarded as complementary and not conflicting.

GB/aa.



[Translation]

Directives Relating to the Assumption of Guarantees
for Capital Investments Abroad

Bundesanzeiger (Federal Register) No. 194, Oct. 9, 1959

I. Authorization

Pursuant to Sec. 18, par. 1, of the Budget Act for
1959, of July 6, 1959 (Bundesgesetzbl. [Federal Law Gazette]
II pp. 793 ff.), the Federal inister for Economics in
consultation with the Federal Minister of Finance and the
Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs issues the following
directives:

II. Purpose and conditions of the guarantees

1. Investors having their seats or domiciles in the
territory of the Federal Republic of Germany may be granted
guarantees for capital investments abroad to insure them
against political risks in the investment countries, which
they could not be reasonably expected to assume.

2. The capital investments abroad must be of a nature
worthy of encouragement and preferably should contribute to
strengthening the economic relations of the Federal Republic
of Germany (Federal Government) with underdeveloped countries.
The guarantees are primarily to be assumed with respect to
capital investments in such enterprises abroad as are engaged
in production, extraction or distribution of goods, or in
transportation,

3. The obligee must comply with the regulations which
the Federal Government and the investment country have issued
for foreign investments; any permits necessary must already
have been issued at the time when the guarantee is assumed.
In the event that conditions which prevent the transfer of
earnings or the retransfer of the equivalent of capital
investments prevail at the time waen the guarantee is assumed,
such guarantee shalbe correspondingly reduced.

4. There is no legal claim to the grant of a guarantee.

III. Objects of the guarantees

1. The objects of the guarantees shall be capital
investments abroad and the earnings thereon.

2. Capital investments abroad shall be understood to
mean partnerships, capitalizations of branch enterprises,
and partnership-type loans.
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(a) A partnership exists when capital, goods or
contributions are brought into a foreign enter-

prise in return for a share in the enterprise,
which provides for the right of vote, audit or

codetermination as well as participation in the

earnings and the proceeds of liquidation.

(b) Capitalization of a branch enterprise consists
in furnishing a capital fund, similar to an

original capital fund, to a branch enterprise
or plant of an enterprise which has its main
seat in the territory of the Federal Republic
of Germany. Separate annual financial statements
shall be prepared for the branch enterprise or

plant, in which such capital fund shall be treated

andposted in the same manner as an original capital
fund.

(c) Loans shall be regarded as being of the partnership

type if in purpose and amount they have the character

of partnerships. Such loans shall be related to

partnerships as set forth under (a).

The guarantees are primarily intended for capital invest-

ments in the form of partnerships.

3. Earnings are the sums which are distributed to

investors on account of capital investments mentioned under

2 (a) and (c) in the form of shares in earnings or interest

payments for specific periods of time.

4. Capital investments toward which investors have made

payments or contributions prior to filing applications for

guarantees shall not be eligible for guarantees0

IV. Guarantee contingencies. Extent of the guarantees

1. The Federal Government shall be liable for losses

from capital investments or earnings thereon if such losses

are caused solely by political events or measures in the

investment countries, such as the following:

(a) Nationalization, confiscation or other measures
of public authorities, which are equivalent to

confiscation in their effects;

(b) Wars or other armed conflicts, revolutions or
rebellions;

(c) Blockage of payments or moratoriums;

(d) Prohibition of conversion or transfer of funds

deposited for remittance to the Federal Republic

at institutions competent for the purpose;
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(e) Deterioration of a currency after a guarantee has

become operative as a result of events or measures
specified under (c) and (d).

2. The Federal Government will be liable for losses

from capital investments in the cases specified under 1 (a)

and (b) only in case

(a) capital investments described under III 2 (a) and
(c) have as such been lost in their entirety
(total loss) or partially (partial loss);

(b) the entire assets of the enterprise, branch, or

plant in which the guaranteed capital has been
invested have been confiscated or destroyed. The
assets shall be deemed to have been confiscated
or destroyed in their entirety if the assets have

been confiscated or destroyed in so substantial a

proportion as to make it impossible for the enter-

prise, branch or plant to be operated in the long
run without losses (total loss).

Compensation for the loss shall be based

(a) in the event of total loss:
on the current value of the capital investment in

Deutsche Mark at the time the guarantee contingency
occurred, but not more than the original value of

the capital investment in Deutsche 1M"ark;

(b) in the event of partial loss:
on the diminished value established by comparing
the current value of the capital investment in

Deutsche Mark at the time the guarantee contingency
occurred, but not more than the original value of
the capital investment in Deutsche Mark, on the
one hand, and the residual value in Deutsche Mark
of the capital investment resulting from the effects

of the guarantee contingency, on the other. In the

event that the guarantee contingency is followed

by liquidation of the enterprise or sale of the
residual partnership interest, the proceeds of

liquidation or sale shall be considered the residual

value of the capital investment, provided such

liquidation or sale is directly caused by the

guarantee contingency.

3. Loss of earnings shall be understood to mean the

unpaid amount of earnings distributed during the effective

period of a guarantee, provided such earnings are not in

excess of the predetermined percentage of the capital invest-

ment (VI 1 (b)).

4. Where a partnership interest has been converted into

a claim, the loss shall be understood to mean the unpaid

portion of this claim, provided that failure to obtain payment

is due to events or measures specified under VI 1, but in no



case shall such loss exceed the original book valuation of

the capital investment. The same shall apply to proceeds

of liquidations of branches or plants.

V. When the guarantee becomes operative

The guarantee shall become operative:

1. In the event of IV 1 (a) and (b), on the date on

which the loss was caused by the events or measures named

above;

2. In the event of IV 1 (c), on the date on which one

of the measures named above affected a due claim covered by
the guarantee;

3. In the event of IV 1 (d), two months from the date

on which a sum covered by the guarantee was paid in for

transfer at an institution competent for such a purpose.

VI. Maximum amount of the guarantee

1. The guarantee offered by the Federal Government is

limited to a maximum aamount in Deutsche Mark for all capital
investments and the earnings thereon. Such maximum amount

consists of:

(a) The original book valuation of the capital invest-

ment (guarantee for capital);

(b) Earnings not in excess of 24 percent of the original

book valuation for a determined period of time, the

length of which is fixed in relation to the total

duration of the guarantee (guarantee for earnings).

2. The maximum amount shall be reduced following
reduction of the capital invested and the occurrence of losses.

3. The capital guarantee shall be reduced at the end of

each year of the guarantee by an amnount to be determined in

each individual case. The beginning of such reduction may be

deferred; the reduction may be suspended.

). Where the guarantee for earnings was not utilized

after termination of the period specified under 1 (b), or

where the Federal Government has received reimbursements on

indemnities for lost earnings, the guarantee for earnings

may be reinstituted upon application of the obligee.

VII. Self-participation

1. The obligee shall share in the loss determined in
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accordance with these directives within the limits of the
maximum guarantee, at a rate of not less than 20 percent.

This self-participation shall not be covered by any other

guarantee.

2. The liability of the Federal Government for compen-
sation can be set aside for relatively minor losses.

VIII. Payment of compensation

The compensation shall be payable three months after

establishment of the anount of compensation, but in no
case earlier than six months after the date on which the
guarantee contingency occurred. In the event that the
definitive determination of the amount of compensation is

impracticable for the time being, a provisional determi-
nation shall be made.

IX. Duration of the guarantee

1. The duration of the guarantee shall not as a rule
exceed ten years. In the case of capital investments in
enterprises where the construction of production facilities

requires several years, or in similar cases justifying
exceptions, the duration may be extended to fifteen years.

2. The Federal Government becomes liable under the
guarantee only after the notice of guarantee has been delivered
to the investor.

3. The Federal Government shall have the right to
revoke the guarantee for substantial reasons relating to the
person of the investor.

X. Processing charge and fee

1. A single processing charge shall be paid in advance
by the applicant for the processing of an application for
a guarantee.

2. The investor shall pay a fee for the assumption of
a guarantee.

3. The amounts of the processing charge and the fee
shall be fixed by the interministerial committee (XI).

XI. Procedure

1. Action on applications for guarantees shall be the
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responsibility of an interministerial committee.

2. The committee shall be composed of:

(a) voting members:

2 representatives of the Federal Ministry of
Economic Affairs

1 representative of the Federal Ministry of
Finance

1 representative of the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs

(b) advisory members:

1 representative of the Comptroller-General's
Office

1 representative of the Deutsche Bundesbank

other experts, as needed.

Chairman of the committee shall be the representative

of the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs having primary
responsibility.

3. Applications for guarantees can be approved only

with the consent of the representative of the Ministry of
Finance.

4. The proceedings within the committee must not be

divulged by any of the participants. All materials and

information made available to the members of the committee

are destined for their exclusive use and must not be passed

on by them to outsiders.

XII. Conduct of business

The Federal Minister of Economic Affairs in consultation

with the Federal Minister of Finance shall entrust the conduct

of business ta consortium consisting of the Deutsche Revisions-

und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft (German Auditing and Fiduciary

Corporation) and the Hermes Kreditversicherungs-Aktiengesell-
schaft (Hermes Credit Insurance Corporation). The executive

member shall be the first-named corporation. The operations

of the consortium are subject to auditing by the Federal

Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Federal Ministry of Finance,

and the Comptroller-General.

XIII. Transitional provisions

1. There is no objection to approval of a guarantee

pursuant to an application filed prior to promulgation of

the Law named in I (July 11, 1959) if the investor was

notified in writing by the competent agency that any payment
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made on the capital investment subsequent to filing the
application will be no obstacle to a later inclusion in
the coverage.

2. Where assurance of coverage was given prior to
the issuance, of these directives, a guarantee may be
approved in accordance with such coverage assurance.

Bonn, September 25, 1959

The Federal Minister of Economic Affairs

Ludwig Erhard
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A. Purpose of the guarantees

Pursuant to Sec. 18, par. 1, of the Budget Act for
1959 and to the directives pertaining thereto, published
in the Bundesanzeiger (Federal Register) No. 194, of
Oct. 9, 1959, the Federal Government may upon application
assume guarantees for capital investments by German investors
abroad. The guarantees are designed to encourage capital
investments particularly in underdeveloped countries so as
to strengthen the economic relations of the Federal Republic
of Germany with these countries. The guarantee protection
is extended only to future investments. No guarantee can be
assumed for already existing capital investments.

The assumption of guarantees is conditioned on the
existence of an agreement between the Federal Republic and
the country concerned regarding the treatment of capital
investments or, where this is not the case, the assurance of
adequate protection for capital investments by the legal
system of the country in question or in some other way.

B. Risks to which guarantees apply

The guarantees offer protection against the following
political risks:

(a) Nationalization, confiscation;
other measures by public authorities, which in
their effects are equivalent to confiscation.
Where loss results under these circumstances,
all related factors must be weighed to determine
whether and to what extent the conditions are
fulfilled for establishing a claim to indemnification;

(b) War, other armed conflicts, revolution or rebellion;

(c) Blockage of payments, moratoriums;

(d) Prohibition of conversion or transfer;

(e) Deterioration of currencies, if it is subsequent
to the occurrence of guarantee contingencies under
(c) and (d).

The aforenamed political events or measures must have
occurred in the country of investment. They may affect the
capital investment as such or the assets of the foreign
enterprise. No protection is offered for the economic risks
connected with the capital investment.

There is no legal claim to the grant of a guarantee.

C. Capital investments eligible for guarantees

Guarantees shall be primarily assumed for capital
investments in such enterprises abroad as are engaged in
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production, extraction or distribution of goods, or in
transportation (e.g. industrial plants, plantations or
other agricultural operations, operations for the extraction
of mineral resources, trading and transportation enterprises).
This does not preclude the assumption of guarantees for
capital investments in other economic sectors as well (e.g.
service industries other than transportation).

Eligible capital investments are:

(a) Partnerships in foreign enterprises, even if such
enterprises are wholly owned by the obligee;

(b) Capitalization of foreign branches or plants of
German enterprises, A separate financial state-
ment shall be prepared for such branches or plants,
in which the capital furnished shall be treated
and posted in the same manner as an original capital
fund. Furnished capital is the capital placed at
the disposal of the branch or the plant by the
obligee on a long-term basis, which capital must
be kept strictly separate from the running account
between the home office in the Federal Republic
and the branch or plant abroad. The guarantees
shall apply only to such furnished capital.

(c) Partnersnip-type loans. Guarantees can be assumed
for such loans in exceptional cases, that is, when
in purpose and amount such loans acquire the
character of partnership interests; they should
preferably be related to partnerships.

The capital investments must have the purposes specified
in the introduction. Protection within the framework of these
guarantees cannot be extended for accounts receivable for
goods, financial credits, security deposits and the like.

Capital investments can be made in the form of cash or
of material assets (goods, services, rights). Guarantees
shall also apply where investments are made in instalments.

No maximumr; or minimum levels are prescribed for the
amounts of capital investments or the percentages of partner-
ship interests.

The guarantees snall also apply to earnings from partner-
ships and partnership-type loans (cf. D 2).

D. Losses covered by the guarantees

The guarantees of the Federal Government extend to losses
affecting both invested capital and earnings.

1. The guarantees of the Federal Government for capital
losses apply
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(a) in the case of partnerships:

where the partnership interests are lost in their
entirety or partially;

where the assets of the foreign enterprise in
which a partnership exists have been confiscated
or destroyed in their entirety. A situation where
so substantial a portion of the assets has been
confiscated or destroyed as to make it impossible
for the enterprise to be operated in the long run
without losses is considered equivalent to total
confiscation or destruction.

A distinction must therefore be made between
partnership interests as such and the assets of
the enterprise to which the partnership interests
relate. Where the event causing loss affects the
partnership interests as such, the Federal Govern-
ment provides guarantees against total as well as
partial losses. However, in case the event causing
loss affects the assets of the enterprises to which
the partnerships relate, the Federal Government
will be liable only for total losses or losses
equivalent thereto. Where partnership interests
have been converted into claims (e.g. dissolution
of partnership), such claims are also guaranteed
by the Federal Government.

(b) In the case of capital furnished to branches or plants:

Confiscation of partnership interests cannot arise
in cases where capital has been furnished to branches
or plants, because no legally independent assets
are involved.

The case to be considered in this instance, however,
is the confiscation or destruction of individual
assets or the total assets of branches or plants.
Where this occurs, the Federal Government will be
liable only in the event of total confiscation or
destruction of the assets. Confiscation or destruction
of such substantial portions of the assets that the
branch or plant can no longer be operated in the long
run without losses is considered equivalent to total
confiscation or destruction. In the event of liqui-
dation the guarantee also applies to the proceeds
of liquidation.

(c) In case of partnership-type loans:

In the case of partnership-type loans, the Federal
Government provides guarantees against total or
partial loss due to confiscation. Where the event
causing loss affects the assets of the enterprise,
however, the Federal Government will be liable for
partnership-type loans only where the total assets



of the enterprise have been confiscated or destroyed,
or where so substantial a portion of the assets have
been confiscated or destroyed that it becomes im-

possible for the enterprise to be operated in the
long run without losses, and as a result this claim
cannot be satisfied and enforcement is also ruled
out. Insolvency of the enterprise accordingly makes
the copensation liability of the Federal Government
operative only if it is brought into play by the
total loss of the assets of the enterprise in
consoeque.e of polLtical evcnLs or Mleasures
(se BL)

2. The Federal Government is liable for losses of earnings

only if provision for such losses was made in the guarantee
Sa en

only in the case of partnership interests and partnership-type
loans, but not in the case of capital furnished to branches

or plants. The guarantee for earnings would in practice be
invoked chiefly with respect to the risks affecting converti-
bility and transfer, However, the guarantee also includes
the risk of confiscation, measures equivalent to such a risk,
and blockages of payment or ioratoriums; this holds equally
for dividends declared but not yet paid out and earnings in

the process of transfer. Guarantees for earnings can be applied
for only at the beginning of the guarantee period. Subsequent
inclusion of earnings in the guarantee coverage cannot be granted.

It is possible, however, to defer the beginning of the guarantee

period for earnings if no earnings are anticipated in the initial

period.

3. In cases where, in addition to the guaranteed capital
investment in a foreign enterprise, the obligee has a non-

guaranteed capital investment of the same class and order,
both capital investments hall be considered as having been
affected equally in proportion to their book value in the event

of losses resulting from political events or measures named

under B. The sane also applies to earnings from guaranteed
and nonguaranteed cap ital investment s

E. Guarantee ceilris

There are two ways by which ceilings are set for the
guarantees of the Federal. Governient; first, in the assessment
of losses, by the orjignal book valuation of the capital invest-

ment, and second, in the assessment of compensation, by the
maximum amount of the .uarantee. In addition, account must
also be taken of the selff~participation of the subject of the
guarantee.

Original book valuation and maximum amount of the guarantee

may undergo determiinate changes during the running period of

the guarantee as a result of changes in the capital investment
itself or losses incurred; in addition, the maximum amount of

the guarantee is decreased by yearly reductions.



The following paragraphs will deal first with the

limitations in the amounts of the guarantees and their

development during the running period of the guarantee.
It can afterwards be seen from F how, in the assessment
of losses, original book valuation and maaxiriuii amount of
tne guarantee are applied as ceilings for determining the
compensation payable by the Federal Gcvernment, and how
this is affected by the self-participation provision,

1. The original book valuation serves to limit the
amount of the capital sIs to the pu chasing
or production cost of the Germaan investor (guarantee for

capital). If in the course of time the capital investment
has increased in value, the value in excess of the original
book valuation shall not be covered by the guarantee of the
Federal Government0

Reductions of the capital investment and losses, e.g.
partial confiscation of the capital investment, diminish
the original book valuation by amounts equivalent to the
portions by which the capital investment were reduced, or
which were confiscated In the event of increases in

capital, when new funds are supplied to the foreign enter-
prises, the obligee may at the appropriate time make
application to have the amount of the increase furnished
by him included in the coverage for the remainder of the
running time of the guarantee contract, The original
book valuation would in such cases be proportionally
increased.

2. The maximum of the guarantee sets a limit for the
compensation payable in the case of loss. The guarantee
ceiling is composed of two maximum amounts, ie., the
maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital, which is
governing for losses of capital investment, and the maximum
amount of guarantee coverage for earnings, which is governing
for losses of earnings,

(a) The maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital
is equal to the original book valuation at the
beginning of the guarantee period. But at the
end of each guaran tee year that maximum will be
reduced by a certain amount, fixed in the notice
of guarantee, with due regard to the circumstances
of the particular case. This continuing reduction
has the purpose of making the obligee gradually,
over a period of tiie, assume a larger portion of
the risk. At the same time this serves to increase
the capacity of the Federal Government for new
guarantees. Fixing of the amount of the reduction
is in part determined by the rate of earnings
anticipated on the capital investment and the
duration of the guarantee.

The beginning of this reduction can be deferred
if it would not be reasonable to expect the subject

of the guarantee to assume an increasing risk
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himself froa the very first years of the guarantee.
The reduction of the maximum amount of the guarantee
coverage for capital can be temporarily suspended
in special cases.

Apart from the annual reductions, the maximum
amount of guarantee coverage for capital is subject
to changes of the same order as those affecting
original book valuation. If the capital investment
is partially reduced or if losses are incurred
(e.g. partial confiscation of the capital invest-
tmdent), the maaximum. amount of guarantee coverage
for capital at any given time will be reduced
in proportion to the reduction or the confiscated
portion of the capital investment.

(b) The maximum amount of guarantee coverage f or earnings
is the measure for assessing the liability for earn-
ings. Also with respect to losses on earnings from

capital investments, the Federal Government is liable
only up to an annual maximum rate and initially only
for a limited number of years. The liability of
the Federal Government for losses of earnings is
limited to an overall total of 24 percent of the
original book valuation of the capital investment
(maximum amount of the guarantee coverage for
earnings). It is not to exceed an annual rate
of 8 per cent. The total coverage for earnings
is fixed in the guarantee contract with due consider-
ation of the circumstances in the particular case.

The maximum guarantee coverage for earnings diminishes
over the running period of the contract, in proportion
as the original book valuation is reduced, e.g. in
the case of reduction of the partnership interest
or its partial confiscation (see 1). With respect
to earnings distributed after reduction of the
original book valuation, computation of the afore-
mentioned percentage is based on the reduced original
book valuation. The maximum amount of guarantee
coverage for earnings is not subject to progressive
annual reduction at the end of each guarantee year,
as is the case with respect to the capital guarantee
(see 2(a)).

The guarantee coverage for earnings runs out at the
end of the period for which it has been assumed
(coverage period). Upon application by the obligee,
it iay, however, within the limits of the duration
of the guarantee be once more assumed on the same
basis for a successive coverage period, the duration
of which shall be fixed from case to case, provided
the guarantee has not been previously utilized for
compensation, or to the extent that reimbursements
have been received on earnings for which compensation
was paid. If no use is made of the right to extension,



guarantee coverage for earnings cannot thereafter
be assumed for the remaining duration of the
guarantee.

3. The obligee participates in all losses within the

limnits of the aforementioned maximum amounts, at a rate of
not less than 20 percent.

F. Bases on which compensation is computed

The Federal Government accordingly pays compensation

within the limits of the maximum amounts of the guarantee
for

losses respecting capital investment;
losses respecting earnings;
losses respecting claims resulting from conversion of
partnership interests.

The losses for which compensation must be paid by the
Federal Government are computed according to the following
principles:

1. Capital investments

(a) Where a total loss of the capital investment has
occurred (see D 1), the loss will be computed on
the basis of the current value of the capital
investment in Deutsche lark at the time when the
guarantee contingency occurred. If the current
value exceeds the original book valuation, account
is taken only of the original book valuation in
Deutsche mark. An offset will be made for compen-
sation received from third parties in connection with

the confiscation or destruction, or for any
other advantages accruing from the occurrence of
the guarantee contingency.

(b) In the case of partial losses of partnership
interests and partnership-type loans (see D 1),
the basis shall be the lessened value determined
by comparing the current value of the capital
investment in Deutsche Mark prior to the occurrence
of the guarantee contingency, at most, however,
the original book valuation, with the residual
value of the capital investment in Deutsche Mark
after the guarantee contingency has occurred. In
this instance also an offset is made for compen-
sations received from third parties or other
accrued advantages.

Detailed instructions regarding the method for determin-
ing the valuations referred to under (a) and (b) would exceed

the limits of this Information Bulletin. Here it will suffice

to remark that the original book valuation, together with its

subsequent changes, is set out in the notice of guarantee.

Separate determination of the current value can be dispensed
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with if it is evident that the current value exceeds the
original book valuation. The current value and the residual
value are to be determined in accordance with normal business
practice. The residual value may in particular cases be
set at an amount other than the respective proportion of the
current value (e.g., lower, if the residual partnership
interest remaining in the hand of the investor has obviously
decreased in value because it is no longer a majority interest).
The residual value may also be affected by sale of the residual
partnership interest as a direct consequence of the event
causing loss, or by subsequent liquidation of the enterprise.

If it becomes evident at the time an application is
processed that it will be necessary to have regard to special
circumstances and apply special standards in any subsequent
assessment of value, such circumstances and standards can be
specified in the letter of guarantee.

After the amount of the loss eligible for compensation
has been determined in the foregoing manner, the compensation
payable by the Federal Government is computed. To that end
a comparison is made between the amount of the loss and the
maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital (see E 2
(a)) applicable at the time when the guarantee contingency
occurred. If the loss is within the limits of this maximum
amount, the loss shall be the basis of the computation of
compensation. If the maximum amount is less than the loss
assessed, computation of compensation is thereafter based
on the maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital
rather than the loss.

Several examples of computations of compensation are
-hown at the end of this Informration Bulletin.

2. Earnings

In the case of earnings, assessment of the loss shall
be based on the unpaid amount of claims on account of earnings
distributed during the duration of the guarantee (the interest
due in the case of loans). The liability of the Federal
Government is limited, however, to the maximum amount of
guarantee coverage for earnings (24 percent) relating to
the earnings lost during the entire running period of the
guarantee, and to the annual rate (8 percent), relating
to losses incurred during any single year of the guarantee
(see E 2 (b)).

3. Partnership interests converted into claims

In the case of partnership interests which have in their
entirety or partially been converted into claims, loss shall
be defined as the amount of the claim which was not collected,
provided this was due to political events or measures. (see
B). If the loss is greater than the original book valuation
of the partnership interest, only the original book valuation
in Deutsche lark is recognized as the actual loss. Also in
this instance, the amount computed is compared with the
maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital; if the
maximum amount is lower, that figure rather than the amount
of loss is taken as the basis in computing compensation.
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4. Self-participation

The amount computed in conformity with 1 through 3
shows, after deduction of the self-participation of not
less than 20 percent, the amount of compensation payable
by the Federal Government (see E 3). The self-participation
shall not be covered by any other guarantee.

5. Minor losses

The liability of the Federal Government for compensation
can be set aside for relatively minor losses. The amount
shall be fixed in the notice of guarantee for each individual
case.

6. Deterioration of currencies

Deterioration of foreign currencies is covered by the
guarantee of the Federal Government only in cases where
such deterioration was the result of blockage of payments,
moratoriums, or prohibition of conversion or transfer (see
B (e)) following occurrence of a guarantee contingency.

G. Period within which the computed compensation
is payable

Compensation shall be payable within three months
after the loss account has been rendered, but not less
than six months after occurrence of the guarantee contingency.
The amount of compensation shall be established within a
reasonable period of time after the obligee has submitted
all evidence required to prove loss.

In the event that the amount of compensation cannot be
immediately determined, the Federal Government may upon
application of the obligee make a provisional payment of
compensation, provided sufficient documents to support such
application are submitted by the obligee. The amount of the
provisional compensation will be decided by the Federal
Government after examination of the supporting evidence
submitted. Payment follows within three months- after the
dispatch of the computation of the provisional compensation,
but not less than six months after occurrence of the
guarantee contingency.

H. Periods for which guarantees are offered

A distinction must be drawn between duration of the
guarantee and the period when coverage based on the guarantee
begins.

The duration of the guarantee begins with the receipt
of the notice of guarantee by the obligee. As a general rule,
it shall not exceed ten years. It can be fifteen years for
capital investments in enterprises where the construction
of the production facilities may require several years, or
in similar cases justifying exceptions. The duration is
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stated-in the notice of guarantee. The beginning of the
effective period, if it is as yet unknown when the letter
of guarantee is executed, shall be recorded in an annex
thereto.

Coverage based on the guarantee begins as of the date
when the contribution constituting the capital investment
is made, but in no case before the letter of guarantee has
been received by the investor. The beginning of the period
when coverage bacod on the guarantee becoies effective, if
the contribution is made following receipt of the notice
of guarantee, shall likewise be recorded in an annex to the
letter of guarantee.

I. Costs of the guarantees

1_ Proessing charge

A single charge is made for the processing of an
application, based on the maximum amount of the guarantee
proposed, at the rate of 1 per mil of the first DM
10,000,000.00, and 1/2 per mil for the balance of the
maximum mount proposed in excess of DMI 10,000,000.00,
but not exceeding DMI 20,000.00. The application charge
is payable upon filing of the application.

2. Fee for guarantee

A fee is payable for the guarantee at the beginning
of each contract year. On the guarantee for capital the
fee is based on a percentage of the maximum amount of the
guarantee coverage for capital applicable at the beginning
of the respective contract year (see E 2 (a)), For the
guarantee for earnings the same percentage is charged on
the anount arrived at by applying the annual percentage
of earnings coverage obtaining at the beginning of the
contract year (see E 2 b) to the original book valuation
applicable at that time (see E 1).

The fee is in the case of

a guarantee effective up to 5 years 1 per cent a year
a guarantee effective up to 10 years 1.25 per cent a year
a guarantee effective up to l years 1.5 per cent a year,

in each case for the entire duration of the guarantee coverage.

In cases where the contributions constituting the capital
investments are made only after the guarantee has been assumed,
and the coverage based on the guarantee accordingly becomes
effective after the running period of the guarantee has begun,
the fee for capital coverage during the period between the
beginning of the running period until the still outstanding
contribution is actually made, shall be reduced as follows:

from 1 percent to 0.15 percent;
from 1.25 percent to 0.20 percent;
from 1.5 percent to 0.25 percent.
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The fee for the guarantee for earnings in the case of

delayed contributions is proportionately assessed beginning
with the date when the contributions have been actually
made.

The rate at which the fee is assessed, accordingly,
is governed not by the effective period of the guarantee
but by the period during which coverage is effective.

Since coverage begins at the earliest with the payment
of the contribution to the capital investment to which

the obligee has been committed, it is possible for the

period of coverage to be shorter than the running period

of guarantee, if the contributions are made after the

running period has begun. In the event that the contri-

butions are made in instalments, the decision as to which

of the rates, 1 percent, 1.25 percent, or 1.5 percent,
should be applied, depends on the overall period of coverage,
from the date of payment of the first contribution to the

predeteriined end of the running period. Whether and to
what extent the full rate (1 percent, 1.25 percent, 1.5
percent) or the reduced rate (0.15 percent, 0.20 percent,

0.25 percent) should apply, however, depends entirely on
whiether and in what amount contributions have already been
made.

Example

Running period of the guarantee from March 15, 1960

to March 14, 1972 (12 years); payment of first contribution
smounting to one-half, on March 15, 1962; contribution of
the second half, on March 15, 1963.

The total effective period of coverage accordingly
is ten years, and the rate of 1.25 percent is applicable
(although the running period is twelve years). During
the first two years, the fee is at the rate of 0.20 percent

per annum because no capital has as yet been brought in.
For the third year the rate is 1.25 percent on the one-half

contributed, and 0.20 percent on the other half, which has
not yet been contributed. From the fourth year onward,
the fee is to be assessed at the full rate of 1.25 percent
because the last portion of the contribution was brought
in at the beginning of the fourth year.

K. Conclusion

1. The object and extent of coverage are controlled
solely by the notice of guarantee in each particular case,
in conjunction with the

General Conditions for the Assumption of Guarantees
for Capital Investments Abroad .

The present Information Bulletin is merely designed
to furnish introductory information, which is not binding,

and provide a general summary of the questions arising in

relation to guarantees for capital investments abroad.
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2. Management of the guarantees for capital invest-
ments abroad has been assigned to:

Deutsche Revisions-und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft
(Treuarbeit), (German Auditing and Fiduciary Corporation),
Hamburg, and

Hermes Kreditversicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft (Hermes)
(Hermes Credit Insurance Corporation), Hamburg.

The executive functions will be perfonned by Treuarbeit.
Processing of the applications will be done by

Deutsche Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft
(Treuarbeit),

Hamburg 1, Heriannstrasse 40, P.O.B. 6145
Telephone Iumbers.....
Teletype Number.....

where information and advice is available in writing or orally.

Copies of the Information Bulletin, application forms,
General Conditions etc. may be obtained from and applications
may be filed with the following branch offices of the Deutsche
Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft

Berlin etc.
Dtsseldorf etc.
Frankfurt a.M. etc.
Hannover etc.
Munich etc.
Saarbrucken etc.

Appendix to Information Bulletin

Concerning Federal Government Guarantees
for Capital Investments Abroad

Five Examples of Compensation Computation

Example 1

Situation: There is a guaranteed partnership interest
in the investment country in the amount of 1,000,000 monetary
units (MU) of that country. The original book valuation in
Deutsche Mark at time of contribution, at the rate of DM
120.00 for 100 MU, is DI 1,200.000.00. The partnership interest
is confiscated in its entirety. The foreign government
compensates the investor by paying 600,000 MU. At the time
of confiscation, the MU is quoted at DI 60.00 for 100 MU.
The maximum amount of the guarantee had been reduced by 25
percent prior to the date when the guarantee contingency
occurred.
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Current value: Accurate assessrent unnecessary DM
because obviously in excess of original
book valuation 0 . 0 00................. ---

Original book valuation (maximum value) ...... 1,200000M00

Loss (gross) . .. 0... .......... 0 00)00... 1,200,000.00

less compensation paid by foreign government
600 000 1U at DiM 60C00 for 100 :U 3.0.000.,00

Loss (net) 840,000. 0 0

Adjustacents:

Iaximum amount of guarantee at time when
guarantee contingency occurred:

Original amount . . 000, 0 cDM 1,200,000.00

Reduction 25 percent ...... ,D11 300,00000

Balance , 000o o. 0QM___900 0_00_O

less 20 percert selfparticipation 168 00000

Coipensation ..... ...00000 o 0(0000000.00 672,000 00

Situation: Same as in Example 1, but current value at
time of event causing; loss i s only 70 percent of original value

DM
Current value: 1,000,000 MU, now 70 percent at

DMI 60, 00 for 100 1- 0 0 0 0 ) , , - 420,000.00

Original book valuation (maximum value) .... 1,200,000.00

Loss (gross) ... .... . ,0........... 000000 420,000.00

less compensation paid by foreign
g overnment 600,000 MU at DMi 60 00
for 100 MU .............. c00. 360,000.00

Loss (net) .. ......... ..0 ... c. 0 c.....00. 60,000.00

(Maximum amount of guaantee as in
Exarple 1: DMi 900, 000.00) 0000 ...0-

less 20 percent self-participation _L2,000.00

Compensation ... 00......0) 000000 ) 0 o .... 48,000.0 0
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Example 3

Situation: Same as in Example 1,.but only 50 percent
of the partnership interest is confiscated (partial loss).
The residual value of the interest remaining in the owner-
ship of the obligee has been assessed at 250 percent of the
original value. The compensation paid by the foreign govern-
ment in this case is only 300,000 MU.

DM
Current value: Accurate assessment unnecessary

because obviously in excess of
original book valuation ----

Original book valuation (maximum value) ...... .1,200,000.00

Residual value: 500,000 MU, now 250 percent,
at DM 60.00 for 100 MU ....... 750,000.00

Original book valuation less residual value =

Loss (gross) ........... ... .. ...... .. 450,000.00

less compensation paid by foreign
government 300,000 MU at DM 60.00
f o r 1 0 0 M U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... 1 8 0 , 0 0 0 .0 0

Loss (net) 270,000.00

(Maximum amount of the guarantee as in
Example 1: DM 900,000.00)............... ----------

less 20 percent self-participation 54,00-00

Compensation ................................ 216,000.00

Example 4

Situation: Same as in Example 1, but at the time of the
event causing loss there exists in addition to the guaranteed
partnership interest in the original value of 1,000,000 MU,
another, nonguaranteed, partnership interest in the original
value of 800,000 MU. Both guaranteed and nonguaranteed
partnership interests are confiscated in their entirety.
Compensation paid by the foreign government totals 1,080,000 MU.

Current value of total partnership ) Accurate assessment
interest ) unnecessary because

Current value of guaranteed partner-) current value is
ship interest ) obviously in excess

of original book
valuation

DI

Original book valuation (maximum value) .... 1,200,000.00
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Loss (gross) ........... ... 000.0 . 1,200,000.00

less compensation paid by foreign
government, 1,080,000 MU at DM 60.00
for 100 MU = DM 648,000.00, divided
up in the proportion of 180:100 360,000.00

Loss (net) .. 0.......... ......... .... 840,000.00

(Maximum amount of the guarantee as
in Example 1: DMI 900,000.00) 0..... ----------

less 20 percent self-participation 168,000.00

Compensation ........ ...... . 9..... 672,000.00

Example 5

Situation: Same as in Example 4. Fifty percent of
the total participation interest is confiscated (partial
loss); the residual value of the interest remaining in the
ownership of the obligee at the time of the event causing
loss is 250 percent. The compensation paid by the foreign
government is 54.0,000 MU.

Current value: Accurate assessment unnecessary DM
because obviously in excess of
original book valuation ---------

Original book valuation (maximum value)..1,200 ,000.00

Residual value of the total partnership interest

900,000 MU, now 250 percent at DM 60.00
for 100 MU = DM 1,350,000

Residual value of the guaranteed partnership interest

100/180 of DM 1,350,000.00 750,000.00

Original book valuation less residual value
of guaranteed

partnership interest

Loss (gross) ........................... 450,000.00

less compensation paid by foreign
government

540,000 MU at DM 60.00 for 100 MU =
DM 324,000.00,

divided up in the proportion of
180:100 -...... ............. .... 180,000.00
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Loss (net) .......... ....... 270,000.00

(Maxiui a:iount of the guarantee as
in Exainple 1: DM 900,000.00) ....

less 20 percent self-participation 54,000.00

Compensation ......................... 216,000.00
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Section 1

Assumption of Guarantees

1. The Federal Republic of Germany (Federal Government) may upon
application assume for the benefit of investors having their seat or
domicile in the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany guarantees
for capital investments abroad in order to protect them against political
risks. These guarantees are regulated by the present "General Conditions",
except as otherwise provided for by the notice of guarantee.

2. The Deutsche Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft (Treuarbeit),
Hamburg, and the Hermes Kreditversicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft (Hermes),
Hamburg, have been commissioned and authorized by the Federal Government
to issue and receive on behalf of the Federal Government all statements
concerning guarantees and take all legal actions except those reserved to
the Federal Debt Commission. Primary jurisdiction shall rest with Treuarbeit.

3. There is no legal claim to the issuance of a guarantee.

Section 2

Conditions for Assumine Guarantees

Guarantees shall be assumed only in cases where

(a) the Federal Government has an agreement with the investment
country regarding the treatment of the capital investment or,
if no such agreement exists, protection of capital investments
is adequately assured by the legal system of the investment
country or in some other way;

(b) the capital investment particularly merits encouragement.

Section 3

Objects of Guarantees

1. Objects of guarantees are the following capital investments:

(a) Shares in foreign enterprises based on contributions of capital,
goods, or other services, and providing for voting rights and
control or advisory privileges, as well as participation in
earnings and liquidation proceeds (share interests); the guarantees
also extend to credits resulting from conversion of share interests
(share interests converted into claims);

(b) Capital furnished to foreign branches or plants of enterprises
having their principal office in the territory of the Federal
Republic of Germany, in the form of capital, goods, or other
services, provided separate annual financial statements are
prepared for the branches or plants, in which the capital furnished
is treated and posted in the same manner as an original capital
fund (capitalization of branches or plants);
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(c) Loans made in connection with a share interest and which by
purpose and amount have the character of a share interest
(share interest loans).

2. Additional objects of guarantees are sums distributed as
proportionate profits or as interest for specific periods of time, on
account of share interests or loans having the character of share interests.

3. All other rights or claims (stock purchase rights, penalty
interest, contract penalties, forfeit payments, indemnity claims, claims
on account of sale of capital investment to third parties) cannot be
objects of guarantees even though they may have been provided for by the
contract under which the capital investment was made.

4. Not eligible for guarantees shall be capital investments toward
which investors made contributions prior to filing applications for
guarantees.

Section 4

Coverage Provided by Guarantees

1. A guarantee by the Federal Government covers losses of capital
investments or the earnings thereon if such losses are caused solely by
political events or measures in the investment country, as follows:

(a) Nationalization, confiscation, or other measures by public
authorities which are equivalent to confiscation in their
effects (confiscation contingency);

(b) Wars or other armed conflicts, revolutions or insurrections
(war contingency);

(c) Blockage of payments, or moratoriums (moratorium contingency);

(d) Prohibition of conversion or transfer of funds deposited for
remittance to the Federal Republic at institutions competent
for this purpose (CT contingency).

2. Losses as a result of the events or measures enumerated in par. 1,
above, are covered by the guarantee, provided the events or measures are
of political nature. They are not covered by the guarantee if the afore-
named events or measures are the result of actions for which the enterprise
in which the capital was invested, or the managerial investor of the capital
may be answerable.

Section 5

Guarantee Contingencies

The guarantee becomes operative:

1. Where solely as a result of measures specified in Sec. 4 par. 1 (a)
(confiscation contingency) in the investment country, a share interest
proper, a share interest converted into a claim, a claim on account of a
loan having share-interest character, or a claim to distribute earnings
are confiscated in their entirety (total loss) or partially (partial loss);



this applies mutatis mutandis to liquidation proceeds in the event of
liquidation of branches or plants;

2. Where solely as a result of events or measures specified in
Sec. 4 par. 1 (a) or (b) (confiscation or war contingency) in the invest-
ment country

(a) the entire assets of the enterprises in which the capital was
invested, or of the branches or plants, are confiscated or
destroyed (total loss), or

(b) the assets of the enterprises or of the branches or plants are
confiscated or destroyed in so substantial a degree that the
enterprises or the branches or plants can no longer be operated
without loss in the long run (total loss),

and where as a result thereof

the share interests or the original capital funds must be deemed
lost, or

where claims into which share interests were converted, claims on
account of loans of a share-interest character, or claims to distributed
earnings cannot in any form be satisfied or enforced;

3. Where solely as a result of measures specified in Sec. 4 par.
1(c) (moratorium contingency) in the investment country claims due and
arising from conversion of share interests, claims payable on account of
loans having a share-interest character, or payable claims to distributed
earnings cannot, in their entirety or partially, in any form be satisfied
or enforced; this applies mutatis mutandis to liquidation proceeds in the
event of liquidation of branches or plants;

4. Where solely as a result of events or measures specified in
Sec. 4 par. 1 (d) (CT contingency) in the investment country funds cannot
be converted or transferred within two months after being deposited with
a competent institution for remittance to the obligees on account of
claims due arising from conversion of share interests, claims payable on
account of loans having a share-interest character or on account of
distributed earnings, provided all existing requirements and agreements
for conversion and transfer of such funds have been complied with; this
applies mutatis mutandis to liquidation proceeds in the event of liquida-
tion of branches or plants.

Section 6

Definitions of loss

1. Loss of capital investments

(a) with respect to share interests in the event of total loss
(Sec. 5 pars. 1 and 2 (a)), or with respect to original
capital funds in the event of total loss (Sec. 5 par. 2 (a)
and (b)) shall be the current value of the capital investments
at the time the guarantee contingency occurred, but not exceed-
ing their original book valuations;
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(b) with respect to share interests in the event of partial loss
(Sec. 5 par. 1), the reduction in value determined by
comparing the current value of the share interests at the
time the guarantee contingency occurred, not however to
exceed their original book valuations, with the residual
value of the share interests that results from the effects
of the guarantee contingency; if such contingency is followed
by liquidation of the enterprise or sale of the remainder of
the share interest, the proceeds of such liquidation or sale
shall be deemed the residual value of the capital investment,
provided such liquidation or sale was directly related to the
guarantee contingency;

(c) with respect to share interests converted into claims and
loans of a share-interest character, the unpaid portions of
such claims, but not more than such aliquot portions, as may
apply to the book valuation of the original capital invested.

This applies mutatis mutandis to liquidation proceeds in the event
of liquidation of branches or plants.

2. Losses of earnings are the unpaid claims to earnings distributed
during the effective period of the guarantee.

Section 7

M1ultiple capital investments

Where in addition to the capital investment covered by guarantee
the obligee has invested in the same enterprise further capital of the
same type (share interest or loan of share-intrrest character) and the
same class (i.e. shares of stock or bonds of the same category), not
covered by guarantee, both capital investments shall be considered to
have been affected by the events or measures specified in Sec. 4 par. 1
in the same proportion to the original book valuations, even if the
contingency exclusively or predominantly affects one of the two capital
investments. The same applies mutatis mutandis to the earnings from
both capital investments.

Section 8

Beginninr and termination of guarantee coverage

1. Coverage of losses of capital investments and earnings thereon
begins from the time when the obligee has made the contributions to the
capital investment contracted by him, but not before delivery of the
notice of guarantee. Such contribution shall be deemed to have been made
only after the object of the contribution has passed into the control
of the foreign enterprise or the branch or plant.

2. Where the obligee makes the contribution contracted by him in
instalments, the coverage for each such partial contribution begins at
the time when it has satisfied the condition set forth under 1., above.

3. If the events or measures set forth in Sec. 4 par. 1 take
place or are enacted while the conditions specified in pars. 1 and 2,
above, are in course of being fulfilled, there shall be no coverage for



losses resulting from such events or measures. If a measure of this

sort is temporary (e.g. a temporary meratorium) and if the period is

subsequently extended, or if following the temporary moratorium new

measures of the same kind are put into effect, there shall be no

coverage either for losses in consequence of such extension or new

measures.

4. Coverage terminates on expiration of the effective period of

the guarantee fixed in the notice of guarantee.

5. Notwithstanding par. 4, coverage is provided for:

(a) losses of capital investments on account of guarantee con-
tingencies specified in Sec. 5, pars. 1 and 2, which occurred

within six months after expiration of the life of the guarantee
and are the result of events or measures specified in Sec. 4
par. 1 (a) and (b) which took place or were enacted prior to
expiration of this effective period;

(b) losses with respect to claims caused by a guarantee contingency
specified in Sec. 5 par. 4, occurring within two months after
expiration of the life of the guarantee.

6. Where the collection and transfer of claims (share interests
converted into claims, loans of share-interest character, claims to
earnings) is not immediately instituted when they fall due, or is deferred,
coverage will terminate unless the Federal Government has approved an
extension of the coverage. The same applies mutatis mutandis to liquida-
tion proceeds in the event of liquidation of branches or plants.

Section 9

Maximum amounts of euarantee

1. The guarantee provided by the Federal Government is limited to a
maximum amount in Deutsche Mark for every capital investment and the earn-
ings thereon. The maximum amount of the guarantee consists of the maximum
amount of guarantee coverage for capital and the maximum amount of
guarantee coverage for earnings.

2. The maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital is the
original book valuation of the capital investment. This is reduced:

(a) at the end of each year of the guarantee period by an amount
stipulated in the notice of guarantee; the Federal Government
may upon application of the obligee defer, suspend, or abate
this reduction;

(b) on the say of repayment on account of a capital investment, by
the portion of the current maximum amount of guarantee coverage
for capital corresponding to the repaid amount of the capital
investment; this applies mutatis mutandis also in the case of
the sale of a capital investment;

(c) upon the occurrence of a guarantee contingency affecting
capital investment, by the portion of the current maximum
amount of guarantee coverage for capital corresponding to the
amount of the capital investment affected by the guarantee
contingency.
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3. (a) The maximum amount of guarantee coverage for earnings
during the entire life of the guarantee is equivalent to
a total of 24 percent of the original book valuation of
the capital investment in Deutsche Mark. When the guarantee is
first given, the guarantee for earnings does not cover the
entire life of the guarantee, being initially assumed only
for a number of years (coverage period) fixed in the notice
of guarantee. This percentage rate is equally spread over
the several guaranteed years during the coverage period
but must not exceed 8 percent for any year of the guarantee;
earnings on capital investment distributed in any year of
guarantee are covered up to the percentage rate applicable
to that year of the guarantee. If on expiration of a
coverage period the guarantee for earnings has not been
utilized for reason of guarantee contingencies up to the
aforementioned maximum rate of 24 percent, the obligee is
entitled prior to expiration of the current coverage period
to request renewal of the guarantee for earnings in the
amount not utilized by him. In computing the available
remainder of the guarantee coverage for earnings, the amount
charged as having been utilized under the guarantee is
abated by any sums which the Federal Government has in the
meantime received as reimbursements on account of indemnity
payments.

(b) Where the original book valuation has been reduced by repay-
ments on the capital investment or by guarantee contingencies
affecting capital investment, computation of the aforementioned
percentage rates for earnings distributed subsequent to
reduction of the original book valuation is based on the
reduced book valuation.

(c) Failure to apply for a guarantee coverage for earnings prior
to the beginning of the guarantee precludes such a guarantee
for the entire effective period of the guarantee.

4. In any given guarantee contingency the controlling maximum amount
of the guarantee is the current maximum amount at the time when the
guarantee contingency occurred. In the guarantee contingencies specified
in Sec. 8 par. 5, the guarantee coverage for capital and/or earnings is
governed by the maximum amounts applicable imediately before expiration
of the effective period. Pars. 2(b) and (c) and par. 3(b) shall be
applied mutatis mutandis.

5. The original book valuation entered in the notice of guarantee
and extensions thereof is the amount which the obligee, after performances
of the contributions or partial contributions to which he was committed,
has credibly shown to the .ederal Government to have been the cost to him
(in accordance with normal German accounting and balance - sheet practice
with respect to procurement and production costs includable as assets.).
If at the time of the execution of the notice of guarantee the obligee
has not yet performed all contributions on the capital investment to which
he is committed, an amount shall be stipulated in the notice of guarantee
which must not be exceeded by the total original book valuation under-
lying the guarantee.



Section 10

Self-Participation. Maximum Liability

1. The obligee participates in the loss determined in accordance

with these "General Conditions" and within the limits of the maximum

amount of the guarantee, at a rate stipulated in the notice of guarantee.

2. This self-participation shall not be covered by any other

guarantee.

3. The maximum liability of the Federal Government is equivalent
to the maximum amount of the guarantee less the amount of self-participation.
Io claims may be brought on any legal ground against the Federal Government

in excess of the maximum liability in connection with the guarantee.
This maximum amount of liability appears in the notice of guarantee at
the time of its issuance.

4. The Federal Government shall not be held liable for relatively
minor losses (trivial losses), the amount of which is fixed in each

notice of guarantee.

Section 11

Notice of Guarantee

1. The guarantee of the Federal Government becomes effective at the

time of delivery to the obligee of the notice of guarantee.

2. The notice of guarantee has legal binding force only if it bears

the signature of the Federal Debt Commission.

3. Par. 2 also applies to all other notices by which the amount of

the maximum liability of the Federal Government is increased.

Section 12

General Duties of Obliaees

1. The obligee must comply with the regulations enacted by the
Federal Government and by the investment country for capital investments

abroad.

2. A written report on the status and the development of the capital

investment and the enterprise where the capital is invested, or the

branch or plant, must be submitted each year not later than six months

after the close of the business year of the enterprise. This report

must be accompanied by the balance sheet and the profit and loss state-

ment with explanations, the business report and any other reports

prepared by auditors or institutions performing a like function. The

obligee, if requested, must at all times supply information on details

of the capital investment and any transactions related thereto.

3. The obligee is required to give immediate notice:

(a) when the conditions for beginning coverage have been met
(Sec. 8) with respect to a contribution or partial
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contribution to the capital investment, and what amount shall
be taken as the obligee's capital investment;

(b) when capital investments in the form of share interests are
converted into claims, or when branches or plants are liqui-
dated;

(c) when capital investments are sold, or repayments are made on
capital investment;

(d) when contracts relating to the capital investment are altered,
supplemented or canceled; the same applies mutatis mutandis
to branches or plants;

(e) when he acquires a new capital investment not covered by
guarantee in the same enterprise in which he has a guaranteed
capital investment.

4. The Federal Government, the Federal Comptroller-General's Office
and others appointed for the purpose by the foregoing are authorized
prior and after recourse has been made to the Federal Government on account
of the guarantee, to examine and verify such books, papers and other
records of the obligee as may be related to the guarantee, and to prepare
and request transcripts. The obligee is required, upon demand of the
Federal Government, to take all reasonable measures in order to make it
possible for a similar examination also to be carried out at the foreign
enterprise where the capital has been invested.

Section 13

Specific Duties of the Obliree
a

1. In the event of imminence or occurrence of/guarantee contingency
it is the duty of the obligee to proceed with the reasonable care of the
normal businessman to particularly do everything to prevent or minimize
the damage; he must carry out any instruction to this end he may receive
from the Federal Government.

2. The obligee must give notice without delay:

(a) when he learns of any circumstances tending to increase the risk,
especially whether events or measures as specified in Sec. 4
par. 1 are imminent;

(b) when such events have occurred or such measures have been enacted.

Section 1

Consecuences of Breach of Contract,

Right of Cancellation and Revocation.

1. Where the obligee has culpably contributed to causation of the
loss, in particularly by culpably failing to comply with duties incumbent
upon him under these "General Conditions" or terms of the notice of
guarantee, the liability of the Federal Government to provide compensation
and also the amount of such compensation shall be determined by the circum-
stances, depending especially on the extent to which the loss was caused by
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the wilfully negligent conduct of the obligee. This applies in

similar measure when the wilfully negligent conduct of the obligee
has contributed to increasing the loss, or to preventing its

limitation.

2. Where the obligee has culpably failed in a duty incumbent

upon him under these "General Conditions" or the terms of the notice

of guarantee, and such dereliction of duty has not been a factor in

the causation and the extent of the loss, it is nevertheless in the

option of the Federal Government to refuse to pay compensation or to

reduce such payment in case such dereliction of duty has bearing on
the determination or the extent of the compensation which the Federal
Government must pay.

3. In the event that the obligee has culpably made incomplete
or untrue statementswhen filing his application, it is in the option

of the Federal Government to cancel the guarantee within two months

after being informed of this. Cancellation by the Federal Government

after the guarantee contingency has occurred does not extinguish its

liability to compensation if the fact in respect to which the incomplete
or untrue statements were made had no bearing on the occurrence of the

guarantee contingency or on the amount of the compensation which the

Federal Government must pay, and particularly on the act of assumption

of the guarantee. The right of the Federal Government to declare the

guarantee invalid on the ground of malicious deception remains
unaffected.

4. When circumstances develop tending to increase the risk, the

Federal Government may cancel the guarantee, or subject it to restrictions

(partial cancelation), provided coverage pursuant to Sec. 8 has not yet
become effective, except where the obligee is not in a position to refuse

to make the contributions to the capital investment to uhich he is

committed.

5. In the event that contracts relating to the capital investment

are altered, supplemented or canceled, and the risk is materially
increased thereby, it is in the option of the Federal Government to

cancel the guarantee; however, the liability of the Federal Government
to pay compensation in connection with guarantee contingencies which
occurred prior to such alteration, supplementation or cancellation

remains in effect. The same applies mutatis mutandis to branches or

plants.

6. The Federal Government has the right to cancel a guarantee

without notice:

(a) in cases where the obligee grossly violates his contractual
duties;

(b) for important reasons inherent in the person of the obligee.

7. The obligee has the right to renounce the guarantee at the end

of any guarantee year by giving notice in writing.
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Section 15

Applications for Compensation

1. Applications for compensation must be filed with Treuarbeit

immediately upon occurrence of the guarantee contingency.

2. The obligee must present evidence that the conditions under

which a guarantee becomes effective are present and show the reason

and amount of the loss. He must also present evidence that any
licenses of the Federal Government and the investment country which

were required at the time the guarantee for capital investments was

assumed, had been issued.

Section 16

Determination of Loss and Payment of Compensation

1. Losses shall be determined within reasonable time after the

obligee has submitted all records required in evidence of a loss. If

this is not immediately possible owing to the circumstances in the case,
the Federal Government may upon request of the obligee make a provisional

compensation payment, the amount of which to be determined by the Federal

Government upon examination of the available evidence.

2. Compensation is payable three months after mailing of the loss

account or the statement of provisional compensation, but not earlier

than six months after the occurrence of the guarantee contingency.

3. If after payment of compensation it is found that there were no

grounds for such payment or for a payment in such amount, it is the duty
of the obligee to reimburse the Federal Government in the appropriate
amount.

Section 17

Computation of Compensation

1. For the purpose of computing the compensation, the amount of

the loss (cf. Sec. 6). must be arrived at. This process involves
determination of

(a) the original book valuation of the capital investment: the

cost to the obligee for the capital investment in accordance
with normal German accounting and balance-sheet practice
(procurement and production costs includable as assets), but
not more than the amount recorded as original book valuation
in the notice of guarantee; in theevent of repayments on
the capital investment, sales and /sic/ following guarantee
contingencies affecting capital investment, the original
book valuation is reduced by the amount repaid on capital
investment or, as the case may be, the capital portion
affected by the contingency.

(b) - where necessary - the current value of the capital investment:

the value at which it must be appraised at the time the
guarantee contingency occurred, with due regard to accounting
practice and taking into consideration the balance sheets pre-
pared up to such time, as well as the profit and loss accounts
of the enterprise;
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(c) - where necessary - the residual value of the share interest:

the value at which it must be appraised immediately after the

occurrence of the guarantee contingency, with due regard to

accounting practice and taking into consideration the balance

sheets prepared up to such time, as well as the profit and

loss accounts of the enterprise; in appraising the value

appropriate consideration must be given to the expectable

consequences of the guarantee contingency which are very likely
to cause a substantial diminution of value;

(d) shortfalls in claims

1. in Deutsche Mark: the shortfall in terms of the amount in

Deutsche Mark which the investor would have received through

a transfer at the time when the guarantee contingency occurred;

stable currency clauses are not taken into consideration;

2. in foreign currencies: the shortfall in foreign currencies

converted into Deutsche iark at the rate of exchange (including
foreign exchange premiums, if any, or the like), which would

have been applicable for transferring the moneys due at the

time when the guarantee contingency occurred, alternately at

the bid rate of exchange on the Frankfurt Exchange on the

date in question or, in case there was no official quotation

on the date in question, at the quotation immediately pre-

ceding or, in case the currency in question was not officially
quoted in the Federal Republic, at the bid rate of exchange

for conversions last published by the Deutsche Bundesbank.

2. From the amount of the loss arrived at pursuant to par. 1,

deduction is made in full of the following sums as may be related to the

contingencies bringing the guarantee into play, less any necessary outlays

which the obligee may have had in their recovery:

(a) all payments and/or the equivalent of all other items of value

which the obligee received after occurrence of the guarantee

contingency from the foreign enterprise, the foreign government,

from insurance, or from other sources;

(b) all proceeds which the obligee received from the realization

of rights, goods, pledges or other securities;

(c) the equivalent value of any liabilities from which the obligee
was released through the guarantee contingency or from which he

can obtain release by a set-off with a third party liable to

pay indemnity by reason of the guarantee contingency;

(d) the equivalent of any other advantages obtained by the obligee.

Sec. 7 is applicable rmutatis mutandis.

3. In case the amount arrived at pursuant to pars. 1 and 2 is in

excess of the maximum amount of guarantee coverage for capital and/or

earnings, such amount will be reduced to the level of the maximum amount.

4. The amount computed in accordance with pars. 1 through 3, less
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the amount of self-participation, represents the compensation payable

by the Federal Government.

Section 18

Asignment of Rights

1. The obligee who has received compensation from the Federal

Government is required to assign to the Federal Government the rights
which were the objects of compensation, the claims to indemnity and

any other claims deriving from insurance policies and the like,
together with surety collateralP he amount of the compensation received.

Where such assignment is not feasible or waived by the Federal Government,
it is incumbent upon the obligee to hold these rights in trust for the

Federal Government to that extent and administer them in accordance with

the instructions of the Federal Government. The Federal Government must

in each case be given the same seniority as that which the obligee

occupies with respect to any rights residual with him which were objects
of the compensation, or with respect to the pertinentindemnity claims.

2. The Federal Government can make payment of compensation

conditional upon prior assignment of the rights.

Section 19

Legal Actions

1. Irrespective of the conveyance of the rights to the Federal

Government pursuant to Sec. 18, the obligee is required, upon request

of the Federal Government, to take all suitable measures also on his

own behalf, aimed at enforcement or realization of these rights, including
the surety collateral, and to that end comply with any instructions he

may receive from the Federal Government. The same applies to rights which
the obligee is holding in trust for the Federal Government.

2. Justified expenditures incurred by the obligee for measures

taken in connection with legal actions prosecuted upon request of the

Federal Government, are shared between the Federal Government and the

obligee in proportion to their respective shares in the object of such

legal action.

Section 20

Recoveries Subsequent to Compensation

1. If sums are recovered subsequent to the settlement for loss, a new

loss account shall be opened in which the amount received is treated

as having gone to the obligee. The difference between the compensation

thus computed and the higher amount of compensation paid belongs to the

Federal Government; any surplus of that sum belongs to the obligee.

2. Where the loss is reduced in any other way than by recovery of

money, a new loss account is prepared also in that case.
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Section 21

Transfer to Another of Claims on Account of Guarantees

Any transfer of claims on account of guarantees requires prior

approval in writing by the Federal Government. If the transfer is

approved by the Federal Government, all obligations of the obligee
with respect to the Federal Government on account of the guarantee

remain intact, except as otherwise agreed upon. The Federal Government

may with respect to the transferee make offsets, enter defenses, assert

rights of withholding and other rights in the same way as with respect
to the obligee.

Section 22

Sale of Caital Investments

The sale of the guaranteed capital investment by the obligee

extinguishes the guarantee if no other arrangement was made with the

Federal Government prior to the sale.

Section 23

Fees

1. A fee shall be charged for the guarantee. This fee shall be

payable in advance for each effective year of the guarantee.

2. In case the fee is pot paid within three weeks of the due date,
the Federal Government is free to revoke the guarantee; in case the

initial fee for the guarantee is not paid within three weeks of the due

date, the Federal Government may cancel the guarantee.

3. In cases where the Federal Government has canceled or revoked

a guarantee, or the guarantee was extinguished, the fee is payable to

the date of cancellation, revocation or extinguishment of -the guarantee.

Section 24

Evidence by Writing

All agreements and notices must be in writing to have validity.

Section 25

Place of Jurisdiction Limitation of Actions

1. The place of jurisdiction is Hamburg.

2. Claims against the Federal Government under a guarantee must be

brought before a court of law within a preclusive period of six months

after the Federal Government has dismissed the submitted claim in writing,

giving notice of this legal consequence.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Deutsche Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft

Wirtschafts~prfungs-esellschaft - Steuerberatungysgesellschaft

(German Auditing and Fiduciary Corporation)

(Public Accountants - Tax Consultants)

(Treuarbeit)

(24a) Hamburg 1.

Subject: Guarantees for Caoital Investments Abroad

We take pleasure in forwarding to you as requested an application

form in quintuplicate, which kindly use in filing your application for

a federal guarantee to cover a capital investment abroad. We also enclose

with this letter the Information Bulletin and the General Conditions for

the assumption of such federal guarantees.

The application is designed to present a clear picture of the foreign
enterprise and the capital investment to be covered by the guarantee. To

that end we would ask you to amplify and explain in detail the condensed

information given under A through C of the application form on a separate

attachment, and in particular give attention to the directions below in

furnishing explanations on items B and C:

Re B:_(Information about the foreian enterprise in which capital is

to be invested)

Please indicate legal and economic status, specifically financial

position net worth, and earnings of the foreign enterprise (or branch

or plantS, with the appropriate supporting data (e.g. such as available

information reports, financial statements for the last years, number of

employees and other operational data, information on the origin of the

connection and its development to date, prospectuses, if available, etc.,
with translations). If the enterprise in which the capital is to be

invested is now in process of organization, this should be brought out

by the information. You are further requested to indicate whether and, if
so, in what amount you already have capital invested in this foreign
enterprise.

Re C: (Information on capital investment to be covered by guarantee)

Please indicate the following:

1. Information on the proposed capital investment:

(a) Kind, amount and date of original contributions to be made as

capital investment;

(b) Method of financing the capital investment;

(c) Description of the proposed contract concerning the capital
investment, stating the share interests and/or other equities
to be acquired (specifically voting rights or control and

advisory priyileges, also agreements concerning repayment and

provisions for terminating the relationship), advantages,
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liabilities, and subsidiary covenants, documented by pertinent
agreements or drafts of agreements (with translations);

2. A detailed justification of the application for a guarantee

(reasons for making the capital investment, information concerning
any inducements for capital investment offered by the investment country,
status of negotiations, including information about licenses required
for capital investments, and about any special assurances that may have

been made by the investment country with respect to safeguarding the
capital investment; information on regulations governing transfer of
earnings and repatriation of the equivalent value of the capital invest-
ment);

3. Any other information considered important.

In conclusion we would request that the application for assumption
of a guarantee for capital investment abroad, together with enclosures,
be signed in due form and returned in quadruplicate.

Very truly yours

Deutsche Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft

Enclosures



Application for Assumption of a Guarantee for Capital Investment Abroad

(Submit in auadruplicate)

Deutsche Revisions- und Treuhand-Aktiengesellschaft

(Treuarbeit)

Hermannstrasse 40

Hamburg 1.

Pursuant to the "General Conditions for the Assumption of Guarantees
for Capital Investments Abroad" we herewith apply for a

guarantee for capital investment abroad.

A. Information about our firm

1. Name or firm:

2. Principle office and address (telephone, teletype)

3. Legal form:

4. Year of establishment and object of the enterprise:

5. In the case of single proprietorships and partnerships:

(a) Name of proprietors:

(b) Nationality of proprietors:

6. Detailed information in case a total of 25 percent or more of

the capital stock is under direct or indirect foreign control:

7. Information on affiliation with a combine:

B. Information about the foreirn enterprise in which capital is to be

invested;

1. Name or firm:

2. Principle office and address:

3. Legal form:

4. Year of establishment and object of the enterprise:

5. Name, address, business domicile, nationality and share interests

of the participants:
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Book value Percent Amounts paid in

.......... . ...

6. Other financial relationships of the applicant to the foreign

enterprise not brought out by Item 5.

C. Information regardinr capital investment to be covered by guarantee

1. Type of capital investment:

2. Amount of capital investment:

(a) Book value in foreign currency:

(b) Amount to be raised, in Deutsche Mark:

3. Projected dates for payments or contributions on capital:

4. 1oiount and effective period of guarantee applied for:

5. Anticipated annual earnings:

6. Is application being made to include earnings in the guarantee?

If so, for which years and in what amount? (See Information

Bulletin hereon).

7. (a) Have contracts already been entered into concerning the

capital investment? If so, describe.

(b) Have contributions already been made on the capital invest-

ment? If so, describe.

D. Special statements

1. In conformance with the transmittal letter accompanying this
application form, we are supplying in an enclosure detailed explanations
amplifying the condensed statements on items A. - C.

2. We declare that the statements we have made in the application
End in the enclosure are true and complete to the best of our knowledge.

We are aware that incomplete or untrue statements, as indicated
in the "General Conditions for Guarantees for Capital Investments Abroad"
nay entail invalidation of the guarantee.
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3. We undertale to pay the processing fees imnediately upon
demand. We have noted that the processing fee is not deductible
from the fee for the guarantee and that it is payable even if the
capital investment or the guarantee do not materialize.

Date Name of firm

Signature

Enclosure



Ihn2:ATIONL COOPERATLIN afE-IAION

Inv et Cuaraties Divisioa
Washington 25, D. C.

Qarterly Report of Investment Guaranties Issuea

Sin~ce he Boginnig of the Program in 1948 tEougE iSet. 30,
1960

0ESTOR TRODUTT

Socon~y Ibil Oil Co., Inc. Oil distribution $ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000

Syntron Company Vibratory 'euipment 30,000-
Total . . . . . . . . . 1,030,000 1,000,000

The Ccwles Dissolver Co.Inc. Grinding & mixing ecjuipment 30,000 30,000
ZI"rhOuse Industries, Inc. Grindin & mixing equipment 30,000 30,000

Pluswood Industries Lumber ocessin 100,000 100,000

(Belgian Congo) 3C0,000 300,000
Ro-Search, Inc. FootWear 300,000 -
Smith-Corona, Inc. Typerriters 72,000 60,000

Total . . . . . . -.. - •32,000 520,000

BOLIVIA:

Lig Chief Internat'l Corp. Oil exploration and drilling 500,000 2,000,000

B Chief" Interaat 'l Corp. Oil exploration and drilling - 2,000,000

Chaco retrolcum (U on Exploration & drilling for oil - 10,000,000
P'etroleum Boliviana, S.A.,
Monsanto Bolivia, Inc.,
karphy Oil de Bolivia, S.A.)

P Ga Geo Atlas Corporation Oil well serv'ices - 00,957 -

South. Aeica Placers,Inc. Gold dredZing - 3,000,000
500,000 17,08"4,957

CK'A (RepubliJc of)
International Dairy Engr. Recombined dairy products 120,000 120,000

Co. of Asia, Inc. 875,000 -
Internat 'l Enginners, Inc. Coke. oven 200,000 200,000

VoT orn Internat I Corp. 'nufacture of rayron .1,059,242 959,242
Vo K1o0 Internat' Corp. L- ~eacture of r 72,000 . 100,000

WestirU ouseEc. Int'l1 Co. Electric generatZ eui±=nt2 1 "70, 1 881,600

American roasting-Para- Television broadoasting 105,000 105,000
mount T atres, Inc. 31,250 26,250

" 28,125 23,625
i it 12,500 10,500

Total 176,75 165,375

Interatioaal Inc. Leakproof batteries 132,500 -

W. Rl. Grace & Co. Paints and c 252,945 -
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INVESTOR PRODUCT CONVERTIBILITY EXPROPRIATION
ITALY(Continued)
Don Baxter Intravenous solutions $ 29,190 $ 29,190

Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. Carbon black 1,130,000 1,130,000
Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. Carbon black 4,000,000 -
Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. Carbon black 659,000 659,000
Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. Carbon black 806,000 806,000
Caltex Oil Products Co. Oil refinery 4,630,000 -
Chicago Molded Products Plastics 35,000 -
W. R. Grace & Co. Food preserving bags 107,700 -
W. R. Grace & Co. Food preserving bags 107,688 -
Houdry Process Corporation Petroleum refining 75,000 -
E. F. Houghton & Company Chemicals &-lubricants 17,000 -
Mine Safety Appliances Co. Safety appliances & equipment 87,750 43,875
Monsanto Chemical Company Chemicals 42,000,000 22,000,000
Monsanto Chemical Company Chemicals 11,400,000 5,700,000
M.S.A. Financing Corp. Safety appliances & equipment 2,250 1,125
National Aluminate Corp. Boiler compounds 1,331,000 271,000
ational Biscuit Company Biscuits and crackers 900,000 -
Slin Mathieson Chemical Co. Industrial chemicals 8,551,800 4,275,900
Olin Mathieson Chemical Co. Industrial chemicals 2,500,000 -

Otis Elevator Company Elevators and elevator equip. 192,500
Joseph Pacifico Building stone 20,000 -
Peznsalt Chemicals Corp. Refrigerants, aerosol pro- 375,000 375,000

pellants and chemicals
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. Electronic tubes 329,000
The Smyth Manufacturing Co. Bookbinding equipment 67,440 67,140
The Smyth Manufacturing Co. Bookbinding equipment 33,851 33,852
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. Oil refinery 5,600,000 2,800,000

Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. Cracking unit 7,234,000 3,617,000

Standard Oil Co. (N.J.) Oil refinery 14,487,500 -
Syntron Company Vibratory equipment 36,000 -
The Torrington Co. Steel needles 2,300,000 -
Westinghouse Air Brake Co. Railroad equipment 60,300 -

Totals . . . . . . . . • 113,549 44,812,454
JAPAN :
Dow Cheical Internat'l Ltd. Production of plastics 560,000 560,000
Dow Chemical Internat 'l Ltd. Production of plastics 812,000 812,000

Hamilton Watch Company Watches 500,000 50,000
United Engineering & Foundry Machinery 1,000,000 1 000,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . 2,872,000 2,422,000
JORDAN
Edwin W. Pauley & Phillips Oil exploration - 6,000,000

Petroleum Co.
Phillips Petroleum Co. Oil exploration 750,000
Roerbt L. Parker Oil exploration equipment - 1250,00

Total . . . . . . . . . . 8,000,000
TIE NETHERLANDS:
A-PControls Corp. Oil heater regulators 75,000 50,000
American Home Products Corp. Pharmaceuticals 210,000 105,000

Dow Chemical Company Chemicals 2,640,000 1,320,000
Henry Drake Writing fluids 29,750 17,000
Fluor Corp., Ltd. Designing & engineering oil 900,000 -

and chemical plants
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JTR PRODUJT COERBILT-Y E O A N

TI~heN erland (Cont'd)
H. J Bake Bthers - Castor oil derivatives $ 16,085 $ 19,800
E. H Sonne ' Vaeetian blinds 175,000 -
Loui4 E. StahLl' Chemical finishes - 50,000
rs o-Sta M Co. Oil burners 70,000 -

Kresso-St2: g. Co. Oil buxrners 20,000
daker Internatilon,,al Ltd. Industri al f -iter:s 16, 488 -
T1i il Tn & Pump Co. Oil tanks and plnps 350,000 200,000

Unite Grenield Corp. Drills and other tools 52,512 26,256
United Greenl2d Corp. Drills and other tools 1,590,000 795,000

ield Corp. Drills oter tools 700,000 700,000
Une Greeniel.d Corp. Drills and other tools 600 000 600,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 ,

~erl~~Mills Food processing 480,000 315,000
'zarner Lambert Phrmceuti.cals l'79,000 350,000

Totai . . . . . . . . . . ~~ o90 665,00

Oil Co. o-f a uay,Inc.El.oration and exploitation - 3,000,000
ii :l::os. Corp., for oil

a reair PU2uaa Oil C.,
i Co., ad

Gul' Oil Co.

al Foods Corporation Food processing: 50,000
Corporation F 74,003

W. 2. Ga & Co. Caustic soda, chl2orine, etc., 3,000G,0
for synthetic fertilizer

.. -Ao. ditto 112,600

l dit Coiortion Telehone service 8,220,468 -

Total . . . . . . . . . . 11,457,068

) d Dairy Pod. Co. DIr products 660,0003-
3 _ ~e Co'oration 0.l ores 04d all2.oys 357,000 765,000

"Co:Noration -al ores and enys - 293,250
uit g Co. :Ial drums 200,000 250,000

. .Goich Co. Tr ad tubes . 1,500, 000 792,000
ich Co. Tires and tubes 1,200,000

B. F. Godrch Co. Tires and tubes 792, C0 1,2000 0

ta . . . . . . . .. . 79, 3,300,250

lan. T::ioca rice 49,400 100,000
. ol oca r50,000

Lai Dir ni r r products _-27400 207,500
o. A I.c. :otal 30o900 357,500
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Ca rni. Texas Oil Oil refincry 9 00,000 -

ororctlon 29,357,000
nk of Marica Potel furnishings 1,049,600

ea Lotor Truck Co. trucks I Vehiclos parts 187,339
Electric Co., Inc. Elctrical products 137,500 -

S Corp. Tires-and retreading I4 0 ,000 -

:::l oil & 0C0ical Co. Waste oil finery 84,00 -
a Oil & chemical Co. Resin bae ana varnish 59,000 -

Oin .ion Cem Corp. a 96,863 -
oil= ieson Chem. Corp. r2,7311er50a l

:c ih Co. Electrical 000T0o cqiILt 580,000 -
o C : mainery 47,565

on r f Co. 400,000 -
o >. Co. tools 1,400,000 -

r ha Kig. Go. !chine too! p 560,000 -
Co"Wrey L. Whot, Mc. Carbon blacl 2,025,000 -

icago 2ldd ?~products Pl 0-1ics 70,000 -
ininniCo. Eachine tools 1,008,000 -

inin . S: Cen tools 985,000 -
Cone Automatic Zewine Co. Ascrev achines 262,500 -

one A ic : Co. tools and part 1,675,000 -
7 Aloy Foundry Co. Stainless steel valves 153,500
Dictap.on Cooratio D 350,000 -

Dillig& E:loretion Co. D2iling for oil and gas 420,000

_lo1cnery Co. Er novins equi'e=t 857,500
General i I .rc : Clocs a u L 1,000,000

2. Gr2ace & C ID Checal frili 17,729,125
jScobs Mg. Co. Drill chc650,350-

Knott EoOes Corcoration Hotel opaytions 1,436,100

Zhott Hotels Corporation Hotel operatoMMs 1,300,000-

raft Foods Foodp 1,379,514
newft FooLs Food rocesng 1,273,457

ladis Tool Co. Precision n ding MAchines 4,600,000
LISool Co. r cision nding Machines 313998

s:ointe Kiaine Tool Co. :chine tools 53,365
Liehiil Internat'l inc.(J) Pint aind related products 56,000

T'0,^^0
edgeillIterat' Inc. Ready-0 ix concrete -~§ -,V0

le1M Shup cooazy Control instyants 392,000

Mealii ,E . Co., Inc Metl ,pe equipant J-3,5

Mi-e afet 'oiance Co. Miner leC
so '2 mWIe.o.Roulatin nsrmns300,000-

c o , IW. s21750

e ere U iie :J. Co. Oi bur r 60,000-
500,000

Cm. 2l49,000

. R. ibb Soh 931,750

1-.1snc Jn 30, 1960



INVESTOR PRODUCT CONVERTIBILITY EXPROPRIATION

United Kingdon (Continued)

Standard Brands, Inc. Soluble coffee $ 75,000 $ -
The Haloid Company Photocopying 3,000,000 -
Universal Oil Products Catalyst for petroleum 750,000 -

refining
Total . . . . . . . . . . 50336,224 -

War Risk
Totals for all countries . • - $ 676,053 $310,29,441 $234,362,778

*Grand total for all Guaranties written: $ 545,334,272

*While this total represents all guaranties issued since the beginning of the
Investment Guaranty Program in 1948, as of September 30, 1960, the maximum

outstanding liability was $428,489,420.



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATIONINVESTM N T GU ANTIES DIVISION * Offilcof Private Enterprise
Washi-ngton 25, D. C.

Countries Where Irives ecnt Guaranties Are Available

A, of JZauary 1, 1960, due to a statutory amendment, guaranties may only be issued
for oderdceloped countries and areas, thus precluding issuance of new guaranties for

dras where investment guaranty inter-government agreements have been executed.

~rtibility Expropriation War Risk

Afgainistan Afghanistan Afghanistan
Arg.entina
BoLivia Bolivia
Chile
China, Republic of China, Republic of China, Republic of
Colombi a
Costa Rica Costa Rica -
Cuba Cuba -
Ecuador Ecuador -
El Salvador El Salvador -
Gbna Ghana
Greece Greece -
Giatemala Guatemala
Haiti Haiti -
Honduras Honduras -
India India -
Iran Iran -
Israel Israel Israel
Jordan Jordan Jordan
Korea Korea Korea
Liberia Liberia Liberia
Malaya, Federation of Malaya, Federation of -
Ne pa. Nepal Nepal
Nicaragua Nicaragua Nicaragua
Pakistan Pakistan
Paraguay Paraguay
Peru
Philippines Philippines
Portugal Portugal
Spain Spain
Sudan Sudan Sudan
Thailand Thailand Thailand
Tunisia Tunisia Tunisia
Turkey Turkey
Viet Nam Viet Nam Viet Nam
Yugoslavia Yugoslavia

Although the Mutual Security Act of 1959 excluded economically developed countries
for purposes of the Investment Guaranty Program, guaranties are still available for
the underdeveloped overseas dependencies of the following countries:

Belgium Belgium
Danm.rk Denmark
Franc~e France
"Italy Italy Italy
N-therlands Netherlands
Tiited Kingdom

September 20, 1960



INTERNJ'INAL COOPERI'ION ADMINISTRATION
&:fice for Private Enterprise

Investment Guaranties Division
Washington 25, D. C.

Quarter],y Report of Applications in Process, September 30, 1960

Coutry Convertibility Expropriation War Risk Totals
A 1anistan 400,000 $ 200,000 $ 180,000 * 780,000
Argentina 282,610,000 - - 282,610,000
Boivia 39,340,000 44,340,000 - 83,680,000
Chile 45,920,000 - - 45,920,000
Chi4na., Republic of 5,730,000 6,030,000 5,623,500 17,383,500
Colombia 53,551,900 - - 53,551,900
Costa Rica 18,909,555 18,707,791 - 37,617,346
Ecuador 20,673,500 10,072,500 - 30,746,000
El Salvador 753,500 681,450 - 1,434,950
French Africa 2,050,000 40,850,000 - 42,900,000
Thaua 4,700,000 4,720,000 - 9,420,000

Greece 23,895,000 21,735,000 - 45,630,000
Guatemala 25,769,000 25,609,000 - 51,378,000
Haiti 33,910,000 17,429,000 - 51,339,000
1 areas 350,200 3,337,650 - 3,687,650
Iaia 46,951,093 29,171,093 - 76,122,186
Iran 8,035,000 5,483,500 - 13,518,500
1srael 756,000 756,000 756,000 2,268,000
Jordan 5:000,000 5,000,000 4,500,000 14,500,000
KOrea 4,025,000 4,025,000 2,922,500 10,972,500
Liberia - 52,250,000 - 52,250,000
Malaya, Federation of - 300,000 - 300,000
Nicaragua 24,487,707 15,492,707 3,000,000 42,980,414
Pakstan 10,067,500 5,600,275 - 15,667,775
paraguay 1,035,000 916,800 - 1,951,800
Peru 3,936,200 - - 3,936,200
Phlippines 26,070,000 22,575,100 - 48,645,100
Portugal(and French Angola) 2,550,000 2,550,000 - 5,100,000
spain(and Spanish Sahara 2,555,000 11,242,500 - 13,797,500
Aan 100,000 100,000 90,000( 290,000

f a 6.nd 9,523,000 4,091,500 3,724,500 17,339,000
ista 1,062,075 1,062,075 321,000 2,445,150

14,718,000 13,484,000 - 28,202,000

U 1K.Territories(L.A.&Hong ong) 80,155,000 - - 80,155,000
Viet Nam 6,628,000 4,729,000 3,141,100 14,498,100
Yugoslavia 2,000,000 2,000,000 - 4,00o0,o0

Totals $ 808,217,230 $374,541,941 $ 24,258,600 $1,207,017,771
BY AmEAs

4,605,000 3,362,500 7,967,500
'n America 571,401,562 136,586,898 3,000,000 710,988,460

10,412,075 ili,412,075 411,000 122,235,150
rE East 52,404,000 46,458,600 5,256,000 104,18,500

m Asia 57,418,593 34,971,368 180,000 92,569,961
-1 East 1,976,o00 41, 50 500. 1,411,600 168200

Totals $ 230 $T7571,9 i $24,258,600 $1,207,

miditioa2y, over $750 million in applicatins are on hand for countries not yet in
the program or for coverage not yet available.



Ill-. WALL SiREA' JOURNAL, Thunday, June 16, 1960j

(;o ;u;cu} !]Si't([fd, in some case-, officials say, businessmenwould not have embarked on an overseas ven-
ture at all if this protection had not been avail-A :ctiz' J2 Yeary SOOn able. Nearly $400 million of these policies are
still in force. And wit.h eyes on Premier Cas-

< L v F~rc0 s Q ~ttr's lalcovers of U.S.-owned property inM ay Fa c First C l Cuba, bisinessmen have applied for $1 'illion
* * more covering proposed operation's in 34 so-

called underdeveloped nations.1i(2 a's JI vestlflcli Quia ntees I The absence of claims agaInst the invest-
May Repay Aierican Firins ment policies results from both careful opera-

tion and plain luck. IC.A. investment Insur-For Losses in Phippimes ance men won't even offer a policy outside the
43 nations with which they have reached gen-
cral understandings on convertibility of cur-

By ARZLNN J. LAIWE rency into dollars and on policies with regardStaiff Icportc- of Tin WALL ST1XT JIOUJRNAL to expropriation. These agreements are notWASHINGTON - With every passing day, firm guarantecs against future trouble, butUncle Sam is quietly chaling up an Increas- they lead to "a certain indefinable moral ob-ingly remarkable record in the annals of the ligation" on the part of the host countries,
insurance business, says Charles Warden, head of the investment

One of his far-flung insurance agencies, guarantee prograr. The agreements have
after 12 years of operation, is still waiting to been concluded with such scattered nations
pay its first claim. Surprisingly, the type of as Nepal, Yugoslavia and Guatemala. Nations
coverage offered sounds hazardou- indeed: which are excluded include Iraq, Brazil and
Protecting U.S. business investments overseas Indonesia.
against seizure, war damagoe and currency ex- In audition, companies lsecng insurance
change losses. Some of these calamities have first must also reach noderstandings w'ith the
occurred, all right. But partly because some naions in whiach they plan to invert. These
forein lands are excluded and partly because supp sintar.-y agreemnts speft out the vary
over-confident investors failed to cover them- hat, tC Country's currency and other poli-
solves in such trouble spots as Cuba, not one ces woud apply t the aperation of the com-
claim ha vcn been filed. panies

This record soon may be blemished, how-
ever. The Government insurers have a hunch Luck has saved the Government a raft of
thalt he first claims may at longz last be com- claim s Cuba, vhere Fidel Cat roz W oern-
Ing, and not from any land of fire-oating diC- mnt '_s been tenn gover:nment bondz asaorThe Tpioneer claimants, it's believed, only patia con io fo e e; Unied
may be compauies operating in th Philiopnes Fruit Co. -,as been ferea only ,' mihion for
under policis protectiny a fin's ability to land i values at 3 ai io. Amaz'ly, none
convert local-mioney proits ino doars. In of theU c errti in IC i iud

Apil the Phnjillppinc government dered that u5r th W u, TZ r'ram In7 e LC.A.
some -foreign proits must Qe shipped home OAt o emsinfod ait ;vrmncc fa cnn1 a- ii'rornp, .o,%' -tC ,'t'~ (Ierirne.,A
a'l' favorable rate than beor. Four i- insurane OteCtion ,or J.S. invest-

sedAeia comni-cs could be affected. -
, Au cou0 on t d y inrstd clits,

orne thoug2 CuA, was Waf as a

F m , e o tv c, 0mn

covery r a , b-d fiolt o already in
mor .nd mor {owar "udrdvlc'a .Cu.' togtcvr, on tciS estaiblished osp-

tionsa in A . 5ti Aitca runa tatr .a
Amon7 the bigges POli=e now in fore o ein.Wt oieai nesaeet
twxo exoias n conracs, oaln `2 ;:- C en. a'y/ h sttle enthusiasm snow
lin, covein (OiMatohson Chmics C. a o U.S. busine ssm- to Sink new money
aluminum invemOnwts in newly-ipO ntc the md. Wiat's msiore, the .C.A. isn'tGuin. The gcneral jhif in empin!is a .r - oGuice:; 'luc i~t'.l .iencouragog new5. copnesnti nfor Cuban cover- Can an C-,
teely- ponse greater inisurancc rii8-and
o:hiily of nultiplyiiif; claimsw. in Y.. A nr whicnoi about insurance a few

ahed.Weeks ago vn told pointedly that it would
That dCvelopn t, 'n turn, c ake a long -time to process the application.

whther the insurer' ftudsi built up The comat ny took the hint and dropped the
icy.odereS' p-emius di dee I
-will he adequa! o meet de From a diplom atic and fiscal standpoint,
h not, the sld b2.A o a in charge of the mnvestment
bk on the FAderal T auy, a t pragram are glad that their 03 client

For now, thouigh, t reor rma i ven't needed to fils any claims. Bu1t,
i'0:0y intsact, The InterIational Coi nving cocecteod soie $5 iillion in premiumis

dmnisration invetient guar e irom i nsurd co.panies, these Federal in-
gramhas been In operation ever :smo surance antsl are a mite defensive about the

i then, billioni of American dolr have cohwebs oi their claim-paying checkbook.
been linted in entpi eI abroad.l U".- "It's a lot of hooey to say we'll never get a

ir worried about seizuire of Property by claim," protests an IC.A. privato-investiment
overnmints; or about difficulties In ittog h eAr. "That's like,. a life insurance policy-
pits bacik home, a ive igned uip for nearly 1halor expecting not to die'

I millioi of Feaderal Investmlent inurane;



New Rules in Philippine s and payin ht s for imfports, are entered as
The anticipated clains fromn ie Philippines, inis firr11's in tiei balance-of-payments

if they come, will prove the point. In a series ldge En year, it ti dolla1r exodus
of re a is annouiced npil the P - sy $3,8 bil-
pgn, goverinment said sole o pro, at o, a' w IV . ed lby iales
be shipped home at a less favora hle rate of of U gold 00 ienr D t A'ederal insur-
exchange than before. Under the old rules, a 1ne Men in t the export of inlivestmrent capt-
profit of, say, 4,000 pesos could be converted tal can" hlavo nothing htoi. beneficial effects on
into $2,000 for shipment home; tihe new rules the long-riin bnlnce of payments, both as U.S.
make a, 4,000-peso profit equal to only $1,000. blsinessmen reap pmofits from overseas opera-

Four firms-B. F. Goodrich Co., Phelps tions, ald As underdvhloped nations become
Dodge Corp., Rhiieim Manufacturing Co. and poos e
Consolidated Dairy Products Co.-currently are
insured for convertibility losses in the Philip- Nations Must Agree
pines, with policies totaling $7.9 million. None Uncle Sam will write no insurance policies
so far has filed a claim. Should a claim come in countries which haven't agreed to the idea
in, the IC.A. will follow this payment system: ahead of time in diplomatic negotiations. Since
The claim will be turned over to the Export. 1948, 43 nations have agreed to convertibility
Import Bank, a U.S. foreign lending agency, coverage for U.S. firms operating locally; of
for investigation. If it's decided the claim is these, 39 also accept expropriation insurance,
valid, the bank acting as the I.C.A.'s agent, and 12 have agreed to all three types of insur.
will wire the client a check. The I.C.A. has its ance-convertibility, expropriation and war
$5 million kitty from premiums to pay claims risk.
with, plus reserve authority to draw out nearly Of the 43 countries that have signed formal$200 million from the Treasury. agreements for inclusion under the insurance'

If a policy covers convertibility losses, program, 19 have yet to receive their first
Uncle Sam guarantees to reimburse the client guaranteed investment. However, insurance
In dollars if "adverse" exchange controls pre- applications by U.S. firms are pending for all
vent the normal shipment of funds to the U.S. these nations. Among them are Afghanistan,for 30 days or more. Under expropriation in- Colombia, Ghana, Korea and South Vietnam.
surance, the I.C.A. will pay a claim if a for- Active negotiations on insurance agreementseign government seizes the client's property are in progress between U.S. diplomats andwithout full compensation. If the client owns the governments of several additional nations,part or all of a foreign firm, It can file a claim The %ew prospects include the United Arabif the foreign government interferes with the Republic, Chile, Uruguay, Morocco and Yemen.
property's management for a year or more. Argentina already has agreed to a converti-Under war risk insurance, the client can get bility insurance program, but the agreement
90% coverage on its property's book value awaits ratification by its Congress. Final ac-against military damage; claims must be at tion, expected any day, will open the way forleast $10,000 each. approval of some $311 million of pending appli-

The investment guarantee program is only cations for coverage by U.S. firms,
one of the Government's specialized insurance The $1 billion in pending applications for in-
operations. Besides the Veterans Administra. surance covers proposed operations in 34 for-
tion's big life insurance program for ex-G..'s, eign countries, all of them officially regarded
Federal coverage runs a gamut from protec- as underdeveloped. Not all these applications
tion of mortgage lenders against failure of a will result in final insurance contracts, be-
home owner to pay his mortgage, to protection cause some of the proposed operations may fall
of farmers against hail and drought damage through.
to crops. In contrast to the I.C.A.'s claimless Here's the way a U.S. firm buys Uncle
record, the Federal Crop Insurance Corp. has Sam's investment insurance:
paid out $219 million -in claims since it, too, A company planning a subsidiary in, say,
started in 1948. India, is encouraged to file (in quadruplicate,
No New Policies in Britain, France of course) a preliminary application while the

deal is still in the tentative stage. This showsThe fomeign invetmeit guarantea are iot the I.C.A. the investment is "new," and there-only being oriented towaid underdeveloped fore eligible for insurance. After this step,nations in Asia, Africa and Latin America, but the company clears the whole plan with the for-in 159 Congress actually forbade the extension eign government, ironing out in advance suchof new coveage in such relatively prosperous points as the standard for sending profits backcountries as Britain, France, Germany, the home. When these preliminaries are out of theNetherlands and Japan. Insurance already in way, the IC.A. writes an insurance contracteffect in those nations was not canceled, how- and the ciecnt beg'is paying ~premliums at the
ever; some $239 million of investments in general annual rote of y of I% of tle amount
Western Europe and Japan are still protected. of coverage for each of fhe three inds of in-
This sum exceeds the $161 million of coverage of ccf
in force in underdeveloped nations, but the
balance is shifting rapidly. The prior diploma~itic agreemeints betweenThougeshtnew ephasis nivetgovernmt ent s, phus the detailed negotiations be-Though te new emphasis on investment tween the U.S. firms and foreign officials, areprotection in Asia, Africa and Latin America mainly responsible for the lack of claims underposes greater insurnrce risks, no increase in. the program so far, I.CA. men believe.
premium rates is being considered so far.
The switch is a key part of the Administra- Another reason for the lack of claims Is the
tion's efforts to coax private funds into these failure of one phase of the program-war risk
capital-poor areas as a supplement to Govern- insilrance-to catch onl with U.S. clients. This
ment aid money. is due, officials concede, to the rules limiting

war risk policies to protection against physicalICA. officials bristle at any suggestion damage to plants daniaged in fornal hostilitiesthat an increased outward flow of investment between two arllies; it doesn't cover tle like-capital, no matter what its political and diplo- lier threat of daimage fi'om rioting mobs ormatic virtue, niay worsen es US. balance- internal revolution. Because this specializedofpay nts deficit-- ie exies r of this coH- protecontii is lacking, maly firms decide totry's total payintii to fo~rei gnersi over itIs piotectl 'II 10 fniotlies frI im ph1ys ica I hazards
income from thein. American inve.tmenIts po c heir felliies wit psivate insurance
abroad, along with Covernient aid outlays tiroh w



DRAFT NOTE AGREMENT

WHICH MAY BE USED TO INSTITUfE THE IESTMENT GUARANTY PROGRAM
FOR CONVERTTBLITY & EXPROPRIATION GUARANTIES

Excellency.

I have the honor to refer to conversations which have recently
taken place between representatives of our two Governments relating to
guaranties against inconvertibility and losses due to expropriation
authorized by Section 413 (b)(h) of the Mutual Security Act of 1954,
as amended, I also have the honor to confirm the following understanding$
reached as a result of these conversationst

1. The Governments of the United States of America and of will,
upon the request of either of them, consult respecting projects
in proposed by nationa of the United States of America with
respect to which guaranties under Section 413 (b)(4) of the Mutual
Security Act of 19154, as amended, have been made or are under consideration.

2. The Government of the United States of America agrees that it will
issue no guaranty with respect to any project unless it is approved by
the Government of 0

3, With respect to such guaranties extending to projects which are
approved by the Governent of in accordance with the provisions
of the aforementioned Section TTTb~)~, the Government of agrees:

(a). That if the Government of the United States of America makes
payment in United States dollars to any person under any such
guaranty, the Government of will recognize the transfer

to the Government of the United States of America of any currency,
credits, assets, or investment on account of which such payment
is made, and the subrogation of the Government of the United States

of America to any right, title, claim or cause of action existing in
connection therewith;

(b). That (local currency unit) amounts acquired by the Government of the

United States of America pursuant to such guaranties shall be

accorded treatment not less favorable than that accorded to private

funds arising from transactions of United States nationals which

are comparable t1o the transactions covered by such guarantiess
and that such (local currency unit) amounts shall be freely available

to the Government of the United States of America for administrative

expenses;



2 - Convertibility & Expropriation

(c) 0  That any cladm against the Goverinment of to which the
Governmnct of the Uited States may be subrogated as a
result of any payment under such a guaranty, shall be the subject
of direct negotiatisAS between the two Governments. If within a
reasonable period, they are unable to settle the claim by agreement,
it shall be referred for final and binding determination to a sole
arbitrator selected by imtual agreement. If the Governments are
inableq within a period of three months, to agree upon such selection,

the arbitrator shall be one who may be designated by the President of
the International Coitn of Justice at the requist of either Government.

Upon receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that the foregoing
provisions are acceptable to the Govexirnent of , the Government of the
United States of America will consider that thi rote and your reply thereto
constitute an agreement between the two Governients on this subject, the
agreement to enter into forte on the date of your note in reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my distinguished
consideration,

Jaur 1 , 196 L

January /



DRAFT NOTE AGREEMENT
WHICH MAY BE USED TO INSTITE TIE f SITVETNTIIT GUARANTY PROGRAM

FOR CONVERTIBIIITY, EXPROPRIATION & WAR RISK GUARANTIES

Excellency:

I have the honor, to refer to conversations which have recently
taken place between reprseentatives of our two Governments relating to
guaranties authorized by Section 413 (b)(4) of the Mutual Security Act
of 1954, as amended. I also have the honor to confirm the following
understandings reached as a result of these conversations.

1. The Governments of the Tnrited 3ates of America and of will,
upon the request of eitherf hem, consult respecting projects
in proposed by of the United States of America with

respecT to which gbaranties under Section 413 (b)(h) of the Mutual
Security Act of 1954, as amended, have been made or are under consideration.

2. The Government of the Unite States of America agrees that it will
issue no guaranty with re~sfet to arry project unless it is approved by
the Government of .

3o With respect to such guaranties extending to projects which are approved
by the Government of in accordance with the provisions of the

aforementioned SectoII T6)(), the Government of agreesg

(a). That if the Government of the United States of America makes payment
in United States dollars to any person under any such guaranty,

the Government of will recognize the transfer to the
Government of the Ured States of America of any currency, credits,
assets, or investment on account of which such payment is made,
and the subrogation of the Governent of the United States of America
tc any right, title, claim or cause of action existing in
connection therewith,

(b). That (local currency unit) amounts acquired by the Governient of the

United States of Ameri a pursuant to such guaranties shall be
acorded 'treatment rot less farable than that accorded to private

funds ariing from transactions of United States nationals which

are comparable to the transa"ions covered by such guaranties, and

that such (lcoal currency unit) vmounts3 sAJ be freely available

to the Goernment of the United States of America for administrative

expenses,
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( h That any claim against the Government of to which the
Government of the United States of America may be subrogated as a
result of any payment under such a guaranty, shall be the subject
of direct negotiations betwe the two Governments. If within a
reasonatle perid, they are unable to settle the claim by agreement,
it hall be referred for inal ard binding determination to a sole
arbitrator selected by matual agreement. It the Go7ernments are unable,
within a period of three months, to agree upon such selection, the
arbitrator shall be one who may be designated by the President of
the International Co>rt of Justicc at the request of either Government*

(d). That if the Government of the United States of America issues
guaranties to sover losses by reason of war with respect to
investments in p the Government of agrees that

naticnals of the Uue States of America to whom such guaranties
have been issued, will be accorded by the Gvernment of

treatment no less favorable than hat accoried in like circ7umstances,
to its nationals or nationals of third countries, with reference to

ary reimbursement, compensation, indemnification, or any other payment,
including the distribution of reparations received from enemy countries,
that the Government of may make or pay for losses incurred

by reason of war,,, if he Go-vw-nxent of the United States of America
makes payment in U.S. dollars to any national of the United States of

America under a guaranty for losses by reason of war, the Government

of i1 r cognize the transfer to the Government of the

United STales of Ameri a of any right, proiege, or interest, or any

part thereof that --uh natonals may be granted or become entitled to as

a result of the aforementioned treatment by the Government of .

(e) The aforementioned subparagah rewpe t to the arbitration of

claims shall not be applicable to the type of guaranties against losses

by reason of' war provided for in sbaragraph (d)

Upon recept of a note rom Yor Exollncy indicating that the foregoing
provisions are cceptable to he Go rnmaent of, the Goyernment of the

United States of' Ameri-a will co n, .idr that this note and your reply thereto

constitute an agreement between he two Go vernments on this subject, the

agreement to enter into force on ,h date of your note in reply0

Acept, Ecellercy, the renewed ssurances of ry ditinguished

consideration.

ICA-PE/IGD 'C
January 15, 1960 I+E

L/T
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UNITED STATES COUNCIL
OF

THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.

CABLE: USAINTCHAM 103 PARK \VfENUE N1W YORK 17, N. Y, MURRAY 1111 1 6-3181

AN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GUARANTY CORPORATION

Note: This memorandum draws heavily upon material
provided by Mr. August Maffry and results also
from discussions with Mr. Ralph Straus.

The purpose of this memorandum is to aid the discussion

of the merits of a proposal that an international investment guaranty

corporation be established. This proposal has not been made public

in an official way by any organization. However, it has been

discussed informally with members of the World Bank staff and with

individual experts. It is expected that it will also be discussed

informally at the International Businessmen's Conference sponsored

by the International Chamber of Commerce in Karachi in December.

The purposes for establishing the Investment Guaranty

Corporation would be twofold. First, it would aim to overcome the

adverse effects on investor confidence resulting from developments

like those in Cuba and the Congo.

Second, it would encourage an improvement in investment

climate in member countries.

The Nature of the Corporation.

Mr. Maffry has proposed the following:

"(1) the establishment of a corporation;

"(2) to be called the Investment Guaranty Corporation;

"(3) as an affiliate of the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development (on the model of the International
Finance Corporation);
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"(4) with its members drawn from the membership of the Inter-
national Bank;

"(5) to be established with a capital of $X billions, of which,
say, 1% would be payable in cash to provide the Corpora-
tion with initial operating funds and funds to meet any
(unlikely) early claims, the remainder to be subject to
call to meet duly validated claims of investors, this
capital to be subscribed by members on the basis of a
formula similar to that used in setting up the Inter-
national Finance Corporation;

(6) to enter into guaranty contracts with private investors,
nationals of member governments, guaranteeing at the
complete discretion of the Corporation and with full
authority to fix the terms of its guaranties, with respect
to new investments in the form of equity or debt, against
risks of

(a) inconvertibility,
(b) expropriation without adequate or effective compen-

sation, and
(c) loss resulting from war or civil commotion;

(7) the Articles of Agreement of which should provide for
raising its capital and for its management under a
President responsible to a Chairman who shall be the
President of the International Bank and to a board of
Executive Directors constituted like the Executive
Directorate of the International Finance Corporation,
define its powers and immunities and provide for its
liquidation if ever desired;

(s) and among the powers of which shall be those authorizing
it to enter into agreements with member governments
providing inter alia for the subrogation to the Corporation
of the claims of investors for fixing premia for each
type of guaranty offered and for the constitution of
reserves against possible losses.

(9) but which should not by its terms attempt to define
conditions of private investment in member countries or
the treatment of private investors by member countries or
the behavior of private investors operating in member
countries or the remedies available to investors or to
the Corporation in the event claims are made against the
Corporation under its contracts of guaranty and validated
by it, all of these prescriptions and proscriptions to
be left for inclusion insofar as necessary and practicable
in agreements between the Corporation and its members.",
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Benefits from establishing the Corporation.

In addition to the purposes noted above, it is held that

there is an urgent need for an international system of investment

guaranties under experienced management of the highest prestige.

Furthermore the Corporation could complement the activities of the

Bank and the International Finance Corporation in stimulating

private investment.

Objections to the proposal.

Several objections have been raised during preliminary

conversations.

One was that the availability of investment guaranties

would weaken the incentive of less developed countries to improve

the climate of investment. In reply it has been argued that there

is no reason why this should be so , especially since guaranties

of the Corporation would presumably be issued only in respect of

investments in countries giving fair treatment to private investors.

On the contrary, the effect should be to improve investment climate.

A second objection was that it would be difficult to

define the risks involved, especially the risk of expropriation.

In reply it is held that these risks have been satisfactorily

defined by the International Cooperation Administration in connection

with its existing system of investment guaranties and that such

definitions could be adapted by the proposed international Invest-

ment Guaranty Corporation.

Thirdly, it has been objected that there are very funda-

mental difficulties in achieving an international treaty defining

the responsibilities of capital-importing and capital-exporting



countries. Mr. Maffry argues that the advantage of the approach he

is suggesting is that it would not require the negotiation of such

a multilateral treaty. However, the same objective would be

achieved through the subscription by member governments to the

Articles of Agreement of the Corporation and by whatever bilateral

agreements the Corporation might find it necessary to enter into

with member governments.

"Av
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CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE INTERNATIONALE

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
38, COURS ALBERT I- - PARIS VIII

Economic & Financial Policy Document No.180/66
RB

(Original)

FOR ADOPTION

COX ISSION ON TAXATION

Meeting on 20th January 1961

TAXATION POLICIES 114 RELATION TO INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT

Second Draft Report

prepared by 'r. E.B. NORTCLIFFE (UK)
Rapporteur of the Commission

on the basis of the conclusions reached
by the Commission at its meeting on 26th-27th October 1960.

N.B. Comments from National Committees should reach International
Headquarters in triplicate by 2nd. January 1961 at the latest.

1. The International Chamber of Commerce has in recent years published a num$er
of studies and statements of policy on particular aspects of taxation as it affects
international trade and investment (see Appendix). The time is opportune for a ge-
neral statement of policy on this subject with particular reference to the expan -
sion of private international investment.

2. The need to accelerate the rate of economic development in the less-developed
countries of the world is undeniable. In many such countries, one of the principal
limiting factors is a shortage of capital, which cannot readily be made good out of
savings from domestic sources. This shortage might be rapidly remedied by a genuine-
ly favourable climate for foreign investment, and one of the main factors influenc-
ing foreign investment decisions is taxation.

3. In this statement, the International Chamber of Commerce directs attention
to the taxation policies best suited to increasing and accelerating the flow of in-
ternational investment and enterprise.
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.PART I

T- I1\TRETIONA L ALLOCATION OF TAXING RIGTS

A. INTERN4ATIO AL DOUBLE TAXATICN

4. The problem of international double taxation remains an obstacle to the in-

ternational movement of capital. The duel claims to tax of the country of origin
of income and the country of residence (or citizenship) of the recipient have in

recent years been partially reconciled by widespread unilateral measures and

by treaty. The primary right to tax of the country of origin is widely recognis-

ed, but action taken by countries of residence rarely goes far beyond allowing a

credit for the tax suffered at the source or an arbitrary abatement from its tax

claim.

. In the view of the International chamber of Commerce, the maintenance of

this residual claim to tax in the country of residence is wrong in principle. It

means that developing territories are unable to adopt fiscal policies which will

be fully effective in relation to foreign capital and enterprise. So far as fo-

reign investors and entrepreneurs are concerned, it is the pattern of taxation in

their own country which determines the yield from activities elsewhere.

B. COUNTRY OF ORIGIN OF INCOME

6. The foundation of ICC international tax policy is that the country of ori-

,in of income has the sole right to tax that income. In order to implement this

policy, all countries must accept standard rules for determining the place of ori-

gin of income for purposes of taxation.

7. The country of origin of income cannot be satisfactorily determined merely

by identifying the place from which it emerges as a payment. Taken alone, such a

criterion is too superficial. It is necessary to take into account 'also the cha-

racter and situation of the activity for which the payment is made. In particu-

lar, it is necessary to determine where the related expenses are predominantly in-

curred.

a. On the basis of such considerations as these, the country of origin of

certain types of income has been sufficiently clearly identified to command Wide-

spread adoption both unilaterally and in bilateral agreements for avoidance -of

double taxation

a) For income from real property (including interest on mortgages of real

property) and income (including royalties) from the exploitation of na-

tural resources, the country of.origin is that where the property or re-

sources are situated.

b) For profits arising from a trade or business carried on in a permanent

establishment, the country of origin is that in which the permament es-

tablishment is situated.

"Permanent establishment" has the meaning commonly employed in bilate-

ral agreements for the avoidance of double taxation. In recent years

many refinements have been made to the concept, and the Fiscal Commis-

sion of the OEC (in its Second Report) has evolved a definition which

is a great improvement compared with the earlier forms.

It must be emphasised, however, that for the purpose of hetermining the
territorial origin of the profits of a trade or business, a clear defi-

nition of "permanent establishment" needs to be coupled with acceptance

of the principle that its situation indicates the country of origin
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only of such profits as are attributable to activities carried on

therein. Furthermore, no such attribution of profits can be made to

the activity of mere purchase of goods.

c) For orofits from the operation internationally of ships or aircraft,the

country of origin is that in which the effective place of management is

situated.

d) For income from a profession or vocation carried on at a fixed base,the
country of origin is that in which the fixed base is situated.

e) For remuneration from an employment and fees payable to a director of a

company, the country of origin is that in which the duties are performed.

9. Although in principle, the tax treatment of pensions should follow that appro-

priate to employment income, it is generally accepted that strict adherence to the

origin basis of taxation creates difficulties and inconvenience for both revenue

authorities and pensioners. In bilateral agreements, therefore, it is customary

for the.country of origin to waive its claims in favour of the country of residence.

10. For the classes of income referred to in para.8, the country of origin is re-

latively easily determined, since a single country is the center of the income-earn-

ing activity and it is there that the expenses are predominantly incurred. In other
cases, however, the identification of the country of origin is so difficult that it

is impossible to secure universal agreement on the Principle to be adopted. This is

true of royalties and interest.

11. Where the income is a reward for the use in one country of knowledge or capi-

tal supplied from another, in what manner is its origin to be determined? On the

one side it may be said that the creation, management and disposition of the property

is a separate economic activity which earns its reward at the place where that acti-

vity is carried on. If so, the country in which the knowledge or capital is used has

no great significance for tax purposes. In the country of use, the income payment is

merely a cost analogous to the cost of imported goods or services. On the other hand,

it may be said that the contribution of knowledge or loan-capital to a business cons-

titutes a particular kind of participation in the activities of that business, and

the origin of royalties or interest then falls to be determined in the same way as

the origin of any other profit from those activities is determined.

12. The ICC regards these conflicting propositions as extreme theories which do

not repay prolonged study by any prospect of reconciliation. The aim of the ICC is

to suggest bases for allocation of exclusive taxing rights which are most likely to

be effective in avoiding double taxation and encouraging the flow of capital and

knowledge between nations. The furtherance of this aim should not be impeded or de-

layed by theoretical considerations if there are reasonable practical grounds for de-

ciding that international investment and enterprise would benefit if one country or

other were deemed to be the country of origin.

13. The ICC has concluded that the interests of both suppliers and users, especial-

ly those in developing territories, would best be served by allocating exclusive tax-

ing rights over royalties to the country from which the knowledge or inspiration is

derived and where the expenses connected therewith are predominantly incurred.

The term "royalties" covers all payments for the use of, or for the privilege
of using, copyright, patents, designs, trade marks, secret processes and formulae,
know-how and other like property.

14. Interest on debentures, loans, deposits, and other securities should prefer-

ably be taxable only in the country from which the capital is supplied. The main

practical argument underlying this recommandation is that when interest is taxed in

the country where the capital is invested, the potential supply of loan capital is

virtually restricted to direct loans from the persons whose savings are employed.
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If the immediate lender of the funds has himself borrowed them, double taxation
will usually arise. By conferring exclusive rights on the country which supplies
the loan capital, the borrowing country not only enjoys the benefit of transfer

funds, i.e. funds dependent on the lenderTs credit, but is also able to tap the
vast supplies of capital at the disposal of institutions, such as pension funds
and charitable trusts, which, being exempt from tax on domestic investments, can

scarcely be expected to tolerate less favourable treatment elsewhere.

C. BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

15. Even when countries have rationalised the tax treatment of foreign income and

of foreign residents or nationals by unilateral action which recognises exclusive

taxing rights over defined classes of income, there still remain a number of points

appropriately dealt with in bilateral agreements, e.g.

a) Differences in national tax systems may need to be reconciled, especially

in the matter of common definitions of terms.

b) Taxes charged on or withheld from dividends paid by a company in one coun-

try to a resident of another may be reduced or eliminated altogether.

c) For the convenience of both taxpayers and taxing authorities, it is desir-

able that taxing rights over certain kinds of income, e.g. private pen-

sions, be allocated to the country of residence rather than the country of

origin.

d) Similarly, in order to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and skillm

between countries, the country in which the duties are performed may

waive its right to tax :

da) residents of another State visiting that country for a period or per-
iods not exceeding six months in any one year ;

db) professors and teachers whose stay does not exceed two years ;

dc) students and business apprentices from the other State,

e) It is desirable to provide taxpayers with an effective remedy in the event
of difficulties and disputes arising between the two tax jurisdictions.

PART II

THE TAX TREATTMNT OF DIVIDENDS

16. Model rules for the tax treatment of dividends flowing from one country to
another are difficult to formulate in general terms. It is in this field that dif-
ferences in national tax systems render a single solution somewhat elusive. Further-
more, economic arguments again do not point conclusively to one country or another
being the country of origin to which exclusive taxing rights over dividends may pro-
perly be allocated.

17. A country where equity capital is invested may reasonably claim that it has
the right to tax dividends because it is there that the investment fructifies. On the
other hand, the country from which the capital is supplied may claim equally valid-
ly that the.risk of loss (which is the true 'cost? of an equity investment) must be

borne by its national economy. In addition, it may claim that the shareholder re-
mains more clearly liable to taxation as a person than does the company or indivi-
dual who wolly or partly severs his national connection by taking an employment or

engaging in a trade outside his own country.
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18. The ICC does not pretend that the theoretical arguments point clearly to
one or other as the country to which exclusive taxing rights should be allocated.
At the same time, it is pertinent to bear in mind that the country where the capi-
tal is invested will ordinarily have exercised its right to tax the profits out of

which dividends are paid, and will therefore already be collecting a proportion of

the taxes which normally impinge upon company profits and dividends.

19. ICC policy for the tax treatment of dividends is a derivative of (a) best
practice, i.e. methods which have been shown empirically - by unilateral action or
bilateral treaties - to involve the least interference with the international flow

of capital and (b) the principle that, subject only to differences in national tax
rates, the ultimate weight of taxation on dividends should not be affected by dif-
ferences in the structure or situation of companies and shareholdings.

Inter-company dividends

20. The treatment of dividends flowing from a company incorporated, or managed
and controlled, in one country to a company incorporated, or managed and controlled,
in another country should be a mere extension of best practice in relation to do-
mestic'inter-company dividends.

21. In the domestic area it is accepted that profits may be taxed in the hands
of the company by which they are earned and the dividends distributed by the company
will be taxed in the hands of individual shareholders. dany countries recognise

that the capacity of profits and dividends to sustain further taxation is not in-
creased by the mere fact that they flow through.one or more other companies en route
from their source to the ultimate individual shareholders, but they frequently give
effect to the principle only in relation to purely domestic dividends.

22. Corporate profits should not be taxed more than once, and the right to tax

belongs exclusively to the country of origin of the profits wherever the operating

company may be incorporated or managed and controlled.

23. The imposition of tax on inter-company dividends is undesirable whether

the dividends flow between two companies in the same country or between two compa-

nies situated in different countries. No other single article of fiscal policy
has greater importance to the international flow of capital. Its adoption should be
regarded n t so much as an incentive to foreign investment as a minimum standard of
international fair play.

24. To a greater or lesser degree capital-exporting countries have in recent

years edged their way slowly towards this conclusion, but few have gone the whole

way. Thc following reservations are frequently encountered

a) A company is exempt from corporate tax on dividends received only if it is
an investment holdin,- company; -r, if it has a substantial intercst in the
payin company; or if th. payinj compony is subject t. a tax of a similar
nature.

b) The claim to corporate tax is retained but collection is deferred until the
dividends are repatriated; or, until the receiving company itself distri-
butes the profits to its own shareholders.

c) The liability to tax is reduced by tax-credit relief; or, by imposing a low-
er rate of tax on foreign dividends than on domestic profits.

M easures such as these are an imorovement on unrelieved double taxation of
inter-company dividends, but they still involve double taxation in a wide variety
of circumstances.

25. However desirable perfectionist solutions to problems of international
taxation may be, they will not necessarily commend the immediate and widespread sup-
port of governments. Less complete solutions which are effective in relation to the

main stream of international capital may be a more practical policy. For this
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reason, the ICC commends the practice in bilateral agreements of exemption from tax

for dividends paid by wholly-owned subsidiary companies, and reductions in rates for
dividends paid on shares which constitute a substantial participation in the paying
company. Differentiation of this kind may be justified by the fact that a substan-

tial participation will usually be accompanied by technical, commercial and adminis-
trative assistance which makes the capital more valuable to the receiving country.
At the same time, it is necessary to emphasise that relief of this kind must cons-
titute a reduction of the overall tax burden. It has little point if the capital-
exporting country takes over the tax which the capital-importing country has aband-
oned.

Individual shareholcrs

26. New international investment depends to a lesser extent than domestic
investment on direct participation by individual shareholders. Nevertheless, an ap-
preciable amount of capital for developing territories arises from this source and
the flow might well be rapidly increased if individual investors could rely on the
relative yield appropriate to the particular type of investment remaining undisturb-
ed by double taxation or by failure of one country or the other to admit restric-
tions on its taxing rights.

27. The ICC does not consider that taxing rights over dividends can in prin-
ciple be allocated exclusively either to the country from which the paying company
derives its profits, or to the country in which the paying company is incorporated or
managed and controlled, or to the country in which the shareholder resides or of
which he is a citizen.

28. A reasonable division of taxing rights would be as follows

a) Where a company is incorporated, or managed and controlled, in Coun-
try A and derives its profits from Country B, Country B should re-
frain from taxing dividends declared by the company other than those
received by its own residents. Furthermore, Country B should impose
no tax on the profits additional to that suffered by domestic compa-
nies.

In Country A, resident or national shareholders should be treated
exactly as though the dividends were payable by a company situated
in Country A, the profits of which are derived from Country A. If,
in such circumstances, the shareholder would be entitled to a cre-
dit against his personal liability, a matching credit should be af-
forded. A direct credit to the shareholder should also be allowed
in those countries where a distribution of domestic profits gives
rise to a rebate to the paying company.

b) Where the company is incorporated, or managed and controlled, in
Country B and its profits are derived there, Country B may levy a
low-rate proportional withholding tax on dividends paid to non-re-
sident individuals. At rate of 10-15% would not be unreasonable,
but in all cases provision should be made for the tax to be adjust-
ed on production of evidence that the rate of tax appropriate to
the shareholder's world income and personal circumstances is lower
than the withholding rate.

In Country A, where the shareholder resides or is a citizen, credit
should be given not only as in (a) above but also for the tax which
Country B is entitled to charge on the dividend whether it does so
or not.

c) Where the company paying the dividend is incorporated, or managed
and controlled, in a Country C, i.e. other than that from which
the profits are derived or that in which the shareholder resides
or is a citicen,Country C should impose no tax on the dividend paid
to such a shareholder.

Country A, where the shareholder resides or is a citizen should af-
ford a credit as in (a) above.
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29. Other and more complicated situations arise in practice, but they are all
capable of solution by application of the two key principles underlying these recom-
mendations

i) A country may claim personal tax on dividends paid to non .resident indivi-
duals only if the paying company fullills two conditions, viz. its profits
are derived from that country and it is incorporated, or managed and con-
trolled, there. Even so, the claim should. be restricted to a low rate so
that the average shareholder suffers in that country no more than about
one-half of the tax he would suffer if he were resident therein.

ii) The country where the individual shareholder is a resident or citizen has
a residual right to personal tax on dividends, but the burden should be no
greater than if the dividend had been derived from domestic profits of a
domestic company.

PALT iii

TAXATION FOLICIES IN CAPIrTAL-IMPPORTING COUNTRIES

30. The ICC does not pretend that tiere is an ideal system of taxation which
all countries should adopt. Internal tax policy, i.e. the way in which residents are
taxed on income arising within their own countries, is capable of innumerable varia-
tions, and it is not suggested that any one variety is especially appropriate ei-
ther to all countries or to a single country at a prticular stage of development.

31. It cannot be denied, however, that the internal rules for measurement of
taxable income, for the tax treatment of companies and shareholders, together with
local attitudes to the form and level of taxation, i*s administration and its use
as an instrument of economic policy, have a direct bearing on the international
flow of capital and enterprise. In the main, policies and rules which apply to re-
sidents and to income from domestic sources should apply without discrimination to
non-residents and to income from foreign sources. It is therefore relevant to out-
line in this study those aspects of domestic tax policy which are likely to influence
the international flow of capital and enterprise.

A. MEAS UREMENT OF TAXABIE IN'COME.

32. The country of origin of income may restrict the scope of its charge to
tax in accordance with internationally accep+ed rules and imnose relatively low ra-
tes of tax, but still discourage both foreign inveetment and domestic capital form-
ation by inequitable rules for the measuremernt of taxable profits. Rules which in-
volve a tax charge on a greater amount of prof it than that which is shown by ac-
counts based on accepted commercial and accounting principle.: constitute a surchar-
ge on the normal rates of tax, with the aCditioral objections that they tend to dis-
criminate against particular operations. braneactions or incidents in the life of a
business and are frequently unpredictable in their effects.

33. All countries should take care to ensure that capital formation and fo-
reign investment are not deterred by lack of attention to matters of the kind list-
ed below.

a) In assessing the profits of any one year, relief should always be afford-
ded for unrelieved losses incurred in previous or subsequent years. The
minimum relief should be a facility to carry forward losses for set-off
against profits without time limit.

b) Similarly, where annual abatements are allowed as a deduction from pro-
fits or there are temporary taxes such as an excess profits tax which
take a higher proportion of the profits in peak years, unabsorbed reliefs
due to a deficiency of profits in one year should be available against
the higher profits of either preceding or succeeding years.

c) Without prejudice to the possibility of more gunerous relief where ap-
propriate, depreciation should be allowed at least in accordance with
accepted commercial and accounting principles for all expenditure on
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buildings, whether industrial or commercial, plant and machinery and
similar assets which lose their value by wear and tear or obsoles-
cence.

d) Allowances should similarly be afforded for amortisation during the
period of useful liflof such assets as leases, concessions, patents

and licences which lose their value with the expiry of time, and for
capital expenditure in connection with the extraction of natural re-
s.ources the value of which is diminished by depletion.

e) Under inflationary conditions, allowances should be made for the ris-

ing cost of replacing fixed assets and maintaining stocks. Facilities
should be provided for the revaloation of depreciable assets for tax

purposes, and relief given for stocks either by permitting use of the
LIFO method of valuation generally or by allowing the creation of tax-
free reserves against the current value of base or essential stocks.

f) Where a business bears a charge for interest on money borrowed abroad,
or a charge for technical or other services provided from abroad, or
is required to bear a reasonable share of the costs of a head office,
research laboratories, or other technical, commercial or administrative
centre, such charges should be allowed as a deduction from the profits
of that business.

34. Elaboration of techniques for the measurement of taxable income is fre-
quently a consequence of the desire of revenue authorities to combat ingenious me-

thods of tax avoidance. Such techniques may be manageable in developed indus-

trial countries where the administration has the capacity to apply them with dis-
cretion to remedy the mischiefs against which they are directed. In the newly de-
veloping territories of the world, however, it is doubtful whether the same mis-

chiefs arise. The tax administration is rarely strong enough to do more than
pursue a stra'ghtforward process of tax assessment and collection against a rapidly

increasing number of businesses and other taxpayers. In such territories, there-

fore, simplicity should be the key-note of the tax system in both its form and
content, and in the machinery for assessment end collections.

B. CAPITAL GAINS

35. In a world so much in need of development capital, the imposition of

taxes on capital gains is a revenue expedient which both deters new savings and ca-
pital formation and erodes the existing supply of cacital. Both in the total sup-
ply of investment capital and its willingness to move freely where most required
would be greatly enhanced if both capital-importing and capital-exporting countries
refrained from levying tolls each time its ownership changes or the way in which it
is employed is varied.

C. TAX TREATENT OF CORPORATE BODIES'

36. There are signs of a clearer understanding in many countries that heavy
tax burdens cannot be imposed on corporate profits without discouraging both domestic
capital formation and the inflow of foreign capital. But the tax treatment of com-

panies is not me rely a question of an appropriate rate of tax.

37. A relatively low rate of tax will not be fully effective in attracting in-

vestment if the nature of the corporate structure and its various forms are not un-
derstood. Taxes on company profits are based partly on the theory that when the ca-

pital and enterprise of many individuals is exercised by a corporate entity, the tax-

able capacity of the whole is greater than that of its parts. The other basis of
corporate taxation rests on the assumption that so far as profits are retained un-

distributed, shareholders are relieved of personal liability to tax and a tax on un-

distributed profits is therefore tolerable without stifling the willingness of share-

holders to agree to the use of the profits for expansion and development.
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38. Neither of these criteria justifies the imposition of a corporate profits
tax more than once. The taxable capacity of corporate profits is not increased
when they pass through one or more other companies before reaching the individual share-
holder. The taxable capacity of a company is not increased when its various activi-
ties are organised within the framework of subsidiary companies rather than through
departments or branches. Nor is taxable capacity increased when one or more opera-
tions are hived off in a separate company in which two or more other companies are
shareholders with or without public participation as well.

39. As already described in Part II, all countries which are anxious to attract
private capital for development should adopt the principle of tax exemption for inter-
company dividends. The effect on purely domestic savings and investment would be a
sufficient justification, but the principle has even greater significance in rela-
tion to the attraction of foreign capital. By far the greater part of international
investment is inter-company investment, so that taxes of any kind levied on inter-
company dividends are likely seriously to diminish the appeal of the country
which imposes them.

40. It is necessary to recognise also that business organisations must be adapt-
able to change. Technological changes, changes in products and the markets fot them,
and legal and financial influences of all kinds may require corresponding adaptations
of company organisation and structure. Capital reconstructions, bonus issues, amal-
gamations and scissions, though they may vary the rights of shareholders, do not in
themselves give rise to profits or result in the shareholders realising profits.They
should not therefore by used as an occasion for imposing additional taxation or tax-
ation appropriate to the sale or other realisation of property.

D. STABILITY AND SOUND A.DMNTSTRATION

41. Investors do not expect to be isolated against fiscal or any other kinds of
change, but a reasonable degree of stability in the tax system of a country enables
an investor to estimate yield and growth prospects with greater confidence. Other
things being equal, a country which evolves and consistently maintains a liberal
and well-balanced tax system will be more likely to attract foreign capital than one
which indulges from year to year in extravagant forms of fiscal experimentation.

42. A competent and liberal administration is essential to the efficient work-
ing of any tax system.- Ill-constructed tax laws, tax laws framed in the past for
national economies based on primary production and trading operations rather than on
industrial development, and tax laws which treat joint-stock companies as just an-
other taxpayer, result in anomalies and inequities which no special incentive mea-
sures will counteract.

43. A heavy responsibility rests with the officers who must interpret and apply
the tax laws. Their integrity must be without question, Their training should in-
clude a thorough appreciation of the economic consequences of fiscal policy, so that
development is not impeded by rigid adherence to the word rather than the substance
of the law, by undue harassment and interference with business organisation,or by
addiction to litigation. In particular, they should guard against the tendency to
discriminate against the foreign investor.

E. TAX RATE POLICy.

44. It is impossible to lay down a level of tax rates appropriate to all develop-
ing territories• Taxes levied directly upon business income must be viewed in the
light of other factors influencing the net profit likely to emerge from the particu-
lar activity. The weight of customsduties on imported plant and machinery and raw
materials, d:lstic sales, excise and turnover taxes, and export duties all affect
selling prices and therefore the scale and productivity of the operations* Converse-
ly, profit., margins may be improved by the way in which governmental revenues are em-
plryed.,the greater the proportion applied to education and training, medical welfare,
internal communications and other services which businesses must otherwise provide for

.. 00
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themselves, the greater the potential profit margins.

45. Tn relation to company profits, however, certain indications are clear. First-

ly, the rate of tax on company profits must not be so high that it discourages domes-

tic savings and investment. It must be low enough therefore to enable most companies

to both pay a reasonable dividend on the capital invested and leave a margin of undis-
tributed profit to finance growth. Secondly, in relation to the foreign investor, the
rate of tax on companies must not appear unduly high compared with that to which he

has become accustomed and conditioned in his own country.

46. The aggravation of tax burdens by means of excess profits taxes - in whatever

guise they may appear - deserves special mention. Equity capital accepts the risk of

total loss in exchange for the prospect of high profits. The effect of excess profit

taxes and similar levies is often to reduce the net reward to a level more appropriate

to a gilt-edged investment. Permanent taxes of this nature are therefore an obvious
deterrent to risk capital.

F. INDIRECT TAXATION

47. An analysis of the forms and economic effects of indirect taxation is beyond thr

scope of this study. In the extractive and primary producing industries, however,
taxes which are described as production, turnover, or export taxes frequently impinge

directly upon the profitability of the enterprises engaged therein. Capital-importing
countries should clearly recognise that any tax which reduces the the yield to the in-

vestor is .a potential impediment to new investment and to the growth of existing en-

terprises, and therefore moderation in imposing such taxes is aa important as modera-

tion in imposing direct taxes on profits and income.

G. THE TAX TREATIENET OF EXPATRIATE E PLOYEES

48. Although most enterprises using foreign capital will find it in their own best

interests to recruit staffs mainly from nationals of the country where the activities

are carried on, it is unavoidable that senior management positions should be filled,

at least for a time, by expatriates. This is not ordinarily a question of nationality.

When large amounts of capital are invested in conjunction with highly specialised
plants and plans for marketing and distribution of the products, the investor must bc

certain that the management is entrusted to individuals who have already earned his

confidence and are known to have the necessary skills and experience.

49. 'A few countries recognise that the employment of expatriates, especially those
with technical skills, is an advantage to the economy, and afford special tax reliefs to

such individuals for the first year or two. In general, however, expatriates are treat-

ed no differently from locally recruited nationals for purposes of taxation.

50. The ICC considers that special consideration should be given to persons who by

reason of the differences in climatic or cultural environment, or the temporary na-

ture of their contracts, must continue to maintain a residence in their home coun-

tries whilst woDrking abroad; must educate and maintain their children in their home

countries; and suffer such additional expenses as the cost of leave passages and con-

tributions to pension funds and State insurance schemes in their home countries.
These special circumstances should be taken into account either by exempting that

part of the remuneration which is paid in the expatriate's home country, or allowing all

special expenses, such as those described, as a deduction from chargeable income for

tax purposes.

51. The importance of action along these lines cannot be over-emphasised. In rela-
tion to some tropical territories there are signs that investment projects are al-

ready being jeopardised by the impossibility of paying gross remuneration sufficient

to yield a net return to expatriate managers which will both cover their additional

expenses and offer them an inducement to leave their domestic employment.
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H, INCENTIVES TO SkVINGS ANDINVESTMENIT

52. A tax incentive may be defined as a relaxation of the normal taxing rules
of a country, so that a particular operation or activity suffers a lower tax burden
or enjoys deferment of tax payments for a time.

53. Incentives of this kind are widely employed not only be developing terri'o-
ries, but also to stimulate investment and enterprise in depressed or undeveloped
sectors of industrialised countries and to accelerate the pace of modernisation and
expansion of existing industries.

54. The following are some of the tax incentives commonly employed

a) The practice of offering five or more yearst total exemption from tax
for the profits of new industrial undertakings is now common, any di-

vidends paid out of those profits being correspondingly exempt.

In some countries, a limit of 5 to 6 % of the capital employed
is imposed on the amount of profit freed from tax in any one
year. The benefits are then less certain, a deficiency of pro-
fits in one year not being compensated by any additional exempt-
ion in years when more than 5 -r, 6 % profit is earned.

b) Exemption of 'an amount of profit equal to capital expenditure on build-
ings, plant or machinery (without prejudice to the right of depreciation
allowances) affords an assured and measurable benefit provided profits
of that amount are eventually earned. The same may be said of invest-
ment allowances and developmenttrebates whioh in effect exempt profits
equal to a stated percentage of capital expenditure.

Not infrequently, incentive schemes involving this kind of tax
exemption require all or part of the profits to be retained in

the business and reinvested in an approved manner. Such condi-
tions limit the appeal of the incentive to the investor who is
more interested in capital growth than immediate yield.

c) Sometimes an incentive to capital investment is built into the corpor-
ate tax system of the country, e.g. the practice of taxing profits not
exceeding a certain percentage of invested capital at rates lower than

the standard rate, or allowing a deduction from taxable profits equal

to a percentage of invested capital, or providing for a lower general
rate of tax on that part of a company's profit which is retained and
reinvested in the business.

d) Initial allowances and other methods of accelerating the depreciation
of buildings, plant and machinery for tax purposes are a financial ra-

ther than a tax incentive. The deferment of tax helps the business to

finance further development out of its own resources, and to repay
loan capital, whilst maintaining an appropriate return to investors.

e) Incentives may be offered in the field of indirect taxation. Relief
from import duties on building materials, plant and machinery, and re-

ductions of the rates of production, sales and turnover taxes and ex-

port duties for a temporary period are often granted.

It is not uncommon for a country to offer incentives such as the above only
to selected industries or to approved projects within such selected industries. In

that case, the appeal of the incentive is much narrower.

55. The purpose of an incentive scheme is to attract capital to a particular
area or a particular use. If it succeeds in stimulating new saving and investment,

it will have made a worthwhile contribution to the economy of the country. The
same may be said if capital is directed from less desirable to more desirable em-

ployment. But, the incentive will not usually be a sufficient inducement in it-

self to attract capital from a more profitable use to a use which is leseprofit-

qble once the term of special tax treatment has expired.
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56. In order to have any general impact on the flow of international in-
vestment, tax incentives must attract existing capital away from alternative
uses. In consequence, the long-term, prospects for the investment must be
better, or at least no worse, than the alternatives available elsewhere. By
this criterion many tax incentive schemes fail to influence the flow of for-
eign capital at all. The most publicised schemes are to be found in coun-
tries where normal levels of taxation are high, the tax system is heavily,
weighted against inter-corporate investment, and fiscal stability is uncer-
tain. In consequence, long-tenm prospects may not be sufficiently attract-
ive on the fiscal plane alone for the immediate tax reliefs to balance the
possible disadvantages in the future.

57. Save perhaps in the case of certain extractive industries for which the
period of maximum profitability may coincide with the period of temporary or ini-
tial tax relief, short-term tax incentives are unlikely to influence investment
decisions unless the long-term prospects are at least as good as those present-
ed by opportunities elsewhere.

58. This does not mean that tax incentives have no significant part to play
in the economic development of under-developed countries. They certainly assist
new businesses over early difficulties; they reduce the period during which init-
ial capital outlay is at risk and contribute towards subsequent growth; they
enable government to give a directional impetus to new investment. But, they will
not be able to accomplish these ends if the investor is deterred from entry by the
severity of the tax burden which his operations must eventially bear.

PART IV

TAXATION POLICIES IN CAPITAL-EXPORTING COUNTRIES

A. EXEMPTION

59. ICC policy is based on the principle that taxing rights should be reserved
exclusively to the country of origin of the income, the country of origin of income
falling to be determined according to the rules suggested in Part I above.

60. It follows therefore that when income, such as income from real property,
profits of a permanent establishment, or remuneration from an employment, clearly has
its origin in Country A, that income should be exempt from tax in Country B, where

the beneficiary resides or of which he is a citizen.

61. For direct income of this kind, it ought to be possible to afford unqualif-

ied exemption whether the beneficiary is an individual, partnership or corporate

body. Individual beneficiaries will usually have suffered a progressive personal
tax in the country of origin, and where they have not suffered such a tax it must
be assumed that, deliberately or incidentally, the country of origin is offering
a fiscal incentive to attract the particular kind of capital or skill.

62. Exemption in the country of residence or citizenship should not be made de-

pendent upon tax being actually paid or oble in the country of origin, or on a

particular kind of tax (such as a progressive tax on global income) having been suf-
fered. Conditions of this kind are tantamount to one country imposing its own pat-
tern of taxation on another country.

63. On the other hand, the ICC recognises that so far as individual taxpayers
are concerned, progressive taxation based on total income is entrenched in the fis-

cal and social policy of most countries. To tax the domestic income of the indivi-

dual without regard to income from other sources constitutes an advantage compared
with the situation of the individual deriving income from domestic sources only.
Although such an advantage may properly be afforded as an incentivo to foreign en-

* terprise nd investment, it is not considered inimical to such enterprise and in-

vestment if the country of residence or citizenship continues to tax domestic in-

come of individuals at the rate or rates appropriate to their aggregate incomes
from both domestic and foreign sources.
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B. ALTER!NATIVE FORM1S OF RELIEF

64. However desirable it may be to remedy international double taxation by al-
location of exclusive taxing rights to one country or the other, the ICC recognises
that the extension of the practice is likely to be a slow process. It is therefore
necessary to consider the improvements which might be made to the less complete
methods of relief currently employed by many capital-exporting countries. The prin-
cipal method of relief is the tax-credit system under which tax suffered in the
country of origin of income is treated as a Payment on account of the tax due in
the country of residence. Under the tax-credit system, the total tax burden is ne-
ver less than that imposed upon domestic enterprise and investment. The supplement
of tax which is collected has the character of a counter-vailing duty on enterprise
and investment abroad.

65. Whenever the level of taxation is low in the country where the investment is
made, these measures seriously interfere with the mobility of capital and therefore
with its optimum use. The fact that a supplementary tax liability will be incurred
in the country of residence, if the profits are distributed means that they will
tend to be reiinvested in the place where they are earned. They will not be withdrawn
unless the profitability of an alternative use elsewhere appears to be higher by at
least the percentage of supplementary tax payable in the country of residence.

66. This impediment to the mobility of capital has other consequences. Foreign
companies are less willing to join forces with local capital in developing territor-
ies because to some extent they thereby lose control over dividend policy and may be
compellcdjbylocal pressure for dividends to incur tax liabilities in their own coun-
tries. Investors in some countries may be able to solve this problem by interpola-
tion of a holding company in a third country or tax "haven". Such "havens" serve a
useful purpose in increasing the mobility of capital and flexibility of investment
operations by companies centred in the tax credit countries. It has to be recognised,
however, that holding companies in tax havens are artificial creations which involve
additional costs of formation and maintenance and by breaking the direct link with
the country where the capital is invested may result in failure of tax credit re-
lief on such profits as ultimately reach the parent company.

67. There are growing indications that some capital-exporting countries recognise
these difficulties. In a number of rent bilateral agreements, so-called "tax-spar-
ing" techniques have been introduced. Where the supplementary tax payable in the
country of residence would be abnormally high by reason of tax incentives afforded
in the country of origin, the credit for foreign tax includes not only the tax ac-
tually paid but also the amount of tax which would have been payable in the absence
of incentive laws. Selective relief measures such as this are necessarily of narrow
application. Their object is no more than to avoid frustrating directional incent-
ives in the developing territories concerned. They do nothing to avoid frustrating
the general incentive to investment provided by generally low rates of tax. In con-
sequence, the significance of a tax-sparing agreement in accelerating the interna-
tional flow of capital is no greater than that of the incentives which are confirmed
and approved by the agreement. As already stated, long-term industrial investment
decisions will be influenced more by the nature of the long-term tax regime applic-
able to the profits than by temporary reliefs. It is therefore more important that
capital-exporting countries should avoid frustrating the attractions of well-balanc-
ed and moderate tax systems in developing territories than that they should guarantee
temporary reliefs.

68. The ICC considers that all capital-exp orting countries employing the tax-
credit system of relief should attempt to ameliorate its economic effects by intro-
ducing the following modifications
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a) Credit should not be restricted by reason of imperfect matching of
the foreign tax with the residence tax whether in relation to its
nature or its basis of assessment.

b) Credit should not be denied because the foreign tax is collected by
a country other than that in which the income immediately arises, or

by a local authority or other level of government different from
that which collects the residence tax.

c) Credit should be given for annual capital taxes, production or turn-
over taxes, which are analogous to taxes on profits.

d) Whenever the prior right to tax clearly rests with another country

(see para; 60 above) a minimum notional credit of 20-25 % should be
afforded, so that the low rates of tax imposed by some developing
countries are not completely frustrated A similar notional credit

should be given in respect of dividends'received by companies, if
the capital-exporting country has not admitted the ICC principle
that such dividends should be exempt from tax.

e) For dividends received by individuals a minimum notional credit of

10-15 % should be afforded (see Part II).

C. DEFERMENJT OF TAXES

69. There is an intermediate solution to the problem of double taxation cur-
rently under consideration in some countries, viz. that profits and dividends

arising from foreign investments by a resident company should be free of tax until

that company passes on the income to its own shareholders. As a contribution to
the removal of fiscal obstacles to international investment, the policy of defer-
ment of tax is probably as satisfactory as exemption. In one sense, it consti-

tutes additional discrimination in favour of foreign investment, since - unlike

total exemption - deferment imposes a penalty on foreign profits flowing back

into the economy of the country whether for consumption or for domestic invest-

ment.

CONC LUSI ONS

70. The fiscal policies recommended in this study are advanced as a basis for
either unilateral action or adoption in multilateral or bilateral agreements.
Unilateral action is in some ways superior to the treaty method. Not only would

fiscal obstacles to international investment and enterprise be removed more quick-

ly. thereby, but the effect of unilateral action by one or more governments would
be to drive other governments into either adopting similar measures or intensify-
ing the process of treaty negotiations. Nevertheless, there are many aspects of

international fiscal policy which are suitable for reciprocal adoption in agree-
ments which offer the advantages of precision and a nice adjustment of the prin-
ciples to the particular systems of the contracting parties.

71. Treaty negotiations between the major capital-exporting countries and de-

veloping territories have made slow progress in recent years and such agreements

as have emerged have often fallen far short of ideal. The reasons for this may be
political, budgetary or administrative, but whatever the reasons the deadlock must
be broken if developing territories are to secure now the capital and know-how

which they need. and if investors are to be able to take full advantage of the im-
mense opportunities open to them throughout the world.

72. The fiscal policies which the ICC recommends for unilateral adoption by all
countries are no more than a code of fair treatment. In international affairs it is

perhaps not unusual for one country to extend fair treatment to another country only
on a reciprocal basis, selectively, or with other reservations. Wlhilst this attitude

persists in the field of taxation, the movement of capital and skills between na-

tions, industrialisation and advancement of developing economies, and the expansion

of world trade generally, will continue to be impeded,
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1. The International BusinessmenTs Conference, held at Karachi (5th-8th

December 1960) under the auspices of the Commission on Asian and Far-Eastern Affairs
of the International Chamber of Commerce, devoted two plenary sessions to the theme
of promoting economic development through a wider understanding between capital-

importing and capital-exporting countries of the problems connected with private
foreign investment. The Conference, which was organized to provide a forum for

a frank exchange of views, amply fulfilled its purpose . Since 1946, the ICC has
concerned itself with the complex problems pertaining to the flow of private ca-

pital and the need to evolve acceptable standards. The publication of a Draft
Code of Fair Treatment for Foreign Investments in 1949 has been followed by
continued study of the subject.

2. The Karachi Conference was the first of its kind held in Asia to be attended

by businessmen especially concerned with this subject from twenty-eight (0) coun-

tries in every stage of economic development.

3. The Conference threw additional light on the background and the nature of

the difficulties with which international investment is fraught and also on the
appropriate ways of solving these and creating a more favourable climate.

4. During the discussions it became clear that the concept of a capitl ex-
porting or developed country as contrasted with a capital-importing or developing
country is relative and covers a wide range of vastly different situations. Many

highly developed countries still import capital whilst developing countries are,
also currently or potentially, exporters of capital and holders of assets abroad.

This helped to underline the common nature of the problens connected with the
international flow of private capital. It was felt that domestic and foreign

investments are, to a large extent, mutually supporting and reinforcing. Either

they are complementary to each other or they promote efficiency through healthy
competition. And they undoubtedly have their most vital interests in common.

(°) Australia, Austria, Belgium, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, Denmark, France, Germany,
Hong-Kong, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Pakistan, Portugal,
Philippines, Sweden, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Republic, United

Kingdom, United States, Vietnam, Yugoslavia.
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5. The Conference expressed great concern at arbitrary and discriminatory acts
of expropriation, which undermine confidence everywhere and are as harmful to the
interests of the developing countries as to those of the investor countries
concerned.

6. Nationalisation - if applied at all - should be non-discriminatory and
accompanied by prompt, effective and adequate compensation. Various attempts to
have this principle universally accepted - such as the relevant articles of the
ICC's Code and the more recent proposals for an international treaty between
governments containing rules about nationalization and compulsory arbitration -
were discussed. It was felt that in any case governments should observe the
principles underlying such proposals of their own accord.

7. All investments, old or new, should be treated on the same footing.
Nothing should be done to deter existing investors from expanding or discourage
potential new investors who inevitably assess a country by reference to its treat-
ment of existing foreign enterprise. Old established firms, however, must of
course adjust themselves to changing political and social conditions if they wish
.to prosper or even suivive.

8. At its Washington Congress in April I959, the ICC stressed the importance
of partnership. The Conference in Karachi pursued this theme further and discus-
sed various forms and aspects of partnership, particularly joint caital ventures
and partnership in management. The transfer of technical and managerial skill
was mentioned as a valuable accompaniment of direct foreign investment, all the
more when the investor undertook to train nationals for positions at various
levels of his business. Foreign personnel of appropriate standing and experience
should therefore be welcomed. Since managerial skill took, perhaps, a longer
time to acquire thantechnical ability, it was even more important to the national
economy. The training and development of a class of able managers was felt as
a common task of foreign and national enterprise alike and it was considered vital
for the economic future of any nation.

9. In the opinion of the Conference, it would be helpful if developing coun-
tries would clearly define any conditions they may attach to investments from
abroad, simplify administrative procedures, provide the necessary basic services,
and give reasonable assurances for the remittance of earnings and - if so desired -
repatriation of capital. Temporary tax concessions were helpful, but a moderate
general rate of taxation, coupled with a fair and efficient tax administration,
was far more important.

10. On the other hand, businessmen and governments of capital-exporting coun-
tries also have to make a deliberate effort to facilitate and encourage the out-
ward flow of investment in all its forms. The elimination of double taxation
should be pursued by all governments, but a particular responsibility lies with
the governments of the capital-exporting countries which should refrain from frus-
trating the economic development of other countries by imposing countervailing
taxes on enterprise outside their own borders.

11. Businessmen engaged in enterprise abroad should study the specific situa-
tion and problems of the country of their choice. They should show their willing-
ness to co-operate with the government andwith the business community in that
country ad generally speaking identify themselves with the nation's aims and
ideals.

12. The question of providing guarantees or insurance facilities to cover non-
commercial risks was discussed, particularly in the international context.
Several proposals were made, such as an international investment guarantee ins-
titution for this purpose, wi th a membership roughly the same as that of the
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World Bank. The Conference recommended that the ICC should undertake to have

these proposals studied in greater detail.

13. Speakers from developing countries pointed out that political risks were
often the result of poverty and unsatisfactory social conditions. It was felt
that every effort should be made to enlarge and buttress the private sector by
methods which would broaden the base of ownership and stimulate the growth of an
entrepreneur class.

1)4. The importance of stable prices and steadily rising purchasing power as
a basis for further development was underlined. In this connexion Western pro-
tectionism was criticized and attention was drawn to the importance of prices of
raw materials and semi-processed manufactures for the incomes of developing coun-
tries. The Conference felt that a common effort should be made to remove all
unnecessary obstacles to a growth in the earnings of the developing countries,
and to make them less vulnerable to the vagaries of the world market.

15. It was further agreed that the terms and conditions for foreign investments
as detailed in the ICC's Draft Code should be reviewed by the ICC in the light of
the opinions expressed at the Karachi Conference and by various National Committees
of the ICC.

16. Great satisfaction was expressed at the improvement that had taken place
in the investmeknt climate throughout most of the Asian region.



Foreign investments and the problem of underdeveloped countries.

It has often been said by authoritative leaders of many nations

that one of the greatest problems of these days is the dissimilarity

of the national eoonomies and levels of prosperity in the different

parts of the world.

This controversy does not run concurrently with the conflict of

East-West, but it is a problem where the white race is in its fully

totality in an opposite, and much more favourable, position versus

that of the coloured races.

It has nothing to do with the colour-bar sympton (which is an

unrealistic fiction); this controversy is only born out of the great

difference in prosperity. It is a fact that the white people (the

Russian included) have managed to reach a much higher standard of

living than the coloured races and only because the Russians present

themselves for purely political reasons as the so-called protectors

of the coloured people the economic issue has been confused by politic-

al purposes.

Especially de Gaulle has repeatedly pointed out that the under-

developed countries can only be helped properly, when this aid is not

based on political grounds but is given in co-operation of the West

and Russia. Russia however envisages this aid as a unique opportunity

to enlarge her political influence in these countries, to propagate

her idiologies and to undermine the Vest.

Because of this reason the unfortunate "combat de g4ndrosit4"

has arisen, which has resulted in sometimes rather extraordinary

events where the economic ratio is hardly anymore projected.

When we analise the chances which both parties have in this combat

we notice with the Russians a strong and logical organisation.

The Russian Government has been used to organise and decree

things centzally and has the appropriate executive apparatus. She keeps

the country's production and finances in one hand and is not hampered

by a parliamentary opposition.

Suimarizing, she is well equipped for the race, but is naturally

handicapped by the entire lack of private initiative.
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The Russian citizen does not question the fact that his government
gives aid to other countries. Due to the international idiology of

comiunism, he expects his government to care for everything and to

organise all that seems necessary. The Russian hardly feels personally

responsible as he is used to this course of events and as it is im-

possible for him to show his dissatisfaction via an opposition party.
A completely different picture prevails with the Western powers.

In fact to the citizen of the West, governmental aid to other countries

is an unnatural matter. lie rightly considers his government an institut-

ion whose only economical task it is to look after the country's

prosperity as much as possible. Since in every country there is lacking

so much in this respect, because of lack of funds to fight poverty and

to pay for highly necessary public works while a heavy burden for

defence has to be shouldered, and all this results a.o. in a terrifying

national debt, he does not understand what his government envisages in

Timbuktu when there is no money available for slumclearing in New York,

London, Paris or Amsterdam.

The reason why the governments of the Western countries still

allocate funds for international aid, is because it is the logical

conseguence of their international politics, which aim at a certain

balance in the world. Strictly taken however, it is from a national

point of view an unnatural matter, which subsequently is being critisized

by the average citizen, contrary to his Russian collea;ue.

As the Western Governments lack a central apparatus to substantiate

-their aid, a great nuer of national and Western-international institut-

ions have been formed which occupy themselves with this subject. Natural-

ly this is a considerable draw-back compared to the central organisation

of the Russians.

However, it is often insufficiently being realised that Western

private enterprise plays a very large but silent part in this aid in
general.

The activities involved, the know-how included, are of considerable

importance and can be looked upon as "natural" from a national point of

view because they are beneficial to the economy of both the investing as

well as the receiving country.
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The total amount of these investments forms a much higher figure
than the total of the international aid of the Western Governments.
It is even of more importance that Russia cannot compete with this
system.

However hopeful this may seemi, it cannot be denied that the
interest of the European and American private invester in countries
which are becoming or have recently become independent, has slackened
down. Existing large concerns are often still prepared to invest over-
seas and start new activities over there, but companies to be newly
established have only a slim chance and the public is generally un-

interested. One does not know what to expect and is scared of politic-

al risks, difficulties with profit- and capital-transfers, etc.

Especially in Holland this fear is very substantial since its
experiences with Indonesia, unfortunately the worst example imaginable.

Fortunately one can also point out many examples where the

situation after the reaching of self governrent has developed itself
favourably.

However, when one realises that international aid by Western

governments will always stay a difficult matter psychologically,

rather poorly executed, whilst on the other hand the Western private

enterprise is better equipped for this task, one has to conclude that

it would be advisable to the Western governments to put the accent on

private enterprise and only apply government help where this is

absolutely indispensable and where private enterprise cannot play a

part.

The best way to create the required reasonable security for

private enterprise, thus enabling it to attract capital through the
normal channels (Stock Exchange) can be found by creating the possibility

to cover the political and transfer risk on an international basis.

For this purpose an international insurance institution should be found-

ed, of which all countries (investing as well as receiving), whose

private enterprise intend to use its facilities, should be members.

Just as not a single debtor of the World Bank has ever defaulted

there is little chance that a receiving member country (probably just

having become independent) of this international insurance institution

would disbehave, as this disbehaviour would immediately stop the flow

of investments from all other member-countries.
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Henceforth the importance of organising this matter on an inter-

national basis. The Board of this international insurance institut-

ion should have arbitrary powers, no appeal being possible.

Another important advantage would be that the country that has

lately become independent will join a family of older (and often

richer) members without having to pay a large contribution yet receiv-

ing an entirely equivalent treatment. In that way a good atmosphere is

being created where possible difficulties can be discussed and problems

solved in mutual consultation.

Close contact with the World Bank and the International Finance

Corporation is of course logical and essential.

Finally an international insurance institution would also have a

stabilising influence on young countries with often changing govern-

ments. These governments will certainly think twice before they will

stop adhering to the international obligations of their predecessors

when they know that herewith their part in the international economic

co-operation would come to an end.

With the coming into operation of an efficient international in-

surance institution which will cover political and transfer risks, it

may be expected that the private investor and private enterprise in

the Western countries will start to show a much larger interest in the

underdeveloped territories and will therefore be able to take over at

least part of the unnatural present task of their respective govern-

ments.

In case this would happen, much would already be gained in the

contest with the Russians; especially if Western enterprise in her

new acti/vities would seriously try to find some kind of partnership

with the local population.

Amsterdam, 15th February, 1960.

E.1H. van Eeghen.
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MEMORANDUM ON AN INTERNATIONAL GUARANTEE INSTITUTION COVERING POLITICAL
AND CALAMITY RISKS OF PRIVATE CAPITAL IN DEVELOPMENT COUNTRIES.

1. Private investments in many development countries are declining

because of the political risks involved.

2. The governments of the industrialised countries are unable,

financially as well as technically to offer an alternative for

private investment.

3. Private enterprise in development countries is being welcomed,

because it does not carry political ties.

4. Private enterprise is in the best position to go into partnership

with local firms or may give local capital the chance to participate.

This tends to create mutual understanding and to give the enterprise

a stable basis.

5. Private enterprise can only be induced to go ahead on a really

significant scale in development countries, provided that adequate

guarantees against the political risks are obtained. Political

risks include riots and civil commotions, taking without full and

immediate compensation in the arrency of the country of origin

of the investors, unfair treatment and unreasonable blocking of

transfers and amortisation profits.

It may be considered also to cover under the scheme calamities as

"Acts of God."

In general its definition should be as broad as possible.

6. Bilateral investment-guarantee-agreements are undesirable.

Only a multi-lateral-guarantee-institution, if possible with roughly

the same membership as the World-Bank, can be expected to give real

satisfaction, because :

a. Also the receiving countries will have to be members, therefore

bringing about a real partnership on the highest level.

b. The greatest possible number of members will result in the

smallest overall risks of each member separately.

Contd... 2.



c. Just as has been the experience of the World-Bank vis-a-vis

its debtors, defaulting is unlikely as this would bring the

defaulter into trouble with all other members and would

damage its standing and credit in general.

The system would, therefore, have the same preventive function

as the principle adopted by the World-Bank.

7. Each member country should be willing to give a guarantee up to

a certain maximum.

8. The guarantee limit of each country investing abroad should be

fixed on 50% of its totally insured investments under the scheme.

Moreover, each country receiving investments insured under the

scheme should be prepared to give a guarantee-limit of 50% of the

total amount it received under the scheme.

At the beginning of each year, the respective totals have to be

calculated and the limits of each country fixed accordingly.

9. The total of the guarantee limite~of all member countries together

with premiums paid (see paragraph 13) should give a reasonable

security that all commitments in case of a defaulting of one or

more countries can be met.

In case of claims lodged against the guarantee institution the

premiums paid (premium rese;rve) should be called up first, and

only after this fund would be exhausted the institution would

require a prorata assistance under the guarantee limits provisions.

It is hoped that the premium reserve will be sufficient to cover

all claims 8o that member countries need not be called upon.

10. It is a matter for further study whether total insurance 6r

insurance up to a certain percentage should be made possible.

11. Also the duration of the insurance should be brought up for

further study.

It is conceivable that a differentiation between various types of

investment should be introduced here.
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A scheme should be devised for the reduction of each investment

in the course of time.

12. The economic risk remains, of course, completely with the private

entrepreneur.

13. The entrepreneur of the investing member country desiring to insure

under the scheme pays the full premium. The only sontribution of

the member countries will be in the form of the guarantee mentioned

in paras 7 and 8.

14. In order to induce investors to co-operate with local capital, a

reduction of the premium could be considered in case local capital

participates in the venture.

15. Every new investment of a private entrepreneur registered in an

investing member country can be insured under the scheme.

16. The headquarters of the guarantee institution should be located

in a capital of a member development country.

17. The guarantee institution should be managed by a Board of

Directors nominated by the member countries.

There should be an independent body with which appeal against

decisions by the Board of Directors can be lodged by a member

country or a private entrepreneur.

It would be superfluous to stress that there may be a task in

this connection for the I.C.C.

18. The proposed guarantee institution should form a genuine

partnership between investing and receiving countries, each

taking a fair share of responsibility in direct accordance with

the benefit each may expect.

19. It should be clear that the above scheme should be considered as

additional to a binding understanding between capital importing

and capital exporting countries on a few fundamental principles

of fair treatment of foreign private investment.

E.H. van EEGHEN.



MEMORANDUM ON AN INTERNATIONAL GUARANTEE INSTITUTION COVERING POLITICAL
AND CALAMITY RISKS OF PRIVATE CIPITAL IN DEVELOPMENT COUNTRIES.

Proposed by E.H. van Eeghen, member of the Netherlands Delegation.

1. Private investments in many development countries are declining

because of the political risks involved.

2. The governments of the industrialised countries are unable,
financially as well as technically to offer an alternative for

private investment.

3. Private enterprise in development countries is being welcomed,

because it does not carry political ties.

4. Private enterprise is in the best position to go into partnership

with local firms or may give local capital the chance to

participate.

This tends to create mutual understanding and to give the enter-

prise a stable basis.

5. Private enterprise can only be induced to go ahead on a really

significant scale in development countries, provided that adequate

guarantees against the political risks are obtained. Political

risks include riots and civil commotions, taking without full and

immediate compensation in the currency of the country of origin

of the investors, unfair treatment and unreasonable blocking of

transfers and amortisation profits.

It may be considered also to cover under the scheme calamities as

"Acts of God."

In general its definition should be as broad as possible.

6. Bilateral investment-guarantee-agreements are undesirable.

Only a multi-lateral-guarantee-institution, if possible with

roughly the same membership as the World-Bank, can be expected to

give real satisfaction, because :

a. Also the receiving countries will have to be members, therefore

bringing about a real partnership on the highest level.

b. The greatest possible number of members will result in the

smallest overall risks of each member separately.
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c. Just as has been the experience of the World-Bank vis-a-vis

its debtors, defaulting is unlikely as this would bring the

defaulter into trouble with all other members and would

damage its standing and credit in general.

The system would, therefore, have the same preventive funct-

ion as the principle adopted by the World-Bank.

7. Each member country should be willing to give a guarantee up to

a certain maximum.

8. The guarantee limit of each country investing abroad should be

fixed on 50% of its totally insured investments under the Fchemp.

Moreover, each country r tm's inrurcd andc-r the

scheme should be prepared to give a guarantee-limit of 50% of the

total amount it 'coived under the scheme.

At the beginning of each year, the respective totals have to be

calculated and the limits of each country fixed accordingly.

9. The total of the guarantee limits of all member countries togrther

with premiums paid (see paragraph 13) should give a reasonable

security that all commitnicntC in casc of a defaulting of one or

more countries can be met.

In case of claims lodged against the guarantee institution the

premiums paid (premium reserve) should be called up first, and

only after this fund would be exhausted the institution would

require a prorata assistance under the guarantee limits provisions.

It is hoped that the premium reserve will be sufficient to cover

all claims so that member countries need not be called upon.

10. It is a matter for further study whether total insurance or

insurance up to a certain percentage should be made possible.

11. Also the duration of the insurance should be brought up for

further study.

It is conceivable that a differentiation between various types of

investment should be introduced here.

A scheme should be devised for the reduction of oach investment

in the course of time.
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12. The economic risk remains, of course, completely with the private

entrepreneur.

13. The entrepreneur of the investing member country desiring to

insure under the scheme pays the full premium. The only contribut-

ion of the member countries will be in the form of the guarantee

mentioned in paras 7 and 8.

14. In order to induce investors to co-oper-ate with local capital, a

reduction of the premium could be considered in case local capital

participctes in the venture.

15. Every new investment of a private or; e'reu'o .s1ltered in an

investing member country can be insured under the scheme.

16. The headquarters of the guarantee institution should be located

in a capital of a member development country.

17. The -uarrnc. I '-' cauld be managed by a Board of

Directors nominated by the member countries.

There should be an independent body with which appeal against

decisions by the Board of Directors can be lodged by a member

country or e private entrepreneur.

It would be superfluous to stress that there may be a task in

this connection for the I.C.C.

18. The proposed guarantee institution should form a genuine partner-

ship between investing and receiving countries, each taking a

fair share of responsibility in direct accordance with the benefit

each may expect.

19. It should be clear that the above scheme should be considered as

additional to a binding understanding between capital importing

and capital exporting countries on a few fundamental principles

of fair treatment of foreign private investment.

Karachi, 5th December, 1960.
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Introduction

The economic i;rowth of the developing; nations has to be speeded
up; this is the great task of our ;enertion nd the rext. For the comina
ten years Mr. Paul JHoffan, presideu cf thu rnited Nations' Special Fund,
has drawn up a progrm with aL nuntr of concrete sug gestions. One of his
suggestions is that the present flow of capital to the developing nations,
anoountin_ to some d I billion poe r year, should be increased to 4 7 billion.
One-third of this -Aditional ( I eillion pe yecr should come fron private
sources. Consequently the pre sent flew of private capital that amounts to
some d 2 billion pur year should be expanded by no lss than 0. The fi-
nencing via other channels now anountina to some [ 2 to 20- billion per
year would almost have to be oubled.

The reasons for the irmportance attached to the role of private
enterprise may be summed up as follows: Foreign private enterprise has no
political ties attached to it as is often the case with foreign povern-
mont assistance; it can form "joint veitares" thereby motilising local
capital and skills, and the flow of p rivate capital is mostly accompanied
by a relatively large "flow" of" technical and m1anagerial know-how. This
last aspect is overlooked only too often: the developing nations are as
much in need of capital as they are in necd of knowr-how. Doublin,; the
capital flow 1a-ns a necessary doublin (if not trebling) of the flow of
managerial and technical know-how. Consequently it is essential that
measures are taken to stimulate the flow of private investment to the
developing countries.

Generally t here are two reasons why the flow of private capital
to the developin; nat ions is sm in comparison to the flow of that
capital between industrialised nations:
- Many private investors in industrialised countries as yet have a lack of

knowled.;o on the opportunities that the economius of the developing
nations offer.

- The political a tlransfcr risks involved are a serious obstacle to
private inrstent in eveloi cointrie s. During the last year the
acutenss of -his pren has cona to the fore. The happonin s in the
Congo and Cubn h-ve ven 1 d to capital liI t froi those and neighbour-
in; countries.

The 1ast rntiened dIterrent to th flow of private investment
is indeed the lost serious on,.

Th schone presented bclaw is in fact a proposal to offer
guarantees inst such risks, the bearir o hich is not a task of
entrepreneurs whoso task it is to take consrcial risks, but of the
comunity; in this case the inttnational conn.unity.

_Principles

A rntee schr coerimg private investments against poli-
tical,transfer rnd calaity risks, shaouIl be bsd on the following prin-
ciples if it is to function ro
1) GuarVntes shoul] b ivn by a interntiorb institution actin; on

tehalf of the comunit of nations joinin the scheme. In other words
it should 1 ultilater1. Consequently responsibilities sould be
sharc bal meby-rntins, i.e. both by the developing and in-
dustrialisd1 nations.

2) Only r o a non-comm-rcial characte s h1oud to covered, i.e. the
rises of politicl instlability (if any) and balance of paymients
troubles causin!; delays in transiers. Th risks of calamitics and "acts

of God" should so be uaranteed, as iar as this is not possible at

reasonalbl premius via exis tin, faciities.
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) .Nw private investrernts ado y persons and p rivate loeal bodius of one
meber-state in another rm -nr-state r oligib1e for a ;uarantee cover-

ina period xspeiied in the contract.
4) The 1private investors should b r, to deci whe;ther they want to

mke use. of th facilities of the schenw, or whethcr they want to take
the abyve- ontioned risks either entirely or partiolly for themselves.

They should howe-ver bar the full comercial risk in all cases.
5) The question whethir projIcts to Ib urrntood are sound from the co-

oeroial 'nd noitonal-conoic points f vi':, is not to be decided by
the institution. The aswer to that question is - and should remain -
the responsibility o the invstors and of th ;ovornoents of the
relevant Caital -xportin and caeta iupor tinc; countries. Consequent-
ly, applications should tV nde by private investors and only those
pirojects that receive perc.its issued by the relevant capital exportin,
and capit.l inportin countris,. are oligibl e for auarantoo nivun by
the institution.

6) Frivate investors frono the capital exporting countries snu pay a
yUarly pren iu r l)7 of th, value ofi thc guaranteed assets as fixed in

the contract. The preiura Could bu lower in cascs ihcore invcstors prefer
to take some risks for thir own account. For joint ventures the preniuo
could be reduced.

7) After a duduction for aninistrative expenss, the proniuins should be
reserved f1or indeniy in 0ase of m Only when this ro servo is
exhaus ted, the br-ovrnaets shoul b called upon to finance
further idm.nities. The 6erve should to invested in fixed-interest
scurities ox ress in co.nvrtible currencies.

8) All no0b.r- 'vr ot shol contribute to such indconnitCies if those
ha-v to be nadu. Ech1. r ambnnt soul contribute on a basis

that is roportionl to th vat that has rccru d to it as a
result oT the scne. he nasure for thAt adva-nta s. e is the anount of
catal importd or export. c in/rom a ' nb a r-ouintr (Ito the extent
that it has bee Ouaan under the sch a ) in OCoparison to the to-
tal aount. uarant -n_ udr th> s0 . a conequence of this prin-
ciple, : cnnon inr st in -Dlitical on econoitc stability is cruated
for the ne Ir-states. at fro t ht, the sohIe tiii have consider-

able avant a s for th capital-excrtin0; countries; e conpared
to the .xisting ila-tAl invstont ouarant.e s0chnes, it results in
risk-sproeang and burdrin-sharina

-) The sun. of ll uarantces ;iven by menter -overnonts will have to be

eqjual to tho tetl. mout o agital covr bL .y the ourantee insti-
tution, tn hr won a 0/50 bsis by c itaol-ex por tin and capitl-
i Crtina 1ontries. Teneore h -;uarantee of - n2 ber-.overnnent is
called " *ueraio shore", in cntr as tinction 0 to "eucrante-s" offeared
by the institution tc priv At invstors. Ts, in a case where 10
1illion is exrorted fra7 11 try A to counry EJ for a certain project
covere unde.r the. suc ee , tho cuar-ntr shar of aoh of h two ocun-
tries ,wo-Id eincreas by j 5 illion - i.e. 50Y, oef the Capital in-
vested. by country A iU Co 0Un ry .

10) Indeloity cant f tinstiuton,1and possible contributions to
such pents by erl Lovern ento, wil both have to be calculated
on the basis of anuts mranteed (i. . ;uarntees of the institution

to the private investrs ) a-nd ouara nt-shares) at the date whon the
clain is prelsened

11) To manae the sch- , n institution shoul -b set up on basis of
a troty un(rsi 070(d by tho r- overnonts, with a lecal status

resbil ing that of the or1 Bnk. lie> an eat should consist of
exp rt poplo havin acquired pr'ctical cxe-rience in tho relevant

specialised fields. The duties of th. mna cat should inter olia con-
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sist of: preparation of (;uarantei- contracts (e. ;. deterninin suns to
be uarant(d), th exaninaticn of clains for indemnity and preparation
of settlCOents, payients of indemnities toether with the enforcensent
of rigjhts acquired from d ana d persons and firms after indemnity, and
finally the collection of preniun th a dninistration of :-uarantee
contributions and yets by ienbor-ountries, if any.

12) The schene sol( sup jplenento l by a bindin; undIerstanding between
nemter- overrrnentsOn a nuniter of fundacental principles of fair treat-
ment of foreign private investment.

Below the Main spects Will te dsccribed in ore detail.

Risks uarantee(

The non-connercial risks against which private investors may be
covered can e definedl as follows:
-Nationalisation and other cases in which investors are deprived of con-

trol, without fair oompensation.
- Armed conflict, revolutions and other forms of political unrest.
- Inability to provide the currency of the creditor menter-country for

contracted pynents (e. ;. amortization instalments, interests, fees etc.)
and/or income :e., dividends, etc.).

- lalannitis and "acts of GO(d"1, insofar a's these cannot bo covered on
rcsonable turns vi- existin.; channcis.

Investments fallin,: under the scheme

All new investjerts in one of the followin: foras should be sus-
coptible 'or at 'arant under the scheme:
- Ownership and participation in business or-anisations, and loans over

periods lorer tha.n 5 yars. All these forms of investment can be the
result of contributions in the forn of finance, oods, services or know-
how in one forn or another.

- Licenco oontracts.
Sechnical aid contracts.
-Nana cnent contracts.

In Ord to be tara nte, the investnents should be valued in
terms of a certain sun ndo Or a c rt-in ye-rly incoem. Insofar as the year-
ly income would orsist f norl revenues, as o. :. interest, dividends,
profits etc., the uaratee' should only covr -munts actutlly coiin' due,
but up to '. ma usinun fixc beforehanC in the 'uaracntee contract,

Eliiibility

Eliiible for '-ranteus on the part of +he institution are
citizens of a. nenbr-country or - corporation, partnership or other asso-
ciation created under the bas of ore the nenbr-countrie s.

Period andc over 'e

in analysi n invstnant schadules, t pchases can be distin uish-
ed.

First, prospection has to take place, sites hove to be cleared,
SeeWlir s pianted, fctorics Milt, persornel selecte and trained, machi-
nery installed, opening stoks to b1 procured -te. all dcpending- upon the
type of cntcrprise. In short: initial invostants no made. After some
time, prodluction will start. Hwoever, it will tl:o soc ti icbefore the
caital investudc yieolcds the fail prcoceed (including profits) expected.
investments are still bein,' ad and more perscnnel is being' attracted and
trained.



The above yrocss lea'ds up to a neraent where the working account
shows an equilibriun and then a prnfit: he second period ha-3 started. The
enterprise has devoinped into a payin concern. The investments made have
"matured", cr in econo'ic j;ar'cn: the "'esta'tion perio('" has come to an
end.

it is hioed (f course that the secon)d period. will last in-
definitely, and t't further inve st* ents nan be made i rexpansion in the
future.

The Luratien ' the first period will mainly depend upon three
factors: (i) the nature of the nterprise to be established, (ii) the
ability of those entrusted with its realisation, and (iii) ood fortune
or ill, caused e.g. by weather conditions, or by econoraic or other local
circumstances.

The last two foters do not need further explanation. As to the
nature of the enterprise the followina exaples ay suffice: ith modern
equipment, rounds for a plantation my be clearod and the elanting of
seedlings completed within a few 'onths; but it ay last six, eight or
more years before the 'rowths have so far developed as to yield a full
crop. On the other hanr., the buildin and installation of a complicated
factory and the trainin: of its persornel nay require several years, but
once production has started it may att'in its naxir'un soon.

Ihen applyin; for an investment garantee under the schene, the
investor should subt schedule showin - an stimate (i) of' the duration
of the 'estation 1eriod ,'nl (ii) of the inv-staents to be nade in that
period.

Th e ,uarantee contract should state the dates when the sestation

period starts an when it ends', and tho suns tc be invested year by year.
As a rule this periol should not be considered as to last longer than 10
years.

In some cases - e.'. iin ventures - it will be inpcssible to
estimate the durticrn Af the gest.tion period in advance, especially if

prospectin; for ratural reso'urces is taken to be part of the "estation
period. in those cuse a specil treatment will 1b1e inavoid able . Thus it
ay 'bea cneival th t 4 first contract is conclud covein n initial

period of - say - - yars and funds to e spent -n prospecting etc.

durin those five years. if prospecting proves to nyen hopeful perspec-

tives, a second 'iuarantea contract could be concluded if possible alon
the lines descritA abve: i.e. with a definite aestation priod and
covering the investan t s rn durin ; th per'iod of the first contract and

those planned for th. esit`ie prio of the secondr contract.
If th> -a_r'nteeo is ranted by the institution, the sun covered

durin the , station period will bea eternined by the va'.lue of investments

effectively made, it will not, however, exceed the maxLiuT determined in

the contract; any suns invusted bove this limit are left outside the

guarantoe.
Fro. the anY of th, ':ustation Period onwards, i e. as from the

tine wohen the investaunt is expected to 'ive a normal yield, the cover-

ag should exp ire twerty years affter said date. It does not seen practi-

cal to maint.arin the cavuraeranted und .r the investnecnt iuaCranto at

its ori,'inal level Curinj thei entire period of' twenty years. Fron the

very outset it should be cl'r to investors, that in the long' run their

investnents so ';uranteed shold be integrated in the local econom-ic

systen, so that the nterprise do's not run nore risks than any other

Tocatl enterprise. Of ccurse, this does not yreclude that additionel in-

vestnrats Mdo for ex ansion urin the 'uarantee porid or thereafter,
nay e 'uar'nteed under a new contract for a .ull 'uarantee period.

The coverae 'ranted durin the twenty years elapsing after the

expected date of full opc ration should thereforo provide for the risks
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covered to pass over -radally to the investor. This may bK don, at an
Cven rat o r nnun. ThM cover'we -my also ru.ain 100U initially,
thou,-h not ion er than 10 yars aitor the and of the ,ostation period;
afterwards it is to bo reduce at K n even rate pnr annum.

So far the iuarantee for assets ha s b e iscussed. Another
object of 'nrantay contracts can bu that conce rnin the transfers of
profits, feS interest and ancrtiz tin. Those pyments wi]l also show
a curtain schedul t ta epnds upon the peri Tods ntiund a-bove. furin;
the .ostation p'rio, inac is bein providcd Iy the investor fron the
capital exportinC country, to uil u facilities and to cover initial
losses. Out of those fun s, interost und Lamrtizatior payments and fees
and in som cases aividond pnyrents will. have to be Lad to the suppliers
of capital arnd services. Thro will consequently be no transfer problems
from the country where the investont is na ide -:o thE country of the in-
vestor, becuse n surplus of payments is flwi in th. direction of the
developin: country.

Hoceve, once the yostation -perio) ha-s come to an end, payments
of dividunds, fees, Ancrtization and interest will be flowin:; in the
direction of the c o untry that exportcd- the copital, while the fliw of
capital is cuAin- to an and or dirinishes. Th-n a reverse situation
exists. There will be a transfer p l and, risk cf delays in trans-
fers. From that n nt n s eua.rio -rant es -, ary have to be provi(.-d for
that risk, an tc contra.ct will have to contain the relevant clauses and
fiures. Hero a ,uara'rntu( cover-.ethat renAins corst-nt over the poriod
of the contract, is the most lo io sclution.

Aqain in such crises as Mrinn v.ntures nentioned above, it may
be practically imipossible to rke a roliAN estinat of thn aproximate
date at ohic the trnsfoer risk of th - ants ikalv :tarta. Then ex-
captions to the -eneral ruI mill hive to bu o ,nd specia pi-L contracts
drawn u-,'.

Premiium

it is only natural that invstors desiring to aivi-il theuselves
of th, !uarAntoo Acilitiesrovid by a sc e like. this one, should be
required to pay , certin i a prrniue. i ioxin;: the rato of the
pr eniu;, the followin, points of view shouli bn considered:
- it sldii not b- so hi -h ns to jcopardize the arni.; capacity of youn,'

en tLrpris s, nor -s- ow as to e-- e ;li-ib-e;
- it shoul'- neither bi so hih as to liscoui. v elica-tions for ;aran-

teus, and thereby prospectivk investors, buCt high :nouh to build up
strong pre ntu ro s rvu

On0 accoun of thes considerations9 it is ouiastd to put the
roiu at the rat, of 1. or -, It-ot sins investe - afr a-s ,umran-

teed - pier 'ininim.
Existin; schms of' it.rnational credit insura0nce usually d-is-

oriinte btween onaor counris n -c-o-unt of past experience and ex-

uoptations on t tur prforrmine, There Are several reasons to do away
with ,ny such discrinination in the preent schee TIh n-ain reason is
that the systen propoed here ould brin: abo-ut i comion responsibility
of the Governents of countries reccivin-; investments, which they are

suppoed not to tai li htly. A re prctic-al reason is, that existin<;
sch-e -- of cdit insuranco are all i-rkin -cn,; principles sot out auto-

nomously and hmAdld unilAtrally; in h syt discrniminationt nay be
nada quito cnsily, but slso unjustly prhaps . The present systenri buing

based on multilateral cooperation an-d .ui -J-nrshijp, its very essence

precudcs-s th idea of discrilinatinc; a01n1 t enb: r-cuntries. Finally, the

guarante es a- -iven over such lo-n periods that predictions on future
devlonnts deterinin risks sre practically impossible.

-6-



It :ay be w rth while, to consider other criteria which oiTht
justify a certain reuction of the premun rate. Perhaps investment
schones envisaing - joint venture Aith local investors of th receiving
country miht conc into considration for a reduction of say 25>. Another
reasorn f or reducin; th r oiuo ni ht be ;iven, if the investor for mes
certain cases of indemnity, e., . if he would want a Imarantee for rovenues
only (leavin: principal su as id ) or would be prepared to take certain
risks nontioned :bove for his own account.

Daage

From the very outset it should b rnde clear that the nere
occurrence of any of the adversities suraod u- above does not in itself
entitle an investor to indeanity. )n the contrary, only losses really in-
curred should be indaenified to the extent that they have been c:,auo bLy
any of the aforesaid po l itical, transfer an oalaniity risks.

Such losses nay be defined e.,. in the followin oatejories:
- Thon the local assets of tho enterpriso suffe.r physical daIaje,

- when all or part of the activities of the enterprise are caralysed,
- ahen the investor t s lecitiwate control over the enterprisc is affected

adversely,

- when planned anortization instalments of the surns invested are not
transferred to the investors :broad,

- when such rovenues as would normally cone available to investors are
not transferred.

in order that a case for indnnity b acceptod, it is to be
proved therefore:
(1) that a los ha occurred fallin,3 in thu teros of any of the above

definitions;
(2) that such loss is cased by political, transfer and/o calanity risks

as dfind above:
( w) what the aount of the Loss sufforu. is.

The order if proceodin ;s by which those factors have to be
determined should be ns infor:Al s possible. It is no use, indeed, to
establish clborato n strict procedures for that purpose as they wouldl
inevi-ta'bly disourae prospective invotos. The proe<dur. to be followed
should Ie such us to jivc investors T e n that they will be treated
in a fsir ay, should loss really ocur.

In nener l, n o as should be annitt.d unless a certain tine
fixed in the contract has lp sed sinco the occ-urrence of the loss. This

period nay Ke deter - in. at six nonths.
On the other i'and, tho vrious ins tances of the procedures to

deternine the loss shou 1be1 li- itd in ord(ier to avoid Ion, p rocoedin s.
Paynents :ill have to T based on th ant uaranteed at the

late when the clTin is pre sented. if the invsinnt is lost, col ensation
for revenues .or;one will not oexeed , percenta;oe of the value actually
invested as deterninied in the c ntract.

Indc:nities war ed shoul b 1) aid up( within one :onth after
the decision or ward ho beco rrevocle.

Recovery

hen wrcivinq indonnificAtion th investor should assin to the

cuarant e institution all legal ri hts nd clains he uicht e able to

exert for indernification purposes. This proceare should have the le al
effect to subr t thk. institution ns fully as possible in the investor!s
rights, and to nable it to ecover the inde nity paid out to the investor

from such coveroo.nt or other entity that will le ally be responsible for
the damae don .
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In ordor to reaich a strcn. l al position for recovery purposes,
the Lbove nntioned trea ty butwu-.n prticivatin ;overnlnints should
contain a fw provisions to cntitl it to juridical proceedings. In
-enoral it na'y toh dvisble to ,nond the institution with a status, is-
nlunities and pirivil si ilar to those lidef id in article VII of the
Articles cf ;roe of the orld 'ank.

Guarantee-shares )f b r-'overnrents

It is clea-r that lre %, oal:1 ities or larce scale political un-
rest can cause losses the indc rnities for which cannot be financed out of
the prenium reserve. Unde-r thoe circunstances the member-overnents
will have to provide a "secord line of defunce"on the basis of ;uarantees
givern by theA. A muatrant m i ven by a nebcr-oearnent may be defin ed as
follows: a conditioral connrit'ant to pa'y sums in a certain year up to a
certain naxinur. That oximun fiur can "Le called the "b'uarantee-share"
or briefly the "sh- re". All 'mar'nte's 'iven by aenber- overnn.ents should
be expressed in a freely convortible international currency, for instance
the U.S. Dollar, which, is the cr1inx currency of the 'rld Bank.

In this context thro questions are fundamental:
- How laxe should betoh sun of all :uarantee-shares to be provided by

the nenber-governnents?
- How; should the share of each mmbr-overnment be determined?
- In case the prenium reserve wero to be exhausted , how Should the con-

tribution of' cach of the menber-cvernments be determined when addi-
tional indenities have to be iade?

Uith re."ard to the first question, it is essential that the sum
of all uurantee-shar s be equal to the sur c "uarantees offered to in-
vestors. Strictly spA-,kin, tic sun these ;a rante cs should be. equal to
thait total Suli the prw im reserve. However, '.,s the preriun reserve
will vary from one day to antthCr, it sec;s :auolh m.ore praotical to kecp
the tota.l Sul, of 'aante-sh'r equal to th total suof ;xuarantees
offered to privat invAtors, in or der to void labouricus calculatiuns
mnd continuos corrctiorn f 'overnCnt ,uar nte- shres,

.lith re ;r to the second quoestion, th 'uratee-share of each
neber-aovernnen ithouldhbe equl, to 50% of' the sn for which cap-ital in-

ports an,/or exX rts in/from its country hav bcen covered under the
sch.i The othe r 50 of the su nill conscquently have beer covered by
the scuarantte-shr th ther mteber-state involved, so that the total
of Sares is qual t t totl' of suns covered. Thus, if a- private i-
vector fron count':-ry A .starts au'rojct in country E an has it -;uaranteed
under the scheo for, say, qi 10 1;illion, country A vill hve to increase
its uarantoe by 3 5 iillion after havin; iven a permit (or atrmits,
see Sope points on proedure1 e). T san oilllbi done by country B.
Consequently, the 'uarante-share t 'or ;vernnent only increases
by amounts rep resenting' nw investlents in/by its country rnd broujht
under the sch a. Conversoly rec 0tionsare ado for all projects that
are in the stag e during whiol the 'uarnateed sum declines year by year.

lo the thir question oan bec .nswered.
The ua rantee-shares are ' ne sure for the shre nenbr-'over-

nnts will ha ve to tae- in the financin' of indernities, if that may be-
corme necessary. If to a amount of S 100 -illion has to be com-
pensated by the snber-eovernnents after exhaustion of the prex iun reserve,
each JovCrnment pys an -eau proportional to its share in the sun of
'cuarantee-sh~ro all-1 member- overnonts Thus, if country ALs total

share is equal, tc , 150 illion, while thec sum of all countris 50 shares
a ounts to Q, 1000 million, oountry will yave to contribute 150 x 100 =
15' of the mbove-mentioned 1 anagYe of - 100 rillion, 1000
i e. 15 nillion.

- (-
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The date on which the calculation is basud, will be that on
which a claim has been presented by the private investor. In other words,
the mebership and the 1veil of the. shares At that date, determines
whether a ,overnont will have to contribute and what the anount will be.

Thanku to the above-mentioned formulas, according to which all
nenber-governnents contribute in all cases whero indeunities have to be
made and when they do so proportionally to their shliarc in the advantage
brought about by the scheme, the risk is spread, while at the same tine a
common interest is created in the prevention of dana-e. Therefore the
schene not only provides coverafe against political, transfer and calanity
risks to stimulate the flow of private investment to developing; countrues,
but it also results in a preventive tendency with re;ard to the forces at
work that cause political and transfer risks.

It is coneeivable tha t one or iore n.enber-governnents are un-
able to pay their part in case of daae, due to bud 'etar y or balance of
payments difficulties. In such case international lending facilities
could be provided on the basis of ,d-hoc decisions of the capital-
exportin. enber-countries and/or international financial institutions.
If no practical solution alona such lines appears possible, a temporary
relieve fron oblications seems reasonatble. ,hen pleading this exception
the government in question should provide a statenent issued by the Inter-
national Monetary Fnd and Iiving evidence of the alleged shortae as
well as an estinate of the tio when the country will probably be able
to resume its obligations.

In order to strengthen the position of the institution it uay be
useful that participating countries are required to pay a certain sum in
advance as A deposit which would serve as a second lino reserve behind the
preniun reserve.

Institutional structure

In order to secu:re an effective mana onent of the guarantee
systen, some form of institutional ranization shoul to be set up. Its
legal basis should be prvi by r, treaty undersigned by the governments
of countries participating in the uarant ee systen. Its leg- al status
should resemble that of thc orld Fnk, i.,. it should provide for an
independent manaenent anO, en the other hand, a direction whose control
is effective.

For that purp se, the nana 0ennt shoul be entrusted to 'eneral-
ly respected experts having acquired their experience in the insurance
business, and preferably in tne fields of inde,.nity, revenue and credit
insurance. There will be no ned for a lar e staff, especially if the
institution strictly adhers to. the principle that it is not up to them
to judge the econonic merits of the investment project submitted. The
duties of the mana.enent will essentially be the following:
(i) preparation and execution of guarantee contracts,
(ii) registration of investments mae nnder uarantces,
(iii) Exaination of clain s presented and preparation of proposals for

settlen-ient,
(iv) adinistratior of thu pr niun reserve and reo istration of gurrnntce

shares of nenber-overnments, and
(v) collection of suis lue to the institution, and settlements of in-

del nities.
It is reconnendable that the; -n enent be presided by a naag-

ing director ap,)inteo by tl-e badof Iirectors. The directors them-
selves should e acppointed for a period sufficient to enable them to
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gather anple experionce in the isain It nay be advisable to provide for
deputy directors who have the opportunity to acquaint theuselves with the
business and in this way, are better prepared to succeed the sitting
directors.

The directors sh uld be represontatives of eber-countries
holding their aqppointinents directly from the respective overnnents. The
board of directorc is, apart from exercisin its nornal advisory and
supervisory functions, to act as an arbitration tribunal in either of the
three following cases:

- if an investor does not acocept the proo for settlement of indemnity
iade by the nanapenent;

- if a omr-jovernit objects to any such proposal in reg ard to losses

suffered allegedly in its country;
- if a membor-'overnment objects to its guarantee-share the nana 'enent is

registering.
These functions are of a critical - and it is to be hope ex-

ceptional - nature, because the presti,,e of the entire guarantee systeom
is at stake, when the contributions are not colle cted and when investors
feel disappointed.

It is necessary therufore that, especially in cases of appeal
brought agcainst indeinities proposed, the order of proceedings should be

as informal as possible. Therefore, if an appeal is instituted against a

proposal for settlement ad by the nanao-enent, the case should innediate-
ly be brought before the beard of directors. In order to examine the case,
a standing group within the board mi -ht be entrustedI with preparin; the
award; this roup had, for each case, to be extenderd by two assistant non-

bers appointed by the. Governnents of the countries involved as investing
and receiving invest-uent respectively.

fith regard to cases of disagreenent between the institution

and any of its nenblers a fore of procedure my b-e adopted siailar to that

provicded in Article IX of the Articles of Agrueeent of the ;forld Bank.
This may be apopli cepcialby in respect f disputes on indenity con-
tributions to be mCade by enbr- overnnnts anC with rec ard to actions

for recovery of indenities 1 i out to investers from mienbor-governaents

who are re1 sponsibli for d.ma inflicted.
For the lattcr purp os, it ,ay vell be advisable that the treaty

should contain a numbter f 'un oental principlos of fair treatnent of

forei n private investnnt. which wilL have to be forullated in coinion

arceennt between maber coDuntric-s ;nd should provid.e the legal basis for

actions for covery t. be brought by the institution. bI is open to

question to what; extent such principl1s ould be elaborated at the tiie

the treaty is concludal. In any case suitable proceodin s should be laid

down se s to ensure th t the rules that appear to underlie decisions in

specific cases bo inco'rporatcd int the body of law for fair treatnent of

fore0ign p rivate inves taent.

Seat of the institution

The rain office ofP the institution shoul Po located in the

ca ital of a 0 ev lopin; renber-coutry.

Soe Coints of procudur

It will be clear fro the Pbove that a nnber-governaent can
only increase its cO]nitnents (i.e. its total share), if it has given a

license to a private investor seeking a arante with the institution
In other words the oernnnts are ree not only in keeping their nuarantee-
shares within certain Limits deened advisable by then or the parlianents,
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but they are also free to refuse puriits to certain projects considered
unsound on ,rounds of the ntional-eoonnic intercst. All this holds true
both for the capital ertin -irdustrialised countrios and the capital-

importing countries. Once a permit has been :ivcn. howevor, there should
be no possibility of ca nceling or withdlrvwing it.

It follows that a private investor envis a'ing coverag_'e for its

investment will have to apply to three institutions:

1 . the uarantee institution to raw up a contract and to deternine the

sum(s) of the ,uarantee (s) for this project;

2. his own governnent: for ) -uarantee permit;

3. the government of the d3velvopin country in which he plans to ake the

investment: for a purante ermit.
It will be clear that there is considerable risk of red tape

and lon"-drawn procedures. Whereas the eveloping countries are in a

hurry, and whereas private investors shirink away froa red tape, the in-

stitution and the governncnats sh ul avoid red tape to the utmost if the

scheme is to become a success. Therefore, the anount of the sum to be ua-

ranteed and the guarantee cointract shoald be the full responsibility of

the international insitution. It will oif ccurse have to gall in the

assistance of specialists in order to deternine what the sun of the 'ua-

rantee should be, and whether the proposal nade by the prospective private

investor is realistic.
The Covernnents should not have the or tuohange contracts

drawn up by the institution an! agreed to by the propeotive investoT.

The overnnents shoul) only hove the power to ive or refuse pornits.

Once both governrents have yiven a penit, the contract should automiati-

cally become valid.
Althou,;h th e abhove r ,ouru may seon to Lay considerable in-

fluence in the hlands of the institution, it should to b kepijt in ind that

the governments have the last sny in the natter. MIorevor it is the only

procedure that (a) iakes avoidance Df lon -drawn procojures possible,
and (b) ,uarantees uniforn contracts and principles of valuation. Clear-

ly, if privato investors wor to coc to n _ 'ronant ab out the contents

of the contract -,nd the value )f the sun uaranteed with to -overnnents

plus an internationi institution, procedures would bo endless and con-

tracts drawn up and valuations nade accordin to principles differing'

from one state to another.



4r . solfgang jeigel -ugust 23, 1960

Leonard B3. Rist

U.S. Private Investment Abroad.-

herewith please find a few figures conce:rning U.S.
private investment abroad. I hope they can be of some use
to you.

I would confess, however, that in view of the recent
events in Cuba and in A trica, I would feel somew ht reluctant
to play up the role of private foreign investment at precisely
this time. The press has publicly announcect that out of a
billion dollar investment in Cuba, some $850 million have been
either nationalized or placed under government aidninistration.
As for the news from Africa, no comment is necessary.

I shall be pleased to discuss this matter further
with you if you wish.

1 att.



August 19, 1960

Dear Mr. Straus:

in r. lack'4 aserMe, I re r yirt to your letter ± u uet 2,
with wruich eu eclosed en outlii of or idea ior an internatdnal

w08,nt -aranty ucre iistered bthe ank.

Proposals of this kin a hav c, in ne for or mother, rom
tim to ti. -ost rec tly, t least M 1wlede, a on ulot"a,overrur of tie dan of reece e t e r Ar se en, t forwiard

a ian for an internatiol a r wurae unit to be es tilahed
in tM newrw - v an iation or co eration and evo1m ent.' t

di r in detai fronyour a t Objetie wa nt 0 ame
believ the proposal ls beb st~ d W auil; aur imremion
at 1he tr that tre V Int'ulia' for it.

SA n general W cUxent r. e lotaB propoal and on those
which have receded it is applicable to your suvestio s. p a pthetic
to the objeitve buit fare eke tic1 of the Ic q e quesxtion

w*ther ver te 1orl run the availability of invastment jur ntees or in-
surance would real increase the flw friv; capitl to the less de-

vloped countries. Ai doubt arie r or elief tht the rincipl
deterrent to a renter £1 of a it2l in t viner-eveloped acutntries
is the roitiv 1y wavorable invt- nt citu h f tuoe countries i In

r fer that the availlability of jis rance or ,uarantee prot in for in.-
dividual inveStors or e-orter Aht tually serve to waken te incen-
tive of tts les develu d ountrie to take dWirmative action to intj rovethe elbii :n attact zrein eital,

I might also point out that there ld surely be great difficulty
IN arrivirW at any cce table defi ition of egropriation, ,robably the

pri i - oitical risk, i r a conteplate. You know,an re, tt r of oor ainterntional invetoant code
have rownderen on that partic Jlr rock. ational sonoitivities in this
arer a so ecuount for the £ et t a n b r £f the countries which partici-
late h !cc sited tatna ; ;rnt wrrM ave limited tL*ir :articipA0tioi
to uvrt it y , oar, I A

: can see various practical 'i f fcuities in naving the ank operate
rry such schme, ven tro an is ,as Vr. WEfry tsetd,
vt bcae of M .roa bte f th i an ctivre of is methodrf taklint wat i gee is e ieexirq. proble-, a 1al not elaborate on

these other einta.
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Iwas intere.sted to read suu paper, andI am sorry I cairmot be
ere ent.. s eaetic. , me r. atfry ient * .Jack a cop rf zu re 1y

torndin at-;o72+s letter.

: eV r

cff
c reident

r. h i. trau
i31 Mien--nu

/ m



August 19, 1960

Dear Gus

I enclose a copy of my letter to 1 -traus,

coeinting on hi plan for an international invetment

uarantee scheme, in exchange for the copy of your com-

ments which you kindly -ent to Geue.

Sincerely yours,

W. A. 3. liff
ice Fresident

r. gust .affry
Vice resident
irving fruet -omagany
~ne Yall Street
c, 'orK 15, .Y.

enclosure

SEB:em



IRVING TRUST COMPANY
ONE WALL STREET

NEW YORK 15, N.Y. AUG UST MAFFRY
INTERNATIONAL BANKING DIVISION VuCE PR

August 3, 1960

Mr. Eugene R. Black, President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Gene:

Ralph Straus has sent me a copy of "A Draft Plan for

an International Investment Guaranty Treaty Corporation"

and I am sending to you for your information a copy of

my letter to him commenting on it.

Sincerely yours

August Maffry
Vice President



IRVING TRUST COMPANY
NEWYORK

August 3, 1960

Mr. rl ph I. Straus
331 hadison Avenue
New York, hew York

Dear Ralphi

Thank you for sending me a copy of A Draft PIa for an Inter-
national Investment Guaranty Treaty Corporation",

As I sail to you when we lunched to ether lost week, I think the
idea of an international investatnt guaranty scheme unier tue
administration of the Worl B is a very tinaely and prousing
idea. lowever, I do not agree w th the appro"ch a LIned in your
draft ant offer :y comments followa:

1. The basic iden shoul- an Interna 4 al I est.nt
Guaranty Corporation, an affi:1 the ' l. anA,
with guaranty captal subsc d by ene sof te
World Bank.

2, It wou l be unnece ar a . lo certa nly self-
defe ting to seek & multila r treaty rza basis or
prerequisite for Metabli of th C orporation.
Experione ;Vs sho n bt it oul; be nifficult if not
impossic - to achie e e kin f ,utilater I treaty
which wo - encorae ather tan icourag inter-
nat.arnal ny stment.

3. The Corpors 'an eur, e ith rb; stb tute or in
Prctice a , g a wit countrieA nvest O ts in which
it woul uncertaie t rntee, 1ut these woul i be
areements between t Corforation and inivcual govern-
.nta rather than gli;jat r, treaties. ncidentally,

the agreements with forein governnts recuired un.r
th a A -urnty progrm are b jnjl executive qaents.

749/00 <5-59)



IRVING TRUST COMPANY
NEwYoRK

M4r. Rlph I. S-trau -2- Auust 3, 1960

4, Whether or rot guaranties woul e e b the
Corporation cov rig invet t in particular
country, arnd to what exter~t, shoul be lft erntirel
to the discretion of the Cororation free of a
arbitrary atipulations o iitations,

I am sendang a copy of th cettr to Gene Blac

Sincerely ours

Al- ,u. t affry
Vice 7esic0n

749100 (s-s9)



TEL. MURRAY HILL 7-6988

RALPH I. STRAUS -S

331 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

August 2, 1900

Mr. Eugene R. Black, President ,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Levelooment
1818 H Street, .
Vashington 25, D.C.

Dear Gene:

The Journal of Commerce of July 20th carried the headline,
"Ask Latin, Africa, Guarantees, Investors Seek U.S. Aid, ICA Swauped by
Rash of Bids for Insurance."

I had been wondering whether the Cuban and Congo situation had
had an effect on "Expanding Private Investment for Free World Economic

Growth" - the title of my report to the State Department. Limite. inquiry
revealed that it had, and this prompted mne to consider whether an internation-

al guaranty plan might not be more effective in bolstering the confidence

of international private capital investors than a single national guaranty

similar to those of the ICA and Ex-Im. The IBRD seemed to be the logical

organization to undertaKe such a scheme, both because of its size and re-

putation, and because a violation of such a treaty would have more far reach-

ing effects than the violation of a similar treaty wiith the U.S. alone.

I discussed the idea with a few individuals in order to find out

whether such an idea was under -tudy, and whether it appealed to them as a

constructive course of action. The person. I talked with, I belive you know;

Gus Maffry of the Irving Trust Co., Victor Rockhill, heed of Chase Interna-

tional, Roy Stinebower of ONJ, and Fred von Klemperer, Grady Upton's Special

Assistant in the Treasury. All said they did not kno- of any serious study

being given to the subject, encouraged me to pursue the idea, and each thought

the IBRD was the logical organization to undertaxe such a scheme.

In the attached paper I have outlined my ideas more fully, in a

preliminary form. I am sending it on to you now because I think the timing

is urgent, and if the idea appeals to you, you may want to discuss it in general

at the IBRD Annual Meeting in September. Furthermore, if it does appeal to you,

your very able and competent staff could whip the idea into practical form

faster, probably, than any other organization.

With kind personal regard,.

Jincerely,

RIS/mc Ralph I. Straus
enc.



A DRAFT PLAN FOR

AN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GUARANTY TREATY ORGANIZATION

* Cuba and the Belgian Congo have shaken the confidence of the private

international investors.

* There is some evidence that new international financial committments

are being deferred end some in the planning stage are being abandoned for

investment generally in Asia, Africa and South A merica.

* There is general agreement that a massive increase in private. capital

investment is essential to the stability and survival of the undeveloped or

newly developing areas.

* A major effort of the U.,. Government through the Export-Import Bank,

the Development Loan Fund and the ICA, as well as the 1BBRD, is to provide the

infra-structure and the conditions in which Aerican and foreign capital can

together and cooperatively - with each other and with the governments involved -

accelerate economic development.

* The U.S. Government has established guarantees issued by the ICA and

the Export-Import Bank in order to protect private investment against political

risks, so that decisions as to whether to risk private capital in the undeveloped

countries can be based as nearly as possible on the business risks involved,

balanced against projected profits.

The U.S. Government will only extend the ICA guaranty to investments

in those countries with which a treat-, has becn written. The ICA guaranty

covers expropriation, non-convertibility of eari ngs and capital, and war

damage. These treaties provide that the claim of a private company will be sub-

rogated to the U.S. Government in case insurance is to be collected, and that

the foreign government will have to deal with the U." . Government and not a
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private company, if a situation arises under which insurance has to be collected.

* When the U.S. Government was the principal source of foreign aid funds,

this provision undoubtedly was a deterrent for a country to deliberately incur

the displeasure of the U.S. Government by transgressing the treaty. Other countries

are now entering the foreign aid and investment picture, however, and so the leverage

that the U.S. originally had is not now as great as it was. Germany and other West-

ern European countries are becoming increasingly influential factors, but much more

importantly, so are the offerings in foreign aid and barter agreements from the

Soviet Union and its satellites, and to a lesser degree, Communist China.

This suggests that a multilateral Treaty, similar to the ICA guaranty

treaties, would be a more effective instrument for insulating private capital in-

vestment against major political risks. The willful violation of such a Treaty

would automatically preclude the offending country from future access to sources

of international capital and credit.

It is suggested that the IBRD would be the logical institution to establish

and administer such a Treaty. The treaty organization would be separate from the

Bank but under its overall policy control. Its capital drawing powers would be in

addition to the capital drawing powers of the Bank, so as not to impair in any way,

the existing capital and credit of the Bank.

The reasons and mechanism for such a step are as follows:

1. The IBRD was founded for the purpose of increasing the international

flow of privEte capital. In achieving this goal it has been singularly success-

ful. Although its capital comes from governments and all of its loans must be

guaranteed by governments, its basic purpose is to provide the base and the

-2-



structure on wh1ich private capital sill move on its o-n -ithout governmental

intervention.

2. The IEFD is the only instrument in the field of internationai

finance vith the credit strength and the international reputation to develo;

and uphold forward looking policies, and sith the ability to enforce such a

gueranty Treaty.

3. The Treaty -oulo operate somewhat as follow:

The Treaty itselfi would bind the contracting nations not to ex-

propriate without fair End proper compensation, to assist in the convertibility

of its currencies with due safeguards to its balance of payments osition, and

to treat foreign and dom estic private capital on ecual terma, but with allow-

Eances for certain national management, control, and employment provisions.

4. Each contracting nation woulf agree to give the iLF the right to

call on its currency up to an agreed.. upon amount, to cover its share of in-

surance. This would be siilar to the presoent ability' of the LIJ to call on

capital for the Bank, as its operations re-_ uire, up to an agreed upon sum. In

this way the capital recuirements of the insurance Treaty would be kept separate

from the present Bane capital, but woul- be complemerntary thereto. 1o country

has so far defaulted on its IERD guranty. It is hooeC thiat the insurance Treaty

would develop an ecually enviable record. A default on either account would

automatically cut off the offending nation from furtoer international capital

and credit, and so in a sense would be self-policing.

5. It is realized, of course, that the insurance Treat,, ould be in-

effective if a country decided it wanted to throw in its lot comiletely vith

the Communist bloc. In such a case, however, the combined insurance o' the

other nations would protect private investors.
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6. The amount of insurance required fro. anly country should bear a

relation to the amount of private foreign capital in that country, and. prov.sion

should be made for adjustment periodically, based on the ebb and flo'w oi such

foreign private capital.

Raljph I. Straus
New York, New York
Iugust 1, 1960
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June 13, 1960

dear venor:

-ret; a. nreciate recivin our intter
o An 7 with is furt er ver- i'r orertin cw-

ients re ardin our pr; osaion an narnational
ex~or- .uaxantee n't. so" we • naave a ciance
toeC. a,: v e: on i a at-- u O r ,pa toe

ocaslo of ~ur ' .. l etin I 3%e -er.

Ath best regards,

inorely ours,

J. urke wapp
Vice nreient

the conorable
Xenophon Zoloans
<ovor ter

.ieJ : T reece
Athens
reece

cc: & incoming to Messrs. Demuth, Cope
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B ANK OF GR EECE

THE GOVERNOR

,thens, June 7, 1960

Dear Nr. Knapp,

you for your letter of May 9 and your interesting
commaents on the proposal for the establishment of an inter-
national export credit guarantee unit.

The basic idea behind the proposal stems from the
fact that under existing arrangements the means of financing
available for directly productive investment by domestic
entrepreneurs in less developed countries carry with them
conditions which are either discouraging such investment or
may seriously compromise the sound growth of private enter-
prise and the financial position of the borrowing countries.

Th-e proposal is also based on the principle that
three mutually complementary types of finance are required in
order to ensure rapid and sound development in less developed
countries: First, loans on exceptionally favourable conditions
as to interest rates and repayment periods for the finance of
basic infrastructure projects (such as those 6 ranted by the
DLF and envisage b the IDA). Second, long term, i.e. about
15year, loans on market terms such as the loans granted by the
IBRD for the finance of big self-liquidating projects and
Third, credits of' about 10 years for the finance mostly of
equipment purchases on ordinary commercial terms for directly
productive private investment. This last type of finance has
been developing in recent years by means of the various
natinal ex port credit insurance schemes, under the stimulus
of competition between exporting countries and in a manner
which is both onerus for ls developed countries and dang'erous
for the future sound growth of private enterprise in these
countries. These aspects are particularly important because
they are directy related to the encouragement of private enter-
prise in the developing countries which constitutes the declared
objective of western governments and international organisations.



B A N K. o F G R E E a E

THE GOVERNOR 2.-

A scheme such as the one proposed would have the major
advantage of correcting some major defects of an already
functionning system and thereby reducing the dangers inherent
in the present situation - to which reference is made in your
recent letter. The prcposal can thus contribute substantially
to the mobilisation of private resources for the finance of
investment in less developed countries since export credits
for equipment are as a rule and would continue to be financed
through ordinary banking channels. The soundness of the projects
to be financed under these arrangements, depends on an adequate
screening procedure which can well be provided for in co-
operation with the national institutions already in the field.
The finance of equipment purchases under these arrangements
and procedures is not likely to caase additional balance of
payments difficulties. On the contrary such difficulties would
probably be reduced since in most cases the projects to be
financed would lead to increased production with foreign
exchange gaining or foreign exchange saving results.

hs regards the estimate of defaults in excess of premiums
it. is felt that Z 50 million annually would not be an in-
adequate provision even if commercial risks were included. Ey
way of example it could be mentioned that iermes (Germany)
which has so far developed the greatest activity in this field
does not charge more than 1,5 and its returns show that
within the period 1949-57 the percentage of total claim pay-
ments to insurance contracts amounted on the average to 1,8
of which 0,07;, only can be considered as irrevocable losses.

The note on my proposal does not deal with certain
administrative and legal problems of an ancillary character
the solution of which should not present insuperable difficulties.
Generally speaking in case of default the procedures developed
by national institutions could probably be adopted with the
necessary modifications on account of the international
character of the proposed unit.

Thanking you once again,

Yours sincerely

Mr. J. Eurke Knapp
Vice President

<ashington 25, L.C.
U. S. 21.

X enophon Zolo~tas
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Export Credits Guarantee Department,
c/o British Consulate-General,
Room 753,
99 Park Avenue, New Ycrk 16.

26th April, 1960.

Dear Mr. Prasad,

Many thanks for your letter of April

the 20th.

I am writing to tell my colleagues to
call at your room at 10:00 AM on the 13th of May. I
am quite sure that my colleagues will be happy to
accept Mr. Perry's kind invitation to lunch with him
on that day.

I am most grateful to you for your co-

operation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

,assistant Representative
for

Export Credits Guarantee Department.

Mr. P.S.N . Prasad,
assistant Director,

Economic Staff,
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H. St., N.Wi., )
Washington, D.C.

;VVV.
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April 20, 1960

Mr. J. i. Hall, Assistant Yeresentative

Ex ort Credits Warantee lavart ent
c/o British :onsulate-General
LOom 753
99 Park Avenrue
Oew York If , New York

Dear Yr. Hall:

Your letter of 14th April 1960 to Mr. Rist has been received by us.
Mr. Eist is now away or a vacation, which is the reason why I am writing
to you on this subject.

Ae shall h, very aspy o receive yor coll ea;ues, .esers. lotterill
and "ill, on the 13th ov :ay. Mr. eil Perry of the lestern Arlisphnre
Department has a :reed to Yae a: rar gements to receive them and put them
in touch with area specialists wit vno they 1 ho fird it usefui to
have discussions. : r. erry would also be h:apy to have your two col-
leagues stay and -nae lunch with i taNt day, if this is convenient.

Ten a.m. will be convenient and they nay please cone in either to
my room, No. 716, or go directly to Mr. Ferry. in oom 13.

We shall look forward to their visit.

Yours sincerely,

P. S. N. Prasad
Assistant Director, Economic Staff
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Export Credits Guarantee Department,
c/o British Consulate-General,
Room 753,
99 Park Avenue,
New York 16, N.Y.

13th April, 1960.

Dear Mr. Rist,

Two of my London based colleagues, K. W. Cotterill
and J. Gill, are at present making a short Tour of a number of
South American Countries - Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile and
Peru, - and will be returning to London via Washington and New York.
They would like to take the opportunity presented by their short
stop-over in Washington, to call at the Bank and exchange views
with you and your colleagues on the economic situation and prospects
of the Countries included in their Tour and various others in the
Central/South American areas in which they are interested.

They would like to call at the Bank on Friday, the
13th of May, and if this date is convenient to you, may I suggest
10:00 AM as a suitable time.

I recall with some pleasure a visit I made to the
Bank in 1957, when returning with Ronald Kinsey from a Tour of
various Countries in South East Asia and the Far East, and I am
quite sure that my colleagues will derive similar benefit from
their visit to the Bank.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) J. H. Hall
J. H. Hall

Assistant Representative for

Export Credits Guarantee Department.

Mr. Leonard Rist,
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H. Street, N.W.,

Washington 25, D.C.
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EXTRACT FROM LETTER FROM

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND
41 East Seventieth Street, New York 21, N.Y.

Ben T. Moore, Associate Director

April 5, 1960

Mr. J. Burke Knapp
Vice President
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Burke:

....... On another subject, you will recall that last summer I had
some discussions with Dave Sommers concerning the problem of guarantees
for private investment in the less developed countries. These talks arose
out of an interest of Senator Javits in the subject. Although there was
some interest within the Bank and the possibility of a small working party
to go into the technical aspects of the problem was considered, the subject
was dropped because of the pressure of other work, notably the IDA, and
a feeling on both sides that it was somewhat premature at that time.

The Senator has asked me to inquire concerning the current think-
ing of the Bank with respect to this problem. He has a feeling which I
share that we should not overlook any possibility which would encourage
an increase in the volume and scope of private investment in the less de-
veloped countries, particularly if Western Europe can be included in the
arrangements. We are not, however, commited at this point to any particular
method or approach.

If you feel that it would be useful to review the situation, I
would be glad to come to Washington for this purpose.

I should like to take this time to express my appreciation for the
opportunity of working with Dave Gordon, John Adler and Gerald Alter on
our Latin American study. They have all been extremely helpful inspite
of their other heavy commitments.

With best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Ben

Ben T. Moore

BTM: hg
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FORM-No 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

9FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Martin M. R DATE: March 21, 1960

FROM: W. M. Gilmart

SUBJECT: Proposal for an International Export Credit Guarantee Unit

Multilateral quarantee of export credits is suggested as a function
which might well be taken on by the OEEC in the course of its proposed
extension and reconstitution. This suggestion is set forth in a paper
received from Xenophon Zolotas, Governor of the Bank of Greece.

Governor Zolotas envisages a unit, participated in by the European
countries and the U.S. and Canada, which would guarantee or insure (or
requarantee or reinsure) credit for the export of capital goods to the
underdeveloped countries. Guarantees would cover risks of default by
the ultimate borrower, transfer risks and risks of force majeure. Sub-
scribed capital requirements are estimated at about 21/0 million, with
about a third initially paid, to do an outstanding guarantee business up
to about $5,000 million. Financial requirements would be shared among
the industrialized countries, and each would have a maximum limit of
guarantees for its exports which would be related to its financial con-
tribution. This limitation, together with the reguarantee and reinsurance
functions of the proposed unit, would allow scope for the continued oper-
ation of existing bilateral export credit guarantee arrangements.

It appears preferable to Governor Zolotas (although not essential)
that the proposed unit be an independent legal entity. Its governing
body should include all members of the extended OEEC, with a smaller
executive committee, again including representation of the less developed
European countries.

Benefits foreseen by the Governor from the proposed unit would in-
clude:

1. Stimulation of the flow of private credit to underdeveloped
countries through such advantages over present national credit
guarantee arrangements as:

a. Adjustment of repayment period to nature of the project and
capacity of the borrower rather than to an arbitrary maximum
term such as the 5 year limit of the Bern Union;

b. Increase of the percentage of guarantee (up to 90%) and
widening of its coverage;

c. Reduced and more uniform insurance premiums.
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2. Strengthening of international price and quality competition;

3. Freedom from political (and presumably promotional) consider-
ations in the guarantee of export credits;

4. More systematic coordination of guarantees in conjunction with
other financing agencies and in relation to development plans
and requirements of recipients;

5. A better distribution of different forms of international
financing according to the situation of the recipient countries,
with export credits increasingly related to capital requirements
of self-liquidating projects on appropriate terms and with grants
and soft loans concentrated on meeting permanent payment gaps and
infrastructure investments of very long duration.

II Comment

Governor Zolotas' proposal deserves serious consideration as a means
of injecting order into the international field of export credits and
credit guarantees. Whether it will receive such consideration from
countries interested in the competitive and promotional possibilities of
national export credit arrangements remains to be seen. It is encouraging
in this connection, however, to note some awareness of the self-defeating
nature of competitive changes in credit terms among the exporting countries,
especially now that the U.S. is threatening more intensive export credit
activity. This may mean real interest in a plan such as proposed by
Governor Zolotas, and an effort in persuasion would seem justified by the
realistic and impressive list of benefits which the Governor expects.

It is too much to expect that all of these benefits would be realized
at once from the proposed multilateral guarantee arrangements. The Governor
does not specify the administrative means for applying the standards of the
proposed unit to individual export credit transactions. The problems will
be particularly difficult in assessing the merit of proposals and the risks
of commercial default among a large number of ultimate borrowers. Pre-
sumably the unit would have to be guided to a considerable extent, and
perhaps misguided, by national credit agencies. Initially, therefore, the
immediate aims may have to be more modest than the ultimate objectives.
Not all compromises with multilateral standards could be concealed, however,
and before very long it should be possible for the proposed unit to win
conformance to an effective credit code along the lines suggested by
Governor Zolotas.

The Bank would undoubtedly be able to establish close liaison with
such a unit and to provide guidance to the unit on appropriate credit
terms for particular recipient countries and perhaps also on the advisability
of particular export credits in important cases. Presumably such a unit
would not be in competition with the Bank and would not undertake financing
in which the Bank or other international lending agencies might be interested.
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B A N K O F G R E E O E

THE GOVERNOR

Athens, March 12, 1960

I enclose three copies of the note on my
proposal for the establishment of an International
Export Credit Guarantee (or Insurance) Unit which
I have promised you during our meeting in Paris.
I believe that the proposed arrangements could
become complementary to the activities of the World
Bank and IDA and strengthen your efforts for a
more effective coordination of policies in the
problem of economic development.

I was very pleased seeing you again and
I always much value your precious advice on matters
of common concern.

Xenophon Zolotas

Eugene Black Esq.,
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
Washington 25, D.C.
U. S. A.





A PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN

INTERNATIONAL EXPORT CREDIT GUARANTEE UNIT

By Xenophon Zolotas
Governor of the Bank of Greece

The proposed extension and reconstitution of OEEC to an
Organisation of Economid Cooperation and Development including
all QEEC countries, as well as the United States of America and
Canada, should, in accordance with the 20-country Resolution of
January 14th, 1960, provide methods of assistance to the economic
growth of less developed countries. It is believed that the pro-
posal outlined in this note could substantially contribute to the
,chievement of the above objective.

The establishment is being proposed, within the new economic
organisation, of an International Export Credit Guarantee (or
Insurance) Unit - hereafter called the "Unit" - to fulfill the
following main objectives: First, to mobilise to a much greater
extent private capital resources for investment in the under-
developed countries of the world, and, Second, to create a mechanism
which in periods of reduced economic activity would support demand
in the advanced countries, through the expansion of exports of
capital goods, thereby making also possible the continuation of
development investment in the underdeveloped countries during
periods of recession. These general objectives could be achieved
by providing collective guarantees (or insurances) by all advanced
countries participating to the proposed new organisation, either
directly to interested private or public firms and financial in-
stitutions in underdeveloped countries and to financial institutions
and exporters in the advanced countries, or by indirect coverage of
such guarantees (or insurances) extended through corresponding
national institutions, against risks attached to the repayment of
loans on credits for exports of capital goods to underdeveloped
countries, on a wider scale and on easier and more uniform terms
than the ease has been hitherto.

I. Specific Objectives of the Proposed International Export

Credit Guarantee Unit.

The following specific objectives can be fulfilled by the
proposed Unit,:

I. There is a powerful tendancy of capital resources being
directed to and employed in the already advanced and stronger , as
opposed to the weaker countries in process of development. It is
accordingly necessary to provide strong and effective mechanisms
which could divert private capital resources to the weaker, developing
countries and this can be achieved to a considerable extent by
the proposed organisation which would fill an essential gap in the
existing organisations which are typically public in character.
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2. The conditions under which suppliers' credits are now being
extended, under the present national guarantee or insurance
mechanisms, are restrictive and frequently inaddquate to meet
the problems of the developing countries. More particularly,

(a) the maximum period of the suppliers' credits under the
Bern Union is 5 years, although in many instances a longer period
of repayment would have been more appropriate given the nature of the
projects and the capacity of the borrowing country.

(b) the percentage guarantee or insurance in most cases
covers about 75,' of the value of the exported capital goods and
covers usually ths political, transfer and catastrophe risks.
There is scope in increasing the percentage of guarantee or in-
surance up to 90lo% and widening its coverage so as to include the
credit-worthiness of the borrower.

(c) the insurance premiums on suppliers' credits very con-
siderablyand there is scope in reducing them to lower and more
uniform levels.

3. The proposed Unit constitutes a step towards multilateralisation
of guarantees cr insurances on suppliers' credits for exports to
underdeveloped countries, thus contributing to the general efforts formultilateralisation of trade and payments. One of the principal
disadvantages of the system now in force is that thw guarantee or
insurance facilities are usually provided under the initiative of
the supplier. To the extent that the guarantee or insurance could
be tied to the credit extended to a particular importer in an under-
developed country the mobilisation of the necessary credit facilities
could be effected on a multilateral basis, thereby strengthening andmaking more effective competition with respect to quality and price.'hch developements would be consistent with the general efforts to
promote multilateral trade and payments. The additional important
advantage of multilateralisation of export credit guarantee (or
insurance) would be the elimination of any suspicion that suppliers'
credits extended on a bi-lateral basis by particular countries areinfluenced by political considerations.

14. A more systematic follow-up and coordination of loans and creditsor other resources made available to particular underdeveloped
countries by a central agency - such as the proposed Unit inwork of a reconstituted OELC - could be made possible by the system-atic follow-up and assessment of the guarantee or insurance facilitiesto be extended to such countries. This could be made din close co-operation with other departments of the new OELC or other inter-national agencies extending aid or loans and in conjunction with thedevelopment plans of the less developed countries.

5. Economic and financial assistance extended by the advanced to theless developed countries should necessarily range from very long termto medium and shorter term loans and credits. To the extent thatintermediate term loans and cfedits could be provided by the co-responding mobilisation of private capital resources, the proposedsystem of international collective guarantees would entail twoimportant results: (a) longer term export credits, instead of shortor medium-term facilities, which would be more consistant with respect
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to certain types of projects and,at the same time, safer for the
lending country or countries. (b) To the extent that longer term
credit through the proposed Unit would be made possible, grants in
aid and soft loans by the advanced countries could be concentrated
on meeting permanent gaps in the balance of payments and the re-
quirements of infrastructure investments of a very long duration,
while intermediate term suppliersicredits on easier terms to
private enterprise could gradually to an increasing extent cover
capital good exports for self-liquidating projects. (c) Private
initiative and enterprise could be assisted in the underdeveloped
countries by direct contacts with firms in the advanced countries
which in addition to their capital good exports would provide
advice on technological know-how and organisation.

II. General Principles of Organisation and Functioning of the

Proposed International Lxport Credit Guarantee (or

Insurance) Unit.

The formation of a wider economic organisation including
all countries of Western Europe and North America, i.e. most
industrially advanced countries outside Eastern Europe, provides an
opportunity and underlians the necessity for a coordinated agency
on the principles outlinec above. It appears that it would be use.
ful for such an agency to constitute an independent legal entity,
although this may not be absolutely essential. In addition to the
preceding considerations, the following principles of organisation
and administration could be suggested:

I. Organisati-n and .dministration.

The best solution perhaps would be to include a general pro-
vision for the establishment of the proposed Unit in the Convention
extending and reorganising the (EEC. The more detailed provisions
could be included in a special agreement to which member Governments
would be authorised to enter by the basic convention. It would
appear appropriate that the administration of such a Unit be en-
trusted to a small executive committee in which less developed
European countries would also participate, but the wider govern-
ing body should be composed of all countries members of the
extended and reorganised OEEC. Guarantees (or insurance) would
be extended in support of capital good exports from any participat-
ing country to all underdeveloped countries of the world - including
European less developed countries.

2. Estimated Requirements in Authorised Capital Resources.

In addition to the administrative expenses of the Unit,
which could be covered in the framework of the reorganised OEEC,
the main burden on public funds would result out of possible
defaults on guaranteed or insured credits. According to some
general estimates, if the Unit were authorised to guarantee or
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insure loans and credits up to a total amount of $5,000 million, the
estimated risks of defaults in excess of premiums would probably
not exceed 850 million annually. A further extension of the proposed
$5,000 million ceiling of guarantees or insurance would accordingly
necessitate a bigger provision for annual risks. If against these
estimates an authorised capital of the order of $240 million were
approved out of which 1/3 were immediately withdrawable upon the
opening of business by the new Unit, the immediate burden to the
budgets of the participating countries would be about $80 million
te be shared between the industrially advanced countries on the
basis of percentage contributions to be agreed upon between them-
selves.

These percentages would be also applied in case defaults of
guaranteed loans lead in any particular year to payments in excess
of the resources available to the nit. On these same percentages,
quotas would also result with regpeot to the total value of
exports from each particular industrial country to be guaranteed
by the Unit. The quota of any particular country within the total
permissible guarantees, could be exceeded by a maximum limit, say
50/, beyond which any further guarantees of exports from that
particular country would have to be covered wholly by the country
concerned.

3. Rigks to be Cgvered by Guarantees or Insurance.

For the purpose of ensuring the greatest possible mobilisation
of private resources, the widest possible coverage of risks would
be essential. Such coverage should include:

(a) Commercial risks with respect to the insolvability of
the particular borrower. It is essential that the arrangements in-
elude risks of default directly against the lending institution and
not only against the exporter, as it is now usually the ease with
the existing national export insurance arrangements.

(b) Political and transfer risks including any causes
resulting from political action, as well as from general moratorium
and related measures of import and foreign exchange restrictions.

(c) Catastrophe risks out of events or action of force
maaeure including war, floods, earthquakes, as well as civil war
or revolution.

4. Premiums and the Relationship with Existing National

Export Insurance Arrangements.

It is advisable to allow the proposed Unit to provide
directly to financial institutions of the advanced or of the under-
developed countries or to particular exporters or importers their
guarantee or insurance facilities. In the case of guarantess provided
directly to an importer, the issue of a promissory noto could be
envisaged as a first step leading to a complete export credit
guarantee operation.
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The Unit could exercise an influence towards uniformity and
lower charges in the facilities of the various national export
credit insurance mechanisms. 'ihe possibility would also remain for
reguaranteeing or reinsuring particular operations presented by
national export credit insurance agencies. in this latter case,
the premia would be distinctly lower than in the case of direct
guarantee. although detailed estimates aould not be worked out,
it appears reasonable to argue that reinsurafnce coverage against
political and catastrophe risks should not exceed .5/, annually,
while coverage for the above risks plus commercial risks could
reach up to Ii. In the case of direct insurance higher premia
could be charged allowing a reasonable margin to the national
export credit insurance agenoies.

March 1960.



A PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN

INTERNATIONAL EXPORT CREDIT GUARANTEE UNIT

By Xenophon Zolotas
Governor of the Bank of Greece

The proposed extension and reconstitution of OEEC to an
Organisation of Economid Cooperation and Development including
all OEEC countries, as well as the United States of America and
Canada, should, in accordance with the 20-country Resolution of
January 14th, 1960, provide methods of assistance to the economic
growth of less developed countries. It is believed that the pro-
posal outlined in this note could substantially contribute to the
,chievement of the above objective.

The establishment is being proposed, w thin the new economic
organisation, of an International Export Credif Guarantee (or
Insurance) Unit - hereafter called the "Unit" - to fulfill the
following main objectives: First, to mobilise to a much greater
extent private capital resources for investment in the under-
developed countries of the world, and, Second, to create a mechanism
which in periods of reduced economic activity would support demand
in the advanced countries, through the expansion of exports of
capital goods, thereby making also possible the continuation of
development investment in the underdeveloped countries during
periods of recession. These general objectives could be achieved
by providing collective guarantees (or insurances) by all advanced
countries participating to the proposed new organisation, either
directly to interested private or public firms and financial in-
stitutions in underdeveloped countries and to financial institutions
and exporters in the advanced countries, or by indirect coverage of
such guarantees (or insurances) extended through corresponding
national institutions, against risks attached to the repayment of
loans on credits for exports of capital goods to underdeveloped
countries, on a wider scale and on easier and more uniform terms
than the sase has been hitherto.

I. Specific Objectives of the Proposed International Export

Credit Guarantee Unit.

The following specific objectives can be fulfilled by the
proposed Unit-,:

I. There is a powerful tendancy of capital resources being
directed to and employed in the already advanced and stronger , as
opposed to the weaker countries in process of development. It is
accordingly necessary to provide strong and effective mechanisms
which could divert private capital resources to the weaker, developing
countries and this can be achieved to a considerable extent by
the proposed organisation which would fill an essential gap in the
existing organisations which are typically public in character.
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2. The conditions under which suppliers' credits are now being
extended, under the present national guarantee or insurance
mechanisms, are restrictive and frequently inaddquate to meet
the problems of the developing countries. More particularly,

(a) the maximum period. of the suppliers' credits under the
Bern Union is 5 years, although in many instances a longer period
of repayment would have been more appropriate given the nature of the
projects and the capacity of the borrowing country.

(b) the percentage guarantee or insurance in most cases
covers about 75% of the value of the exported capital goods and
covers usually ths political, transfer and catastrophe risks.
There is scope in increasing the percentage of guarantee or in-
surance up to 901/0 and widening its coverage so as to include the
credit-worthiness of the borrower.

(c) the insurance premiums on suppliers' credits very con-
siderablyand there is scope in reducing them to lower and more
uniform levels.

3. The proposed Unit constitutes a step towards multilateralisation
of guarantees or insurances on suppliers' credits for exports to
underdeveloped countries, thus contributing to the general efforts formultilateralisation of trade and payments. One of the principal
disadvantages of the system now in force is that thw guarantee or
insurance facilities are usually provided under the initiative of
the supplier. To the extent that the guarantee or insurance could
be tied to the credit extended to a particular importer in an under-
developed country the mobilisation of the necessary credit facilities
could be effected on a multilateral basis, thereby strengthening andmaking more effective competition with respect to quality and price,'..ch developements would be consistent with the general efforts to
promote multilateral trade and payments. The additional important
advantage of multilateralisation of export credit guarantee (or
insurance) would be the elimination of any suspicion that suppliers'
credits extended on a bi-lateral basis by particular countries areinfluenced by political considerations.

4. A more systematic follow-up and coordination of loans and creditsor other resources made available to particular underdeveloped
countries by a central agency - such as the proposed Unit in the frame-work of a reconstituted OEC - could be made possible by the system-atic follow-up and assessment of the guarantee or insurance facilitiesto be extended to such countries. ihis could be made In close co-operation with other departments of the new OEEC or other inter-
national agencies extending aid or loans and in conjunction with thedevelopment plans of the less developed countries.

5. Economic and financial assistance extended by the advanced to theless developed countries should necessarily range from very long termto medium and shorter term loans and credits. To the extent thatintermediate term loans and cfedits could be provided by the co-responding mobilisation of private capital resources, the proposedsystem of international collective guarantees would entail twoimportant results: (a) longer term export credits, instead of shortor medium-term facilities, which would be more consistant with respect



to certain types of projects and,at the same time, safer for the
lending country or countries. (b) To the extent that longer term
credit through the proposed Unit would be made possible, grants in
aid and soft loans by the advanced countries could be concentrated
on meeting permanent gaps in the balance of payments and the re-
guirements of infrastructure investments of a very long duration,
while intermediate term suppliersicredits on easier terms to
private enterprise could gradually to an increasing extent cover
capital good exports for self-liquidating projects. (c) Private
initiative and enterprise could be assisted in the underdeveloped
countries by direct contacts with firms in the advanced countries
which in addition to their capital good exports would provide
advice on technological know-how and organisation.

II. General Principles of Organisation and Functioning of the

Proposed International Export Credit Guarantee (or

Insurance) Unit.

The formation of a wider economic organisation including
all countries of Vestern Europe and North America, i.e. most
industrially advanced countries outside Eastern Europe, provides an
opportunity and underlinas the necessity for a coordinated agency
on the principles outlinea above. It appears that it would be use-
ful for such an agency to constitute an independent legal entity,
although this may not be absolutely essential. In addition to the
preceding considerations, the following principles of organisation
and administration could be suggested:

I. Organisation and administration.

The best solution perhaps would be to include a general pro.
vision for the establishment of the proposed Unit in the Convention
extending and reorganising the CEOEC. The more detailed provisions
could be included in a special agreement to which member Governments
would be authorised ti enter by the basic convention. It would
appear appropriate that the administration of such a Jnit be en-
trusted to a small executive committee in which less developed
European countries would also participate, but the wider govern-
ing body should be composed of all countries members of the
extended and reorganised OLEC. Guarantees (or insurance) would
be extended in support of capital good exports from any participat-
ing country to all underdeveloped countries of the world - including
European less developed countries.

2. Estimated Requirements in Authorised Capital Resources.

In addition to the administrative expenses of the Unit,
which could be covered in the framework of the reorganised OEEC,
the main burden on public funds would result out of possible
defaults on guaranteed or insured credits. According to some
general estimates, if the Unit were authorised to guarantee or
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insure loans and credits up to a total amount of $5,000 million, the
estimated risks of defaults in excess of premiums would probably
not exceed $50 million annually. A further extension of the proposed
85,000 million ceiling of guarantees or insurance would accordingly
necessitate a bigger provision for annual risks. If against these
estimates an authorised capital of the order of $240 million were
approved out of which 1/3 were immediately withdrawable upon the
opening of business by the new Unit, the immediate burden to the
budgets of the participating countries would be about ,80 million
to be shared between the industrially advanced countries on the
basis of percentage contributions to be agreed upon between tbm -
selves.

These percentages would be also applied in case defaults of
guaranteed loans lead in any particular year to payments in excess
of the resources available to the unit. on these same percentages,
quotas would also result with regpeot to the total value of
exports from each particular industrial country to be guaranteed
by the Unit. The quota of any particular country within the total
permissible guarantees, could be exceeded by a maximum limit, say
50/, beyond which any further guarantees of exports from that
particular country would have to be covered wholly by the country
concerned.

3. Rigks to be Cgvered by Guarantees or Insurance.

For the purpose of ensuring the greatest possible mobilisation
of private resources, the widest possible coverage of risks would
be essential. Such coverage should include:

(a) Commercial risks with respect to the insolvability of
the particular borrower. It is essential that the arrangements in-
clude risks of default directly against the lending institution and
not only against the exporter, as it is now usually the case with
the existing national export insurance arrangements.

(b) Political and transfer risks including any causes
resulting from political action, as well as from general moratorium a
and related measures of import and foreign exchange restrictions.

(c) Catastrophe risks out of events or action of force
majeure including war, floods, earthquakes, as well as civil war
or revolution.

4. Premiums and the Relationship with Existing National
Lxport Insurance Arrangements.

It is advisable to allow the proposed Unit to provide
directly to financial institutions of the advanced or of the under-
developed countries or to particular exporters or importers their
guarantee or insurance facilities. In the case of guarantess provided
directly to an importer, the issue of a promissory note could be
envisaged as a first step leading to a complete export credit
guarantee operation.
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The Unit could exercise an influence towards uniformity and
lower charges in the facilities of the various national export
credit insurance mechanisms. The possibility would also remain for
reguaranteeing or reinsuring pa rticular operations presented by
national export credit insurance agencies. In this latter case,
the premia would be distinctly lower than in the case of direct
guarantee. 1lthough detailed estimates uould not be worked out,
it appears reasonable to argue that reinsurance coverage against
political and catastrophe risks should not exceed .5o annually,
while coverage for the above risks plus commercial risks could
reach up to I,. In the case of direct insurance higher premia
could be charged allowing a reasonable margin to the national
export credit insurance agencies.

March 1960.



FORM5-NO INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 16, 1960

FROM: Lslie C. Butcher

SUBJECT: Proposal for American Export Credit
Cuarantee Corporation

1. Mr. Francis X. Scafuro is a Vice-President of the 'ank of America
National Trust and Savings Association stationed in New York. He is also
Cha irman Pro-tem of the National Coordinating. Committee for Export Credit
Guarantees, International Section, New York Board of Trade, Inc., and it is
in this capacity that hie is now promoting an organization to g uarantee
export credits.

PURFPOSE:

2. The purpose of the organization would be to provide U.S. exporters
and instit-utions which finance exports with facilities coparale to those
existing abroad for obtaining guarantees against the risks involved in export
credits,

CiCAPIZATION:

3. Mr. Scafuro proposes the estabLishment of an institution to be
known as American Export Credit Guarantee Corporation. It woula have its
head office in New York City1 and branches elsewhere in the united States.
it vould offer to I.S. exp.orters and their overseas subsidiaries guarantees
to protect their receivables against losses arising from commercial and
poliItical risks including prolonged delays in exchange transfers.
The corporation would nay from its own funds claims arising fro. purely
commercial risks. r. Scafuro hopes to Pave the suort of the U.S.
Ccver.nent to ensure payment of claims arising from political risks.
(See paragraph 5' below). The corporation would be expected. to provide a
fair return on invested capital.

4. The corporation would liave on its staff foreign trade analysts
and economists who would examine the credit status of the insured debtors
and the political and economic conditions in the customer countries.
Sources of information about customer countries wich Pr. Scafuro .entions
include th U.S. Departments of State and Commerce, the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, the International Mionetary Fnd, the
Export-Iport Banh, the export credit guarantee organizations o' other
countries, and the Prne Union,



To: Files -2- February 16, 1960

SUPPORT OF U.S. Government:

5. The proposal calls for enactment of federal legislation to
proide that the corporation be federally chartered and authorized to
borrow within specified limits fron a governmn-t agency to be designated
by the U.S. Treasury. 1 e purpose of borrowiing, would be limited to pay-
ment of claims arising rom political risks if the- should exceed the
corporation's reserves.

JITY F'> CLOVER PERCENTAGE OF COVER A>D TEhlSJ:

6. U.S. exporters and their overseas subsidiaries, banks and
other finance agencies would be eligible for policies covering goods and
services of all types produced and exported by 7.S. firms and their
overseas subsidiaries. The corporation's gua rantees would cover up to
90' of the value of contracts after down payraents by the irporters.
For consumer goods policies would normally run up to 6 months; for capital
goods up to 5 years from delivery.

7. Premiums would amount to about 1f or comprehensive cover
(comercial and political risks) on shlort-term transactions; for capital
goods callin for cover for longer terms premiums would be proportionately
higher.

CAPITA _ZAO:

8. At the start of operations the capitalization would be:

Authorized Capital: 150 mil1-on
Initial Subscribed Capital: 050 million
Initial Paid-In Capital: _5 million

An initial surplus of :500,00 is mentioned but there is no
explanation of it.

LiMITS ON J~LIITIES:

0. The corporation would have authority to issue guarantees
totalling fifteen times its aid-in capital. At the start of business
its lmit would thus be ,75 mil lion. The corporation would call for
the paying-in of additional capital as the volume cf business showed
the need for it . if the authorized capital figure of 150 million ere
fully subscri bed and paid-in there woould be a base for maximum iabill-
ties cf :2.25 b-illion. 1ir. Scafuro considers this maximum adequate because
the exp;erience of two comparable export credit ;uarantee organizations -
the British and the German - has been that only about 15 per cent of the
total annual exports of their countries is insured under their policies.
.e mentions also that a large part of U. commercial exports are financed
by e thods whi'ch eliminate the need for credit guarantees.



To a l hSebruary 16, 1960

At least 51- of the capitaL stock shoulifd e heli y .
insurance int rests, prefe-rably those already egaed I in casualty in-
suraice, ad banks andt finance instituions acti ve in internationial
trade. The rest o- the capital stock wuould be helI other organiza-tlon, in export trade with perhaps some shares beinr offered to thep i l ie

STATUS OF THE PROPOSAL:

11. Startin in iovember 1-9590 r. Scafiuro sent letters to over
. manniacrers, exp orters andothers in.erested in interna-

Lional` trae oulinin his proposaL. OI 170 rplis receve C b "Ihe
end : Januarry, 139 indicated that they favored the lan in princile

and woul s -port it.

12. As a ibrst step ,r. ;cafuro so ,ests a corooratlon
to cer, 1 ,rL' as 10 Jei lonsrat C) :00, f o t 'e t0,
oe fnacired or ia.ore Anrican firas ubscribe atal sua

(sa- eac oa the unocrsttar
Intact; aci- oat anyon renucl.o' r s e iLot co orra 2 n

sial sc C-, so a to the scribersto cnr-c cnun stoc of tuu 'ilot coror con ar1, lie e casr ,S.j.-tarnorn r e t orb c c c to r a rF ro
rcna c b s favr r, 'rs to

p n arco d a no, 'ncot o n r 1ter o ce a ion
n. corUaittce J- the or corcu aors cdica~onc. T Il be the1
tasK of- thec oi~ e to obtain tie supoort o-f the *aQrcs r
other Gol rnr aoiecr the corrcration to a
charter as o -lneR in. Para,raph , above and to starth Lnso

13. An article I-n Tiie Joiura of ~ c20n e -rternationl
hiiiono~ ~c~ i states ta tih eaeitrlae and

!ore a ere Oomitt e Lc 'r -pr i ~ •t i

fo tr >n, t ar nelC

CS DO t'-e 00uro~c'cxC 0 o xtc ii t~rre~ i



N,2 0 VNOV RE'
FROM THE RIGHT HON LoRD SHAWCROSS. ST. HELEN'S COURT,

TELEPHONE: GREAT ST. HELEN'S,
AVENUE 4321. LONDON, E.C.3.

27th November, 1959.

Thank you very much for your letter of the 23rd November
about the proposed Entity to represent foreign investors. The
Geneva Study Group will certainly give a lot of thought to this and
I know it is also being carefully considered by my friends in the
I.C.C. I will keep you informed of any developments.

I confirm having sent you the following telegram:

"Thank you for your letter. Is there any possibility
of your lunching on December 1st, 2nd or 3rd, or
dining on December 3rd. "

I hope that it may be possible for you to lunch or dine on one
of the dates mentioned.

Eugene R. Black, Esq.,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Washington 25, D.C.
U.S.A.
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jbic arrived il1e I was aus En1~a z~nga oni
a rip to Ati l

mentan nd wuld be crtiied ir it ould~ puroue
the aur-astdon Z rwde at our f*atemr roetdan.
hav no aper.apoua bu o rrarrks OUld.

or a pri.vata invstor ihone interest Las be affOated
or is often not not

orrdr brogt bcore the puica effectIvly

inveaor ae o~an rAknId~ a3 iase&d Warot'ar inwt-
orM arc often inlinod to r i t last thir own

i rto be irnvlved.

1 shll e vry aahinterested In hearlir: th
viw your grpv on thiswb ADect.

Yourss

t-ane .(lac

L:ndon, :4*.3

(Mr. lac adedt'. folib in.h: eesir

C:C. 1.-st.

Wol0. ''ett tr[



svester 23, 1959

Dear .r. Reinhardxt:

.iiar": bu Cur ;war 7tter v: .vn omr 3, 19. dmch ar-
rved wate : was away fr. am4 avtr ti erica

in w 1 i r L., re. ar:.a in i' aidrtss to . aa _r
in :tmMber, to nicn you refer, . noa cc orete r> a a n

it Occurreu tc e Lah LAw CaSe Wf a riVat i.vstAr
nsterest has men, affectiu ratiunalinadu •, di3Criai-

natiOn is ofte not u at :rar, er bro f ht be:ore th .. lic as

veor ar- >ften rer ard a. lase az o h r invetors are offten
Clined ~, r" am qiet .S i ir wn i':D2t 3d

his se n o o eat a o 4den 2 fl arr att: tion
uti a no::' tciJ'ic ala- f r.

roa>~ 4 co.en a a -~ n coc t 3. ~ ~& eneral Ux aea,
tion ory -70

anat - ulu hVea&C. K a '- c0 It orlieriM ,a C 2t nt

rrs

urs 4rn&cr,. /lac



FROM THE RIGHT HONEE LoRD SHAWCROSS. ST. HELEN'S COURT,

TELEPHONE. GREAT ST. HELEN'S,

AVENUE 4321. LONDON, E.C.3.

4th November, 1959.

You may possibly remember the talks that we have had on proposals for

the protection of foreign investment, including the idea of a multi-lateral
convention, a draft of which is currently before the 0.E.E.C.

My colleagues and I were very interested indeed in the proposal which
you made at the Washington meeting of the World Bank that some new entity
should be established which should represent the interests of foreign
investors. I had the opportunity of discussing the matter in some detail with
Leo Velch while I was in New York recently, and I had indeed discussed the
general problem of the protection of foreign investment with him when he was

over here earlier in the year.

As you may know, I am a member - and was partly responsible for the

foundation - of a study group with offices in Geneva which goes under the

rather grandiose title of the "Association Internationale d'Etude s pour la
Promotion et le Protection des Investissements Prives en Territoires
7trangers". Amongst the members of this Group, w ich is quito small, are
M. Smets, Y. Reyre, Herr Abs, M. Yassigli, K. Carli, Sir Jeremy Raisman,
"Chuk" Spofford and Arthur Dean. This group is studying the various methods

which might be pursued in order to improve the climate for foreign investment,
and I am arranging to send you a copy of its prospectus in a day or two.

I feel sure that the group will wish to consider how best to implement
the suggestion which you made, and I wondered whether you would feel it

possible to tell me whether you had any special views as to the steps which
might be taken to get such an entity established. There is, of course, the
possibility that the I.C.C. might take the matter up, and indeed I understand
that Mr. Philip Cortney is proposing to suggest at the next Council Leeting
of that body that the I.C.C. should indeed establish a new entity of the kind
contemplated under its own aegis. Leo Yelch and I felt, on the other hand,
that the new body should be one of a rather different kind. The I.C.C.

primarily represents trading and commercial interests rather than those of
the private investor, and our own viev was that if a new entity were
established it should be one consisting of a few individuals of recognised
standing who would be able to act quickly and informally without prior
reference or subsequent reporting back to any other body.

Eugene Black, Esq.



I should be most grateful for any opinion that you may feel able to
make and which, I need hardly say, I should treat as entirely confidential.
I really want to make up my own mind as to what action it would be most
useful to take at this stage in order to irmplement your ideas.

Eugene Black, Esq.,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Developmont,
1818, H Street, N.y.,
JASHINGTON 25, D.C.
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K° 110 EAST 57-_ STREET

NEW YORK 22

N ov. 3rd, 1959.

Dear Mr.B-lack,

I plannied to use the occasion of meeting with

you to take up the problem of the protectbn of private

international investments, which you discussed in

your address to the Washington meeting.
I have negotiated auite an important nuaLber of

internatioial investments on which defaul s have subse-

quently occured and I have been much occupied with

negotiations on the settlement of such defaults. In

many cases I have watched helplessly the misery of the

investors left without effective assistance forthco-

ming from those who had encouraged these investments

before.
I thought, that I might be able to make some

contribution to your project in its organising and

policy-establishing stage and I wanted to submit this

thought to you.
Kindest regards

Your sincerely

F.G.Steiner.

President Eugene black,
Int.65ank for R.and D.
Washington, .. C.





November 3, 1959

Dear Mr. Aba

Pleap cept ry thanks for your letter
of C}-tobei 20tL o . :t t. pc'u.ts ou
raised. hae o lad to :sc z;2. ox' .r .
eetjig an was !isappoited that yu oul 't

co>e, l1Von ~T~ -Th ! ct .t a

L j*

fro "ovef er 3P >j r~cer 3n .t a en
~oiL to !rmel ur ec r iiU of dej af&ore

retirning to lain Wa. hthe a iance
o fo being ir London .1 i , tt> -'r Is
c annort pl ; an iz ticul: r
trip2

Set reards

Veryj sicerel yurs,

d Iugene R. BLack

wer~e it, slack

v i hoitra ~e -11
ronf it 5 ii)
dieral :.epublic of Germany

ETB :mel



1yovem er 3, 1959

Dear Mr. Loupart t

It was nice to bear from you and I
anologise for not answring your letter sooner
but, unfortanately Thave been out of town.

I agla to learn that, in -hei everst
an international organizati on of private investors
alon.- th-e lines sug rested in %y speech is set up,
you ~i ,ht be available to help. I know of no one
who could be more valaole and if sometning develops
I will comunicate with you.

I certainly will rake a point, the next
time I am in olland, to nay you a Visit at
Uijlgenak Ker".

best regards.

Wit 2e vilgenakker'

HM1hven, Holland

6AB:mel



November 3, 1959

Dear Mr. Hoxter:

Please accept vy thanks for your two

recent letters and my appreciation for the senti-

ments which you expressed. I would be very glad

to see you and discuss further the point raised

in my soeech at our Annual Meeting. Please let

me know when next you expect to be in Washington.

Very sincerely yours,

Eugene R. lack

Yr. C irtis J. Inoxter
527 or venn
rew York '' .

ERB:mel



car 2r. sunt:

T.o nk ou or yow lett in orming me of the

the netheen e.

The refrnoe ontainod in r e at ou
Annl In to th 4 mti oOn it
organibation of private i m otors a a a uges
for a stz dooo to no advSaan. dn
know whete tluia su-sinwl be followd :by
action on t. part o pri-rate inweotors, but isag
aotlo is takwn, you 'il4 noute1 hear of it throug
tJw pres. I am uure that thae v me of your orgnsto
wol be regaded s most valuable at that ae

I greaty appreciate the interet you have sioun in

ruy Ii. Black

ar. A.. min



;oveaber 30, 1959

!r. Norman D. Lees
C/O Mr. F>. W. Johnson
Deloitte 'lender riffiths Co.
Av. R. S. Pena
Buenos Aires
Argentina

Dear Mr. Lees:

In accordance with my earlier letter enclose the

documentary material on Puerto Rico.

I hope it will prove useful to you.

Sincerp2a yours,

Richard 1. Demuth
Director

Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff

Enclosures

R 1D:SEB:emr



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Collection of correspondence to and from Mr. Haight and Sommers

DATED: November 4th, 9th, and 12th and October 26th and 30th

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: Arbitration
Crossed to s Private Investment

SUMMARY: Contractors General

To arrange a meeting to discuss settlement of disputes
between governments and private investors and contractors.



dovember 18 1959

r. acr an D. Lees
Lou s tone
Thurlestone
3. Devon
n land

Dear Ir. Lees:

I am replying to your letter of ovember 1, in or Veril
on Puerto Rico pertaining to the cooperation between governnent and pri-
vate enterprise in fostering industrial development, for use in your
work as a member of the nission to Mauritius.

I have gathered together two studies done a few years ao by a
mber of m taff on the -uerto ico ustrial Development Company

nd the Gov ramuent Development an for nuerto R ico, and a brief paper
on entrepreneurial activities of the Perto dican government prepared
by one of the Puerto rican official S ost concerned with those activities.
All three are somewhat out of date a far s their figures are concerned,
but I think they will nevertheless serve your purpose. I have also
ordered for yo a fairly recent book on ert rico which I believe will
be useful. Tben the book arrives, vill have it sent with the other
material to the auenoe Aires address you gave me

You said you had seen Bank reports dealinL with the problem of
overnsent/private enterprise cooperation in general terms. I am not

sure wht reports you have in mind, other than our general survey mission
reports which usually deal briefly with this aspect of development pro-
blems. I doubt that these would be particularly useful to you.

If I come across other relevsnt material I will have it sent on
to you. The proposed mission should be most interesting, and I hope it
proves so to you.

ith all good wishes,

Sincirely yours,

Richard H. Demuth
ltiD: and Director

Technical a sistance and Liaison Staff
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